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Series of firsts mark flight

'Ace Repair Go.'home
•••

ygen in studies vital to building space stations.
-A batch of firsts and bests were logged during
the latest space shuttle mission: Highest shuttle'
The initial attempt at retrieval was the flight's
big disappointment. Nelson, flying free with a
orbit, 310 miles; longest manned space walk,
jet-pack, was unable to attach a docking device
seven hours seven minutes; iArst shuttle rendezto Solar Max to steady it for picicup by the arm.
youS. capture, repair and re-deployment of-.á
Nelson's efforts started the.,satellite gyrating
satellite; first operational use of the rocketwildly, but engineers on 'Earth were able to
powered backpack.
stabilize it with radio commands.
_ The astronauts landed home- this morning in
• _
_ _
California, one day late, because of problems
The astronauts lost a day while the satellite
soaring the disabled Solar Max satellite_ But _
was being stabilized and experti, worked out-anChallenger's empty cargo hold testified to the
alteroate retrieval plan in ground simulators.
twin successes in delivering one satellite and
On Tuesday, with Challenger flying close to
repairing another.
Solar Max. Hart reached out with the arm.
After fixing and returning to orbit the Solar
snared the satellite on thefirst try and brought it
Max satellite, the space travelers appeared on
inta the cargo bay. .;
television Thursday wearing T-shirts proclaimDuring the long space 'walk. Wednesday.
ing: "Ace Satellite Repair Co.'. Said comniander
Nelson and van Holten replaced an electroniea •
Crippen -We pick up. repair and deliver."
unit and a system that accurately points the
"Spacecraft servicing is something that's here
satellite's instruments at the sun.
to.stay," he added.
•
The delivery part of the mission came last
• After engineers at NASA's Goddard Space
Saturday, when Hart guided the shuttle's 50-foot
Flight Center in Maryland remotely checked tire-arm to a-bus-size satellite in the cargo bay'and
Payload, they declared it healthy and Hart drop--put it overboard for recovery-ht-I0 months
, ped Solar Max backinto its own orbit Thursday.
another crew, The 11-ton cylinder holds 57 exAfter Tore- than three Years of circling the
et-rrt
LI _be_ _e-x_possect to_ _.-globe_ag-A um:40gs Marervarricsyssmustslassasalaps.
-MIssion specialist George -Nelson approaches trie-SoTai•Mx satelliffe -during one of the attempts to
niicroineteorites. -cosmic rays and atomic oxthen ready to resume its study of the sun.
stabilize-and retrieve it.
AIi-Litserphoter

Hopes for ER director appear lost
By CHARLES HONEY
- Chairman James Garrison
Staff Writer
said two board committees Negotiations have fallen
which had been negotiating with
through for the hiring of an _
Mackey recommended at a
emergency room director at
special meeting Thursday that
Murray-Calloway County
negotiatidns be discontinued.
Hospital.
The failure of hospital board
Negotiations had reached a
members to reach a contract
"stalemate," according lo the
agreement with Dr. Terryl _ executive and contract commitMackey throws serious doubt on
tees, and "they didn't feel we
the proposed expansion of the
could ever reach a settlement,"
emergency room to a 24-hour
Garrison eats),
operation_ It also means theThe- board • could still hire
hospital wilr'probably not have
Mackey as an employee in. the
,the services of Mackey's husband, Dr. Paul Weygandt,an or- _emergency room.arid the invite.
thopedic surgeon, who had been tion to her husband to join the
staff still stands, he said. He adslated to join the Medical Arts
ded, however, "I doubt that
staff this summer. -

either would want to do it."
Dr. Weygandt was to have filled a void left by the departure
late last year of all three orthopedists at the hospital. One of
those, Dr. Raymond Charette,
has recently returned to practice here so the situation is not
as serious as before, Garrison
said. The board will still be looking for an additional ---orthopedist, he said.
As for the proposed 24-hour
emergency Tooth, the board will
still pursue that possibility, acCarding to garrison. The' problem-is whether it would-be ifforaable, fie' explained: The
hospital already loses money on

revenue to make it work," Garits ER operation, and going fullrison said. .
time would only aggravate the
The main problem in negotias
deficit unless rates were raised,,
which the board does not want to
ton was a philosophical one
do. •
• atiout ultimate, authority over
the ER operation. Mackey
"It's the same old Problem as
wanted to have ultimate responeverything else - where's the
sibility over the operation,
money?" Garrison said.
whereas board members
Ma.EkeY had proposed to run
the emergency room as a selfwanted patients to -have
contained operation, with her: recourse to the
hospital adhiring and paying the doctors.
ministration, board- and the.
the board had offered her a sub-_
communIty-T'egarcling any eomsidy of about $20;000. The going TiTaints They might hake.
rate for ER doctors is about $30
"We felt we could delegate the
an hour, which would add up to
assignment but not necessarily $720 for 24 hours.
• '
the responsibility;" explained
"She thought she could_ Garrison."We think the hospital.
generate enough additional
board is ultimately responsible

Manhunt on for
race car driver
PENN YAN, N.Y.(AP)- The
nationwide hunt for murderkidnap suspect Christopher
--Wilder-focused -on-upstate -alew-s_
York today, where the former
racing driver is suspected of
killing a 33-year-old woman and
stabbing a teen-ager before
pushing her out of his car.
A state police spokesman in
Albany said troopers were on
"maximum alert" and local
police were cheeking-motels for
signs of the man-named in warrants for three murders, four
disappearances and one kidnapping on a trail that leads from
the East Coast to California and
back.
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sunshine

•

Friday: Today, morning
sunshinse 1,vith some
cloudiness this afternoon
along with a 20 percent
chance of showers or
thunderstorms. Highs in
the upper 60s to lower 70s.
Southwest winds 10 to 15
mph.
. LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.5
Barkley Lake
358.5
VOLUME 105
'

NO. 88

.
YOUR Pp121
SubsC7rtiews Who hove not
received their home delivered
tic* of The *five ledger & Time
'by 510 p m Monday Pnifuy or
by330pm Saturdays ore.urged
'to coil 753-1916 between 5:36
- pd 6 p.a., fileedey threegh fri* pississe351,46.
dept.

for the actions of people in the"
hospital."
Negotiations _began in
December, and the board didn't
receive a copy of Mackey's contract demands until late
February, :according to Garrison. He IS chairman of the executive committee, and county

-

Judge-Executive George Wks
chairs the.contract committee.qarrison's one-year _term as__
board --chairman- -has expired,
-- _ •
and a new chair will be elected
at -pest- Thuriday's meeting or
the following,one, Ire Said. Garrison has one More year to serve
as a board member.

••••••4-

County to add
new teachers
By CHARLES HONEY
mpted some parents to request
. additional staffing-this year.
Staff Writer
The physical-education, music
Despite an expected net loss in,
state fbnding, the Calloway and library'programs of the
County school board plans to in- three elementary schools are
crease teacher staffing next each staffed by a full-time peryear with local funds. '
- n, which is high compared to
The board Thursday• night -other districts, Rose said; He
gave Superintendent Jack Rose suggested a music teacher Could'
its support for increased staffing
be moved into a regular
classroom, and that elementary
to reduce elementary and high
school class sizes. AS the school physical education. teaelasrs
district will likely lose between
could teach one or two high---------$15,000 and $18,000 in state school classes. Also,- persons
funds, adding staff will mean in- _currently teaching half-time at
creasing the local funding for the elementary could be moved
teaching positions. Board' to full-time..
•
s
members told Rose adequate
Rose also recomro.ended the
staffing should be a top priority. district retain for now its pracLAST MINUTE PREPARATIONS - Local residents who have postOmed filing their income tax
and underlined that priority by
tical arts program. even though
returns have been busy this week racing to meet Monday's deadline;One such-person was Marie Betts,
delaying for at least a year the state is 'phasing 'it out over
left, who turned ber tax records and information over to Ernie Goodgion at il&R Block Thursday afterthe next two years. The program
noon. Wanda Drenner at Halt Block said today that the flow of people through their office this tax year' about. $250,000 in planned
renovations to the' high school provides exploratory vocational
has'been about "the s
- ame as-always." She also reports that new changes in income tax laws haven't
gym.
-arts experiences for 7th- and 8thbeen too much of a concern for their customers."They just seem to take it all in stride." Shirley Davis
A new floor and bleachers. graders and is shared. among
who prepares taxes in her home east of Murray says recent changes in the amount allowable for
among other gym im- teachers in addition to their
medical expense deductions have caused deductions of several of her clients to be greatly reduced.
regular classes. The district will
provements, have been approvJoyce Noel, whose office in located on Squire Potts Road, says there are alsiSsome changes that ined by the board, but Rose lose about $75,000 in state
.funds
creaSed refunds this year ss_siachas the fifeirease in the deduction allowable for married couples when
'recommended the delay in light for the program in the nest two
both are working. Most area preparers reported a rush of customers early-in the season and say • they
of the minimal funding from the
years. Rose said-.
tliostSwho expected to receive refunds. The majority of those filing this week are expecting to pay,
state. He called the delay regretThe General Assembly's bienadditional taxes, they say.
table.- but said what money the
nial budget, which as of'MorsStaff photo by Jennie Gordon
district has to work with'should
day had not been_sjgned by Go-v.
be directed into academic pro- Collins, would provide Calloway
grams and other necessities. He
with operating costsincreases of
commendesL the board for its 4.6 and 8.3 percent-in the next
unanimous tand that staffing two.years. However, there is no
should be increased iflunds are
increase for transportation and
available.
_ ---__capital outlay expenses for
School district revenues
either year, and-"it looks like
already fund 12 teaching units
we:11 encliip-with actually fewer
Calloway., County taxpayers return an, approved federal (or fraction thereof i that the
(full-time equivalencies) above
do-fiats from the state." Rose
can avoid paying late filing and Form 2688 ("Application for Ex- return overdue. The maximum
the level of state reimbursesaid. It's -iftfo possible there
payment penaltes by requesting tension of Time to f'ile U.S. In- penalty is 25 percent.
Tent, andllose said there could
could be a future 'cut in the
an extension of time to file their dividual Income Tax Return").,
However, an aproved extenbe
"at
legislature's
'budget. he added.
least
a
half-dozen
more
individual Income'tax returns,
six-month
extension
(3) A
sion does not waive interest
units locally." Some of the addTeaching salaries are to be inaccoding to the State Revenue may also be obtained by filing charges on any additional tax
ed units could be new hires, he - creased two percent next--year,
Cabipet.
•
Kentucky Forni 40A102 ("Ap- due. Interest will be assessed at
said, but he also proposed switAt an average state There are three ways plication for Extension of Time the rate of 11 percent per annum
ching the %duties of carrept
reimbursable salary of
Calloway Countians .
may to File Kentucky Individual, from April 16 until The additional
elementary physicist education .$19.000-plus, the School district
receive a filing extension:
Partnership -and Fiduciary In- tax due is paid Oh returnS
would be spending close to
and Mimic • teachers to the
(1) For a four-mopth eaten- come Tax Returns"):. Thit ap- postmarke.d afterAprll 16,
$2500030to-retain'ttir32overstaffclassitiOns: '
No,attach to the late-filed Ken- plicatton must be filed with the
The Kentucky filing extension
ed positions, board members
"In each elementary. there's
tReky return an approved Revenue Cabinet by April 16.
form (Form 40A102 I may)ie oba mininium of one class coming noted. Any. titcreaaessira_staiLs
iederalyorm 6,0418("Application
Calloway Countians who file tained by'Contacting the Propernext fail) where we would have would have to also be paid -for
for Automatic Extension_ of returns after April 16 without an ty and Mail-Services Section.
to add some staff," Rose told the
with local funds._
•
Time to File U.S. Individual In. approved extension will be Revenue Cabinet, Frankfort.
board. "In some there might be
The district already pays
come Tax Return.")
assessed a penalty of 5 percent KEntucky 40620.
-.
myrrk. -$041r,41M03700041ir'-(7)For a sIii-tniirith extensTcrri, a any s.adttlohnt tax dtfelhOWTS r-a e enuereabinet District
will , be particularly_ transporation costs not relmclasses
as
attach to the late filed Kentucky on the return for each 30 slays °lOffice.
large, he said; the size Of this
(Cont'd on page 2)
.year's first-grade classes pro-

Countians filing late income tax r
orms
i
can be `excused" with proper applications
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•

Exercise notes state's
preparedness in order

_

oak

Kentucky's disaster
preparedness and emergency
response plans are in good working order. That assessment
followed a full-scale exercise by
state Disaster and Emergency
Services personnel.
The exercise. conducted April
6, marked within days the tenth
anniversary of the super outbreak of tornadoes that ripped
through 13-states and Canada,
•

cON(•F:RA ED — Gov. Martha Layne Collins -is shown receiving an update on the tontado alert exercises held recently by state Disaster and Emergency Services, which is headquartered at Boone National Guard ('enter. With the Governor, left to right. Tom Little, operations director of DES; Wilbur R.
Buntin Jr.. executive director, DES; and Adjutant Gen. Billy G. Wellman.

killing 148. Kentucky was the
scene of 28 twisters, 79 deaths,
and more than 1,400 injuires.
The exercise, held in conjunction with several local DES
operations, re-enacted the 1974
tornadoes in "real time." The

drill also involxed activation of
the state's emergency Operations Center, and coordinators
from the state agencies played
an active role.
The 'center was activated
shortly after 4 p.m., as reports
of the twister that tore through
Irvington and Brandenburg
were received. The exercise
became increasingly intense as
the reports began coming into
the operations center at a rapid
pce.
"We have never had to handle
such a large volume of -Information, or requests for aid," said
DES Operations Director Tom
Little. "Considering that
volume, I thought our resonse

MSUjunior earns state orator award
•

•

First.
Murray State L niversity
direction of Prof. Margaret
Marion. IL, who won 2nd Place
Murray winners include:
Michael Hardin achieved Greynolds.
in ExternpOraneOus Speaking,
another shot at national recogniHardin has already won naDawn Gifford, a Louisville Rhetorical Criticism, and 4th
tion Saturday- -when he received tional titles in Poetry Reading
freshman, who contributed over Place in Impromptu Speaking
the Dorothy Best Raines Award and, with partner Robert Henry.
10% of MSU team competition and Oratory.
•as .Kentucky's finest college Duo-Interpretation of Drama.
Hardin was named the second
points; Paris freshman Joe
orator.
His victory at Georgetown will
Mahoney, finalist in After Din- place overall contestant because
Hardin, a junior speech SZ send him to the Interstate
ner Speaking; Gene Biby, a of his 6th Place in Dramatic Intheatre.major from Russellville, Oratorical Competition where
junior from Harrisburg, IL, terpretation., 4th Flare in Poetry
was competing with the Murray he will be one of _fifty of the naand in Informative Speding,
finalist in Rhetorical Criticism;
State Forensics team at the an- tion's outstanding public
3rd Place in Dramatic Duo and
i Robert Henry. freshman from .
nua 1- K-entu c k-Y Fcaire h-st.-c--\kers.
_Prose Reading., and the _State.
—Parts, TN;ilnisliddlif TIth *Pla-de-Association State ChampionChamoionshin in Oratory.
Murray State's team of px
in individual competition, 2nd in
Hardin, James and Henry will
ships in Georgetown,.KY. The speakers brought time nineteen
Dramatic Interpretation, 3rd in
travel to Manhattan, KS, this
- two-day event • was hosted by trophies and awards. The finish
Poetry Reading, 6th in Prose
weekend to represent MSU at
Georgetown College - under the brought MSU second-place
Reading and (with Hardin ), 3rd
the American FOrensic Assoca.
honors in overalll competition.
in Duo Interpretation, and;
tion National Individual Events
Morehead State University was
Doug James. senior from
Tournament.

NeNs teachers
to be added...

City Council approves pursuit
of purchaser for 641 property

I Cont'd from page 1)
bursed by the state, Wise said.
Depending on how many new
buses the board chooses to purchase next year, that local cost
could approach $100,000, he said.
- The stale budget also -phases
out state reimbursement for
high school textbooks, which
means Calloway will have to
begin buying its own books and
renting them to students, Rose
pointed out: The new policy will
affect next year's math texts. •
In other action, the board approved a revision of ithe school ,
calerida*-. required by ,the
district's seven snow-days.
School closing day will be May.
23.

Sheriffs dept.
investigating fire
•

•

The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department is 'today investigating circumstances surrounding a car fire in the county
,early today.
According to a..spokesman for
the department. a car belonging
to Michael Burkeen, was burned
around 5 a.m. in a field near the
intersection of Kentucky 280 and
Less Todd Road.
The spokesman says the car is
believed to have been stolen
from the parking lot of Burkeens
Grocery on Kentucky 94 East
sometime between 9 p.m. Thursday and 5 a.m. today.
The cause 'of the fire has not
yet been determined. The
spokesman reports that a gas•
can was found near the scene.
The Calloway-- -County Fire
Rescue Squad was called to extinguish the blaze.

1

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council
approved a motion to pursue
the possibilities of_selling an
8.92 acre tract of land on
north US 641 Thursday evening. The decision came after
a discussion by the council on
the construction Of a frontage
road at the property site.
The main point brought out
was should a frontage road be
built ..by the city or incorporated into an agreement to
be constructed by a future
buyer.
Mayor Holmes Ellis told,
the council that it was his opinion if the property was not
put on the market and sold
within the next 30 days, it
would probably be after the
construction of the new fourlane 641 before it-could likely
be sold.
"We have no committment
'on the part of the city to build
a frontage road ourselves at
this time," Ellis stated.
'
The council agree and
voted 7-2 in favor of the sale.A previous motion by councilman Howard Koenen to
delay any type action on the
issue failed 6-3.
Konen said it was the
city's responsibility to see to .
the safety of the citizens Of
the community,, voicing his
opinion that the city should
consider the construction of

the frontage road itself.
He went on to say that bydelaying the action, City
Planner F.t. "Butch"
Sergeant could work with the
adjacent propergo.owners —
Chestnut Hills_ Shopping,
Center and the Central Shopping Center — to pursue• the
possibilities all interested
parties working together to
construct a frontage road.
Following the failure of his
motion and the passge of the
second, Keonen said that he
felt the majority of the discussion the city council had
undertaken on the issue
should have been settled in
advance by thecity's planning commission.
Presently, the property has
two limited-access exits onto
US 641. The property in question is-located across from the
new Commerce Centre and
just north of the J.C. Penny's
facilities at the Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center,
According to Sergeant,
there are several parties currently looking at the property. "We have had representatives from the Chestnut
Hills center, some local
residents and a motel chain
question the property," he
said.
The city will receive bids on
the acreage in the near
future.

lit other action, the councilwas informed by attorney
Don Overbey that residents
with questions or complaints
about the current City-ATC
situation should direct their
questions to him.
"The community needs to
centralize their input," he
said.
'Mayor Ellis told the council
members that the new wastewater treatment plant was
now in operation and being
used.
A questin about
deteriorating houses in the "city was also brought up, The
mayor stated that there is a
city ordiance calling for these
type structures to be either
torn down or burned.
Dr.- C.C- Lowry told the.
council that currently all
departments of the city were
"well within their budgets;
and that the city's funds had
increased since the beginning
of the fiscal year.
During an executive session, the city agreed to
employ the firm of Arnold
and Porter, Washington,
D.C., to work with local, attorney Don Overbey during
current litigation over
cablevision disputes here.
According to a
spokeswoman, the
Washington-based firm will
begin their services in the
near future.

times were good." Little added
that an immediate difference
was noticed in accessibility to
$1

information from that ten years
ago. He saidemuch of the information received immediately
after a tornado strike during the
exercise was not known by state
staff until the next morning ten
years ago.
• While many people still carry
emotional scars from the 1974
tornadoes, reliving the tragedy

,
•
.•

.1
•

through controlld re-enactment
can provide much needed infor-

•••••••;.6.
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mation that could save lives
should such an event occur
again.

District Court Summary
vi
con
,,
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wa.„
1
substance,.xi
se
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t,
nun
d dto
egpra
ee.,
The following is a summary of
.prtunatiau. of contraband, roatinueel for jury
cases brought before the
•
3eanette riaig. theft dy deception under $100.
Calloway County District Court
continued to pay.$IO sheriff's fee
this week. Unless otherwise
Timothy Conk. trithrwfut transaction with a
Im
pit
id
sse
ss
i7
saSio
n of alcoholic beverage by a
noted a court cost of $37.50 was
rnuisor,
automatically paid by the party
er
mentioned. 4 A "fee" refers to a
44F
7-54torence M Duncan. being a fugitive from
sheriff's fee,) In the event of any
justice front $ttilgui_Micht4an. dismissed an mutype suspensions, figures listed
tion of the Commonwealth
Robert Sullivan. 'second degree assault.
represent those fines or
amended to disorderly' cOndas:t on mut1011
set/Mires -after-the suspenden' eninnionwealth. $200 With $150 str•penchnl and tO
days suspended on condition of no like offense for
portion itis been slibtracted.
Those parties appearing
Mike Grogan. theft by deception cinder 1100.90
days suspendod On condition of no like offense for
before - Ridge David Suc-ktwo years. SIO and restitution.
ingham may have either paid.a
Kenneth Story'. harassing communications. CO
fine, fee, court cost, made' days with 30 suspended on condition of no like-of
tense for two years.
restitution or received a
Deron .1 Cowan. disorderly conduct, amended
Iii harassment: $I suspended
sentence. Some cases may have
l.awana Meadows. second degree perjury. two
ben
'
. continued, passed on to -days
another court date or dismissed
l'at Morgan,. haritssTnent.'dismissed Oil mOtion
for a variety of reasons. Minor • of- the'commonweidth
Kenneth Storey fourth de re ashatult. 9ii days
traffic violations and offenses
I,, run concurrent ikith circuit sehtence on tomblion 790 foil days'are served credit for bine
involving minors are not includser.`ed
ed in the following list:
Ronnie' Olive. two counts theft by deception
Itemo Johnson. fourth degree assault eon.
*timed to appear withattorney
Calvin Harrington. Public intoxication, amend
mdttfirt-ne"MTP1'on)monwea Ith. 9500 with $275 suspended on condition of no DUI charge #Q# two years_ .attend
alcohol and driver's education program
John
Simmons. dog running :it large. $25
suspended on.condition of no like Offense.
Janice P Albritten. dog running at large. $25
suspended on vianddlOnol-no likr Aglow...
• •
.lanet Andersen two counts theft by dec-pption
irrider-1-100. Sligreii4T &rant 'With $90 each count
suspended on condition hecks lie paid and no
like" offence fin two years. $IO
I nr.s. seeontl itegree wanton en
iltingermi.nt• dismissed on motion of the
Cilinmonw.alth
•
Joe Lewis !Parr.. Tarryirig Conce.deitu'eapoh.
- driving- tinder the Influence. continued to pay
'Alien released from fall sentence WIN being
served
illiarn C Vox. public intoxication continued
to pay $47 50
Joe It l..assiter possession of a a hi-dole non-

r•t,

V

-

under $100-; VA suspended on condition checks he
pii id and no like offense tor two years
At ill iarn C Fox. public intoxicat ion, cont timed
Nani Kiffis Hale. harassment third degree
4F11441111•11 nu.Piet. paid -6044-.4
Kevin Mott. improper reg istrat ion. dismissed .
no insurani r, dismissed, possessjon itt marl
Juana. driving under the influence:SIND
Chester Duncan,theft under 9100, dismissed on
motion of(
.
0111 MOM.:raIt h
Jerry M 1.1.1;row . con I'filled , rleterVti'uit in
peiitim-ntu.iry
Jeffrey I. Powelt. public anto.pcation con.
Untied to pay /to
-- flint Howell. public intoxication. ;MUMMA to
pay $2 bond fee and $IO
Rodger AlLui %toile. theft by iintawful taking
oyi-r Elbe. ser.ind degree burklary. i•ontinned to
grand Jury'••
•
Hobert
Myers.
roplhiet.-itelemg
under the influence. 10 days.
Jerry Vaughn two counts first degree
criminal mischief. terroristic threatening. continued for pretrial hearing
Ixrnuel Blanton. third degree burglary $3.11011
airety bond

71.

M.B.A. applications at MSU
up since upgrading standards
to include higher admissions
Higher admission standards
for the Master of Business Administraion (M.B.A.). program
at Murray State University were
adopted in the summer of 1983 —
and applications have increased
significantly in the first quarter
of 1984.
Dr. Edward Schwan, director
of the M.B.A. program; reports
that 50 applications for admission have ben received in the
first three months, compared tcs..
35 for the same period a year
ago.
Based on past patterns,
Schwan predicts a total application pool of 170 to 200 for 1984,
considerably above the 150-160

range of the past two years.
The projected increas% he
noted, has been achieved even
though the higher admissions
standards have obviously reduced the number of eligible potential applicants.
"Much of the credit belongs to
the graduate faculty of the College of Busin'cos and Public Affairs," Schwan said. "They had
the courage to raise adrnissios
standards at-the very time most
schools were expecting declining enrollments. Our faculty
correctly predicted that the
public will seek and support an
M.B.A. program of high
quality."

va-

Calloway adds programs; continues others
The Calloway County Board of
Education Thursday approved
several new programs, and the
continuation of a few others, for
the coming year. As outlined by
curriculum coordinator Nancy
Lovett,,the programs include:
After-school and Saturday
programs to enrich the district's
programs for gifted-talented
and advanced students. Courses
will be offered after school for
six weeks, two days a week, in
such areas as advanced science
or computer science. Total cost
will be about $5,000 for both
semesters, but state funding is
being sought. Lovett explained.
Saturday classes will also run
for six weeks, and some could
utilize the mini-university program offered by Murray State,
she pointed out. The Saturday
program should cost less than
$3,000. she said. Transportation
would not be provided by the
'schools.
• An elementary visual'.and
performing arts 'program.
Regular claim-I-JAW -1014terii_.,
currently offer some arts . instruction to fulfill the state reminutes per
q_uirement of
proposed the
district solicit propOsals from
the community for programs
that ceuirl be eandi.eres hv mar-

sons working with the regular
volved for a couple of years in
teacher and possibly inthis program that enables
dependentfy of the teacher.
students to compete in creative
Teacher certification would not
problem-solving. There has
be'required. Lovett. Rose and
been great interest from
Assistant Superintendent
parents, especially the gifted
Johnny Bohannon would
and talented advisory board, to
evaluate the proposals. If any
incorporate the program into
are chosen, Rose said, it would
the schools, Lovett said. Costs
be a way to tap the community's -- would be minimal, she said.
plentiful resources at a minimal
= Authorized Lovett to form
cost.
committees to develop mastery
An advanced placement procriteria for skill objectives in
gram that would enable
grades K-8, in anticipation of
Calitiway students to earn credit
guidelines the state is forfrom Murray State for their high
mulating; and to prepare a
school courses. Several
42-hour pro-gram of staff
Calloway courses such as
development for adbiology, calculus. English and
ministratora, as required by a
foreign languages offer much
new state law.
the same *cOntent as MSU
Authorized her also to request
courses, Lovett explained. MSU
funding grants for the district's
will give College Entrance Exprograms under the Job Training Partnership Act, which pmamination Board testa to
vides, students and drop-outs
students strho have taken high
with related educational and job
school
ourses matching the
description of MSU courses, and
experiences; and for the KIM
award thein credit if they score
Project for severely and 'mildly
sufficiently high. MSU Officials
handicapped youngsters in
_work:-NvInt---Calloway ad- _elguantarst.flass. Lostatt
Ininistratoh to More exactly
also authorized to explore the
possibility of Calloway's adopmatch, the content of courses,
Lovett said..
ting an international bacpuller development of an
calaureate, which if attained
"Olympics of- the Mind" proallows students unconditional
gram .for gifted and talented
admission to 475 universities.
students. Calloway has been in-

•

PAUL HARRIS FELLOWS — The Murray Rotary Club presented three Paul Harris Fellows, highest
!tenor in Rotary International, at its annual Rotary Ann meeting Thursday at the('urns Center, Murray
State.k..;nivnes1.1:
.iir. Vernon Gantt, OW,presidept.presentoci,the awardlioNsran'tor.d..lettWith
'11—Years seiTice, C:67hend-U-rant with -55 years service with wife. Lucille. and Guy Billington with 39
years service with wife. Lurline. Crawford's wife, Margery, was unable to attend because of illness.
The Rotary Foundation depends entirely on voluntary contributions and the generosity of people for the
t`biltitIttiti* *natty and growth of its many International'service programs. The filiffillifetlicin supports
scholarships, group study exchanges,special grants and health, hunger and humanity grants. The Murray club meets weekly on Thursday at noon.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
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heartline

Communists finish
czarina's palace
Catherine the Great, empress of all the Russians, didn't like the style of a palace being built
for her near Moscow. It was too tied-Gothic for her
taste. So she had construction stopped in 1788.
In 1917, the Bolsheviks stormed the gates of the
Winter Palace in Leningrad, promising a new
world of 'equality for the Russian masses. But
Lenin took up office in one of the palatial buildings
in the Kremlin, and slowly but surely the communists became more equal than the rest of the
Russians.
The Soviet Union recently announced it was going to go ahead with the construction of thepalace
Catherine the Great halted two centuries,ago. The
same 18th century plans will be used.
That's good, because the communists, though
-acquiring the czars' taste for power;developed a
terrible taste in architecture. Perhaps, when the
communists finish restoring the palace, they will
restore the czardom.,That might be an improvement in the Soviet style of government.

Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you
must- include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this
column.

HEARTLINE7 I have always
taken an over-the-counter pain
reliever for headaches and the like.
The preparation that I take contains
aspirin and caffeine. With all this
hullabaloo about caffeine recently.
I wonder if I am taking something
that could harm me more than help.
Can you give any information? P.C.
ANSWER: Caffeine clearly increases the pain relief value of
'aspirin and other over-the-counter

analgesics, according to a study in
last week's Journal of the American
Medical Association.
Eugene M. Laska, PhD, of the
Rockland Research Institute of
Orangeburg, NY, and colleagues
say that the addition of caffeine increases the pain relief effectiveness
of analgesics by an average, of 40
percent.
"I/1.21- of 26 studie:s. the:retell-Co
potency estimates of an analgesic

with caffeine toan analgesic-without
caffeine is greater than one.". they
say. "The overall pooled relative
potency estimate is 1.41. with 95 percent confidence limits of 1.23 to 1.63;
that is, to obtain the same amount
of response from.analgesicwithout
caffeine requires a dose that is approximately 40 percent greater than
one with caffeine."
The._researchers analyzed 30
clinical studies conducted during the
last 20 years involving more than
10,000 patients. Most studies included patients with postpartum uterine
cramping or episiotomy pain, but
some involved patients with Pain
from oral surgery or headache.
Their finding contradicts assumptions of 20 years'standing that caffeine has no value as an aid to pain
relief
in
over-the-counter
substances. They say previout
studies failed to recognize the need
to demonstrate adequate assay sensitivity, and failed to use sufficiently high doses of caffeine. Most used
32 mg. of caffeine per tablet, while
their studies showed use of 65 mg
per tablet. The Food and Drug Administration considers 65 mg "safe
and effective," they add.
"Based on these studies and a
review of the literature, it seems
reasonable to conclude that the addition of caffeine, 65 mg, to _an
analgesic tablet taken in a two_ tablet does resultain more_effective analgesic," they say. "Mood,
enhancement may result as well.
For many patients, this could be of
considerable clinical importance."

01964 Galin Nev. Semoi

Medal mania cheapens award

—

Like a grateful actor after winning an Oscar, the
U.S. Army wants to make sure it doesn't forget
anyone who played a role - no matter how small
- in the successful invasion of Grenada.
Certainly the Army should be glad it finally won
one, but indulging in medal mania cheapens the
hbnor that jiistifiatifyTheIongs to those soldiers who
truly performefl heroically in the service of their
country. ,
How much can a medal given for Grenada mean
when, although no more than 7,000 soldiers ever
set foot on the island, 8,612 medals have been
awarded? Half a hundred medals were given to
"soldiers" who did their fighting from desks in the
pentagon. More were given to support'troops in
various stateside bases.
The other branches of the armed forces are
vieing the conduct of the Grenada campaign
with a more itverent attitude toward heroism.
The Marine Corps, which landed 1.000 men, has
granted 10 Purple Hearts and is reviewing 100
recommendations for citations for bravery. The
Navy, which put 50 sailors in comhat`tituations,
has awarded seven Purple Hearts but has received no individual award recommendations. The Air
Force, with 800 airmen involved in the operation,
•
has yet to approve a single individual award.
The Army says the medals are "a valuable and
effective leadership tool to build unit morale and
esprit." Wonder what the late Audie Murphy
would have thought about medals for morale instead of heroism?

Still on the edge
The General Accounting Office has been studying the impact of welfare cutbacks enacted in 1981
and has found that they acComplished their purpose. Spending on the principal federal welfare
program, Aid to Families with 'Dependent
Children, is running 9.3 percent lower than whaL
it would have been without the new eligibility standards,and there are-493,000 fewer cases than there
would have been under the old rules.
This should give rise to some satisfaction, considering how the welfare system has resisted
reform. Still, the GAO report only points up that
a smaller welfare system is not necessarily a better one.
, /President Reagan's idea was to limit AFDC
benefits to families that would be destitute without
them. Benefits would be denied to working parents
- who were vpplementing their income with
welfare and could be expected to get along without
it.
The GAO study shows that most people removed from the rolls did seek tO work more hours and
did increase their earnings, but they still wound
up "poorer" than they had been as welfare clients.
One of the main reasons is that many of the
families lost their eligibility for Medicaid, Food
Stamps and other non-cash benefits that came
with their welfare checks.
What this demonstrates once again is that the
most difficult welfare program lies with people
who are on the margin between total dependence
on public assistance and the ability to hold a job
-.and support a family. The various schemes for a
new welfare system - a guaranteed annual income, the negative income tax, et al.- tend to
falter on the question of how to make it more profitable to work than' to stay on welfare.
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"Who says I don't have a program to reduce unemployment?"

looking back
business mirror

by chet currier

NEW YORK (AP) - Whenever
the calendar comes up "Fri 13,- a
lot of people spend some time
thinking about luck.
For example, would it be tempting fate, and the auditors of the Internal Revenue Service. to send off
your income tax return on Friday
the 13th?
Searching for lour-leaf clovers,
or shying away from black cats,
'has become a bit passe. But luck
can still call the turn in many
money maitess. For instance, even
if your tax return is a white-gloveclean document, free of the
slightest hint of an exaggerated
deduction, you'd probably prefer
the IRS didn't pick it out for
examination.
"No one wants to be audited,"
observes Prentice-Hall, a
publisher of tax information. "An
IRS audit can be both costly and

time-consumirig, and it very rarely
turns out to your advantage."
The odds against being" audited
are slim - about 49-1, on average.
Last year, less than 2 percent of
peturns filed were audited.'
Tax advisers say your individual
probability of being audited varies.'
For one thfng, the larger your income, the greater the chance the
IRS radar will home in your return.
The experts also say you can inadvertently raise a red flag when
you file by taking unusual or exceptionally large writeoffs, or even by
messing up the arithmetic.
However, since the IRS says it
randomly selects thousands of
returns each year for auditing, in
an effort to keep the general public
honest, every taxpayer is still subject to the luck of the draw.
People who invest - or try to
predict the future course of/the

letters to the editor

Ten years ago
Dr. Mark Cunningham was
economy, interest rates and stock
elected by his faculty colleagues to
prices - need luck too. High-level'
be their voice on the Murray State
committees, computers, and inUniversity's Board of Regents. He
genious "indicators" all have failis an associate professor of.
ed so far to reduce these impsychology.
ponderables to any degree of
Quinten Fannin, son of Mr. and
certainty.
Mr. . Talmadge Fannin, was
selected by the faculty at Calloway
Raymond F. DeVoe Jr., who
County High School as the Most
makes his living analyzing the
Outstanding Senior. Karen Crick,
economy and the markets for the
firm of Legg Mason Wood Walker. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clayborn
Crick, and Robert Allen, son of Mr.
Inc., ha.s developed a list of laws
and Mrs. W.T. Allen, were selected
that apply to the writing of
by the faculty as the Most Outstanresearch reports. A sampling of
ding Senior Girl and Boy.
them follows:
After 35 years as a coach and
-"When working towards the
teacher at Murray High School,
solution of a 'problem, it always
W.P. (Dub) Russell is leaving to
helps if you know the answer
enter private business.
(provided, of course, that you know
Terry Tatlock, Eddie
there is a problem r.
Youngblood, Fred Herndon and
Dubb Polly .are pictured with bass
-"If the facts do not conform to
the theory, they must be disposed
and grapple- taken.while fishing.
of. •
Elected as officers of the
Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Teachers of
America ,were Margaret Greer..
Linda McCuiston, Kathy Jackson,
Ken Orr Brandon, Don Wilson.
Melonie Norwood, Cilia Shelton
and Sandy Bibb.
Twent.years ago
Approximat y 1,400 children in
Recreation
Grades 1 to 4 of Murray and
Murray State University Calloway County Schools
parMurray, Ky 42071 ticipated in the recent Milk
Poster
Contest. Coordinators were Mrs.
Yandall Wrather, Mrs. Thomas
Hogancamp and Mrs. James
Harmon.
The Kiwanis -Club will have its
build with, without the actual co'bt
spring donut sale April 16 and 23,
involved. (They could work it out).
according to Charles Coleman, sale
Actually, this could alsohelp the
chairman.
local economy by giving the
Mrs. Albert Crider of Murray,
unemployed something to do in a
president of the WMU of the Blood
constructive way. Perhaps soRiver Baptist Association, said a
meone could swap work, help each
bus has been chartered for the
other, etc., or maybe sell some of
more than 50 women from this area
the material they have saved or
to attend the Kentucky WMU Consalvaged.
11,
vention in Owensboro April 14-16.
It would also be a step in conservMrs. A`.0. Woods, Mrs. 011ie
ing lumber that is becoming higher
Brown, Mrs. Eunice, Miller, Mrs.
and scarcer for future vse by
B.C. Harris, Mrs. John Ryan. Mrs.
others. This would be a mark of
Charles Stubblefield. Mrs.'-ha
neighborly spirit and cooperation.
Douglas, Mrs. S.L. Horn, Mrs. I.H.
William P. Crocker
Key and Mrs. L.E. Fisk of the
209-B North 5th Street
Nature's Palette Garden attended
Murray, Ky. 42071
the Daffodil Show at Bowling
Green on April 9. Mrs. Woods. Mrs.
Brown and Mrs. Miller won ribbons
at the'Show.
Thirty years ago
To The Editor:
The daily nursery charge at the
There was an article in your
Murcay Hospital will be raised to
April 6th edition about a meeting of
1.2,50 from ,S2 beginning with new
114 Murray-Calloway County Task
admissions on May 1, according to
Force for the Ky. War on Drugs
Karl Warming, administrator.
and Alcohol, where only about 20
Nancy Willoughby. daughter' of
people showed up. They were very
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby.
disturbed tfat such a few parents '1
was crowned Miss Woodmen Circle
were concethed about the problem.
Junior for this district.
I wonder if the real reason no
'Marian Workman Potts,
more showed up is that there is a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
real problem of drug and alcohol
Workman, was one of nine finalists
abuse among the parents of the
in the Mrs. Kentucky Contest at
students of the county. Maybe we
Louisville.. She- was sponsored by
should start with the adults who
Calloway County Farm Bureau
are 'setting the bad examples
and was accompanied by Rachel
before our young people. We C&tn't
Bowland, county home demonstra-•
'tell our children not to do things we
tion agent. Mrs. Potts won prizes at
ourselves do and expect them to
the imtvaitrn"'"-obey. They frv.arp
:ëlubirthIireptittaiit—a- the
1-hope the parents will straighten
Murray Hospital include a boy to
up and then help these people with
Mr.,and Mrs. Ted Lawson, a girl to
this problem.
Mr. anti Mrs. Charlse AtcLierrnat,
ftelefi
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. LoydRoute 7
Hargrove and a girl to Mr. and
Mayfield, Ky.
Mrs. Eddie Edmonds.

Recreation 540 class thanks local citizens
To The Editor:
The Recreation 540 class of Murray State University recently
organized and participated in a
recreational program with local
senior citizens at the Ellis Community Center in Murray. The program consisited 'of various recreational • activities, a devotional, and
the preparing'Of a meal. The Program's goals were to provide a
positive social experience for-both
the Senior citizens and students and
to provide students with an experience in planning, implementing, and evaluating recreational
activities specifically for senior
citizens.
The students would like to thank
Verona Grogan. Direetor of Ellis
Community Center, and Les
Wilburn, Therapeutic Recreation
instructor at Murray State University, for making the program possible. We would also like to thank the
following businesses for their donations of food and materials:
Kroger, Story's, Big John's, SaveA-Lot, McDonald's, Hardees, and
Druthers.
Larry Tucker,student

Handicapped seek
consideration, too
To The Editor:
I would like to see some consideration given to the handicapped of Murray "in the .cablevision
controversy.
As I understa.m&A the beginning
we were all going to get the remote
control box free. Now you want to
charge everyone which most of us
handicapped can't afford.
• We have a lot, of handicapped
people in Murray who are bedridden or in silivellthrs who need a
istuattsegtot.col-boxyco-0.84e-eonalder (at least) giving us one. I'm
sure most (if not all of us) would
. really..aPpseciate
Gerald Waldrop
.Murray, Ky.

Outdoor Therapeutic Recreation
Department of Health,
Physical Education,and

Another use for old houses
To The Editor:
When houses are to be removed,
destroyed etc., becasue they are
old, or damaged and so forth, they
should be offered free to someone
first. Some- people may need the
lumber to repair building's on their
farm or elsewhere.
Lots of that lumber and material
is good, sound and reusable. Those
people who can't afford the cost of
new lumber would have some to

Local support noticed
by national organization
To The Editor:
Recently 150 participants from
Canada and Alaska to Maine and
from Florida to Arizona attended
the National Rural Special Education Conference hosted by the
American Countil on Rural Special
Education ( ACRES). ACRES is
headquartered at Murray State
University, and participants are
always impressed by the support of
the local community for MSU activities. This year the followingmerchants and individuals offered
generous donations to assist with
the conference:
Blackford House Galleq, Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
Framer's Gallery, Bamboo
Garden, Wild - Raspberry, Pier 1,
Murray.Supply, Murray Home and
Auto, Parker Popcorn, Ellis Popcorn, Kentucky Paradise, Green
Door mod Juanita's Flowers.
The Murray community hal; once
atain illustrated the true ".sensecd
community- prevalent across
rural America, and we truly thank
you.
— '3Incgtoly, '
Doris Helge, Ph.D.
Exicutive Direetor
. •
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• BOBBY WOLFF
The, marriage of Miss
Deborah Sue Slay and
David Artell Nance was
solemnized in an afternoon W.'edding on Saturday. March 3, at Shady
-Grove Baptist Church.
Hazlehurst, Miss. 1
The bcide is the
daughter of Harold A.
Slay and the late Mrs.
-Neil-- Myers Slay of
Hazlehurst.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. James
D. Nance of Bell City,
Ky.
_
.
Dr. Danny Watkins,
church pastor, performed the double ring
ceremony. Music was
by Mrs. Ira Coats and
Mrs. Robert Boone.
- Candelabra- accented
by huge ferns and
flower arrangements of
purple heather, multiColored gladioli,
miniature mums- and
white carnations accented the altar.
The bride
The bride, given in
marriage by her father,
chose a traditional wedding gown trimmed in
Chantilly lace with a
sWetheart neckline and
long fitted sleeves. The

She carried a silk
bridal bouquet of a
cascade of white carnations, roses and baby's
breath, accented by
white ribbons tied in
love knots.
A 1913 gold coin given
to the bride by her
future mtther-in-law,
Mrs. Nance, in remembrance of her mother,
was worn in her shoe.
Mrs. J.E. Burghard of
Jackson, Miss., was the
matron of honor. The
bridesmaid was Mrs.
Chuck Amos of
Glasgow, Ky.
; sister of
the groom.
The attendants wore
matching dusty
lavender formals
featuring tree-tiered
bodices. The full skirts
fell softly from fitted
waistlines.
They carried nosegay
bouquets of miniature
multi-colored - carnations, mums and
heather.
James D. Nance,
father of the groom,
served as best man.
Groomsman was Tom
4effrey of Lafayette,
La. Ushers were Jon
'Palmer and Phil Ryan,
_both_oflaekson.
_
The groom wore
silver tails with a white
boutonniere. The men
attendants and father of
the bride wore silver
tuxeddes with lavender

sleeves we're sprinkled
with seed pearls.
Her chapel length
veil, edged in Chantilly
lace, was attached to a
lace headpiece,

STARTS TODAY
1:30, 3:25
7;20, 9:20
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boutonnieres.
Mrs. Nance, mother
of the groom, wore a
turquoise blue tea,
length lace and chiffon
dress accented with a
ribbon belt and an orchid corsage.
Mrs. Harold King,
Mrs. Joe Keywood and
Mrs.Dan Weeks, sisters
- of'the bride, Were
esc.orted in and 'seated
as stand-ins for the
bride's mother.
The church was
'decorated by Mrs.
Frank Gammill. Additional flowing lace ferns
of Mrs. Mamie Whittington and colored
camellias of Mr. and
Mrs. B.S. McLemore
were usea.
Mrs. Gammill also
directed -the wedding.
Reception
A reception followed
the, ceremony in the
fellowship hall of the
church.
Mrs. Billy Earl Middleton assisted the
gu-ests as they
registered.

silver candelabra on the
table..
The whIte tiered cake
was decorated with pink
flowers and garlanded
with camellias. Punch
was served from a
silver bowl.
Serving were Mrs.
Jon Palmer, Jackson,
Tenn., Miss Judy
Weeks-, Brookhaven,
Miss., Mrs. Steve
Keywood, Sulphur Springs, Texas, and Mrs.
Willie Pansano,
Hazlehurst. •'
The groom's table
was centered with a
large chocolate cake
which was served with
coffee. Miss Amy Dugger and Mrs. Martha
Doty of Jackson served.
Distributing rice bags
were Stacy Slay,
Brandenburg, Ky.,
niece of the bride, and
Carrie Tarver,
Brookhaven, greatniece of the bride. They
were assisted by Jennifer Slay and Keli
Remington, both of
Wesson, Miss.
Also assisting at the
reception were Miss
Julie Slay and Miss
Elise Berry, also of
Wesson.

Forming the setting
for the bride's table,
overlaid with a white
cutwork linen cloth, was
lattice work entwined
The couple lett later
with ivy and camellias.
An arrangement of for a wedding trip to
fresh pink mums, Acapulco, Mexico,
They now are residing
daisies and purple
heather' surrouned the in 'Jackson, Miss.

Physical examination almost of elderly
useless ill
ROCHESTER, N.Y.
I AP) — The physical examination, _which identifies illnesses and
disabilities, is almost
useless for predicting
how well the elderly can
function in daily life,
says Dr. Mary Tinetti of
the University of
Rochester Medical
Center.
Falls, for example, a serious hazard to the

elderly, are Thsually
caused by interaction of
many different factors,
from poor vision to
depression, she says.
She has developed And
is currently evaluating
a fast, simple, "balance
and gait" test to identify
those at risk of falling. If
proved effective, the
test may be included in
the physical
examination.

"Failure is not our only
punishment for laziness;
there is also the success of
others." -- Jules Renard.

West made a bloodthirsty
double of today's no-trump
game. But who can blame
him for that? However, he
overdid it in the defense
when he lel pars greed.(or
was it laziness?) step in the
way of a sure plus score.
South won his spade king
and immediately led the
heart jack, surprising West.
Envisioning a losing heart
finesse and a huge score,
West foolishly played his
seven. The jack won as West
blushed, and now it was
time to play clubs. When
West's club ace was knocked
out, West returned a spade,
but it was too late.- The
stolen heart trick was number nine, and South rattled
off four clubs and two high
diamonds to make his double game.
Instead of counting the
extra undertrick. West
should have assured the
penalty. He should have
jumped up on South's heart.
jack and led a second spade.
This alert play establishes
West's spades while he still
has the club ace. Instead of
nine tricks, South has only
eight.
Watch those "sure"
doubles. Sometimes they're
not as lucrative as .on
would expect, especially if
one tries for 500 points
instead of settling for the
sure 200.
NORTH
4-13-A
•A-7
•K 6 2
40 9 5 3
.Q.11085
WEST
•QJ1094
•A7
•Q 10 8
40 A 4 3

EAST
•852
•10 9 5 4 3
*J 642
•

I.

+7

SOUTH
•K 6 3
•Q J 8
•A K
•K 9 6 2

ti
4

Vulnerable. . Both. Dealer
South. The bidding'
South
1 NT
Pass

West
Pass
Dbl.

North East
3 NT , Pass
All
•
pass

Opening lead: Spade queen

Bid with The Aces
South holds:

4-13-11
•
9QJ 1094

STARTS TODAY

Ti

•A7
* Q 108
41A 4 3

SALE
Twentieth Centro), ForipresenIs A Michael Dougias Production
MICHAEL DOUGLAS KATHLEEN TURNER
ROMANCING T•q. STONE starring DANNY De VITO
ALFONSO ARAU MANUEL OJEDA

JASON IS BACK.
AND THIS IS
THE ONE YOU'VE BEEN
SCREAMING FOR.

GERANIUM'S
•Red
•White
•Pink
- •Salmon
•

1:30, 3:20, 7:10, 9:05

he new police recruits.
Call them slobs.
Call them jerks.
Call them gross.
,
Just don't call them
- when you're in trouble

South
140

North
30
Ih
tr
cl

ANSWER: Four spades.
Lots of aces to cue-bid, but
the overall strength does not
'justify a slam invitation. "
--Send bridge questions to The Aces,
PO Bo: 12343, Dallas_ Texas 75225,
with Self-addressed, stampedenvelope
for reply

ta

re
m,

Reg. 1.25
FRIDAY•SATURDAY•SUNDAY

What on institution!

THE FINAL CHAPTER

St.
Al
Tu
ne

COMPPOW AfLEAS(
rnr, ioAKKolirKsOs

•Red Dogwood
•Pink Dogwood
Pear ' s 1 500
•Flowering Crab
$89?
i,
r
•Bradford

SHADE TREES
1:35, 3:05

•Red Maples

ONLY•NO EVENING SHOWS
It's the Smurfs'
ONE and ONLY
full length motion
picture ...eveklk
•

•Weeping Willow

Read_y_To Plant
Hybrid Teas
Large Assortment

: 5 ONLY

1:3., 3:20, 7:05, 9:00

Get set to get wet...
at the funniest,
raciest, wildest
white-water
• raft race ever!

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS fRIDAY THE 13TH-THE FINAL CHAPTER-- STARRING KIMBERLY BECK •PRER IIART0N •CRISPIN GLOVER
MUSIC BtWRY tvIANFREOINI:SCREENPLAY BY BARNEY COHEN
iiIILLSAKOVilfailaillitagAiiiiMr A PARAMOUNT PICIURE
DIRECTED BY-JOSEPH -11TO.
• •,"%/1":0=7

love is hard to
find, when the
whole world is
watching.

•

• TIM MATHESON
UPTHECKEK

$ R95
V
up

K SPRINGFIEW

- HARD
)

GARDEN PLANTS
AND
FLOWERING PLANTS

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
.BRUNCH FARE
Tomato Juice, Cheese,
French Toast, Maple
Pears, Coffee and
Benne Wafers
Maple Pears
Delightful accompani
ment for French toast.
3 large ripe Anjou
pears
1 tablespoon lemon
juice
3 tablespoons maple
syrup
2 tablespoons butter
Halve, peel and core'
pears; sprinkle with
lemon juice. Cut each
pear-half -lengthwise into about 4-inch thick
slices, keeping slices
together to retain pear
shape. With a wide
spatula, place each
pear-half (cut side
down) in an 8 by 8 by
2-inch baking dish. Pour
mapl.e syrup over
pears; dot with butter.
Bake in a preheated 1
3110-devriP-P—Aiven, unCover!cl, for 5 minutes,i
ratite: - contffiift baking
until barely lender — 5
Minutes. longer. .Serve
hot with the •pan juices
over. French toast.
Makes e servings.
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DATEBOOK
Ladies luncheon at Oaks

Tracy Henry, student at Calloway Middle
School, has been named a 1984 United States National Award winner in English. She was
nominated for this award by Patricia Lassiter,
English, Reading and Speech teacher.
The
daughter of Max and Wanda Heary, Miss Henry
-is the -granddaughter -of George and Treasie
Robinson of Hazel and M.W. and Morelle Henry
of Murray.'

Reading group will meet

.Life conference planned
Migs Bertha Smith. a:former missionary to
Ctina,willcoiiduct a Christian Life Conference- at- the First Baptist Church, First and Ash
Streets, Calurt City. April 15 to 19. The morning
sessions will be from 10 a.m. to noon and the
-evening-ses. Mons- •witt-dse--fram-1-to
p.m. A
numery will be provided-for pi e' liciulerS at all
sessions. The public is invited to attend, said the
Rev. Larry D. Nichols. church pastor._

The Monday Group of Ladies Tennis .1 the
Muraycflr5rClibwilljilay'Máy. April 16,
. -at9.90- a.m. at triet-tub-wttir -='
lati mgslo
-- -be made
at the court by the following: Marilyn Adkins,
Vickie Baker. Gayle Foster. Norma Frank,
Janice Howe. Frances 'Hulse. Janie Ryan and
,_ • . Cathy Young.

Patients dismissed

A Country Music Benefit Show presently
is being planned for Billy Travis, three-y
ear old son
-Mr. and Mrs. Billy Ray Travis Of
Calloway
County. The child .is seriously ill in a Memphi
s
hospital and the family does • not have
any
medical insurance. Proceeds from the
benefit
will go to the Travis family to help pay
for their
rapidly increasing medical expenSes. Any
country music band that would be willing to
donate
their time to the show, contact Sandy Lyons
at
474-2318 as soon as possible.

Area persons recently dismtbsed from
l'aduca.h hospitals were Teddy Cohoon, Murray
.
from-Western Baptist: Danny Baker and
Dora
Dover, Hardin,and Lauren Miller, Murray,from
Lourdes. "

•

Thetas plan meeting
„ The Theta Department of the ,Murr
ay
Woman's Club .will-Tiave an open meetin
g on
—Monday. April 16, at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
The Calloway County High School- Chamb
er
Singers, directed by Lavaughn Wells, will
pre_ _dent__Lhe „program. Hostesses will. be: Pauline
Parker.Louise Miller. Betty Beaman and Wilma
Beatty.
At the March 19th dinner meeting at
Curris
Center, .Mutray State University, Dr. Hughie
Lawson presented a program on "Settle
rnent of
Trigg and Calloway Counties." About 30
persons
were present

here Saturday

The Lanabda Chi Alpha Fraternity at
Murray
--SlatellniVersity will wash cars for free
frotn 10
• a.m. to 4 -pm. on Saturday, April 14,
behind K
Mart. Fraternity Members have enlisted
sponsors who have pledged a certain amount
. of
money for each car Washed. Proceeds from
the
car wash will-benefit the Christian Childre
n's
Fund. People who have their cars washed
may make donations Saturday if they deSire.

SI731' Mitchell

Opening night.changecl

named

Shay Mitchell. sohof Mrs. Judy Parrish, Rt. 7,
and Roger Mitchell. Rt. 1, Alm°, has been named
a 1984 United States National Award Winner in
science and English. by the U.S. Achievement
. Academy. A student at Calloway County Middle
School, Mitchell was nominated for the award by
-Lisda Pattersorr.-serente teacher, andllatriela
Lassiter, English- teacher. He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Mitchell. Rt. 1. Almo. and
Mr. and Mrs..Bobby E. Jetton, Murray.

Opening night of the lighted Dogwood Trail in
Paducah has been changed from Monday, April
16, to Monday, April 23, because the dogwoo
d
trees -are blooming later due to the cold and
in- .
clement weather.

Office hours changed
Effective Monday. April 16. the'office hours for
taxpayer assistance at the Paducah IRS office in,
Post 'Office Building. Fifth and- Broadway,
Paducah, will be Mondays only from 9 a.m. to
_3:45 p.m. Taxpayers who need help with their tax
returns or who have questions at other tithes
may call the IRS toll-free at 1-800-424-1040.

-MINNE
• APOLIS (API
— The wonders of the
_world in the next
quarter century wilt include pills that prolong
youth, solar-powered
mass transit systems
and communications
networks that make
business districts
obsolete.
These predictions for
the year 2008 were included among those
made by 10 college
students whose essays

The offiee_of the.Calloway County Agricultural
Stablization and Cdnservation Service in the- BelAir Shopping Center will be closed Monday and
Tuesday. April 16 and 17. in order for the personnel to attend a training meeting.

Talent show"Monday
The Third Annual MSU Talent Show, sponsored by Residence all Association of Murray
State Univer
. will e Monday, April 16, at 8
p.m. in ballroom of Curris Center. There will be
no admission charge and the public- is invited to
attend. For information call 762-2717 or 762-2001.

Brazil (API
,King
Carl XVI Gustay. and
-Queen Silvia of Sweden
r•12de.two-diatincUy dif
ferent stops during their
first day in Rio de
Janeiro.
After flying in from
San Paulo on ThursdaTy.
the royal couple first
participated in a solemn
ceremony marked by
military pomp and a
21-gun salute at a
bayside monument
dedicated to Brazil's
unknown soldier whO
died fighting for the
Allies in World War
Later in the afternoon, they visited Rio's
richly decorated Saint
Benedict Monastery, or
Sao Bento, as it is called
in Brazil's Portuguese
language. There, in
sharp contrast to the

Total
Weight
•

LAD & LASSIE
Boys & Girls Jeans ,- -Calvih Klein
Jordache and Billy The Kid
1/
/2 OFF

LAD & LASSIE
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

753-3456

Now at The Hair Hut
(
ready-11MM your styling needs
JANEXILIDY—

t

ei.ieensed Cosniotologisk_
.07) Years E‘perience
•I1,2 lean. As chief Hairdresser On Cruise Sliip')I.S.
.
Carib!
•Sperializing In Perms.Cuts
& Highlight..
•Specials Sou
Shampoo & Cut
MANI
Same -Braitd Pent's S'Itl.nn—
CALL 753-5695 .
TUES.-SAT..

TH E

ELECTROLUX
•Completei/y 'rebuilt, new hose, new
attathments.
They don't last long at prices like these

$100 — $250

UT

753-51
695
643 So 4111

*Aisu rebuilt Kirby and other brands
'Complete servicing only $6
”

sytiSi t/ k-.
4311
4 •-• ist. 7

MURRAY VACUUM

'
,5••••

201 N. 5th

CENTER

759-4494

•

10
Ass. :o see
„•;.• 1972
price bocik
facsimile fOsi
seteclecl
Patterns /

e.:
*
..
'
• 12
'

•'
°Ike littigt

sot*

.••
CHOICE

Depending on your,wi ndow- sizes
you could save 'hundreds_ of
dollals on this once a decade
sale-. An entire collection of
woven wood patterns'in popular
.colors and richly woven designs
is available.' Save- now on our
entire line of custom window
fasht?nt.

./

or

AT.Tera9e
prices eclual 1972
prices -for sirritta•

BANK CAPDS

- •

1 Aluminum Blinds

30% off
- r•soff
_Adr _CHI"-t'•

Wood Blinds

50% off
SoftlIght Shades

25% off

"vtes

LAYAWAYS

MiChelSOnS
Quality at a Price!

Lead The Easter Parade
Dressed From

C- stomWovenWood
Prices Rolled Back

of the
Month
,

90
Days
Same as Cash

couple through 'he
thickly gilded chapel,
founded in 1641 and filled with- 'richly carved
religious images.
,

Wuindow Fashion Sale

\i

cererhony, the king and . security
agents to get a
queen were greeted by closer
look at them.
laughing schoolchildren
The monastery's Abwhew slipped-tiwisi•O the
but /nadir) escorted the

•.4

.;:::•4:.'k

WAS

•
Schoolchildren slip
hi
guards.to see Swedish couple
•.
•
•
RIO DE JANEIRO, somber war monument fiustr
ated BraziliLi

on future advancements
were judged the best
among-TX-entrants.
The winners of the
Honeywell Futurist
Award}
s 3C7petition
covered s'
picsT-cutputers. aerospace,
(
7
biomedical technology,
electronic communfeat ions, energy and
marine systems. Each
winner received $2,000.

SPECIAL

1
Carat

•

—

Wonders of thesworld
predicted Thr yTear 2008

ASCS office closed

Diamond

Amy Lynn Pinson
Alilburn Kinsc.y (ci

Tennis play Maday

Travis benefit planned

.411

-

plan event

Traci- Henry named

TRADE-INS
EXCLUDED

1$
4

Thastmasters will meet

The annual Miss Kentucky National Pre-Teen
Pageant will be Saturday. July 28. at the Holiday
Inn in South Louisville., Girls,_ 8 through 12, are
eligible to participate. The state winner will
receive a $200 cash award, a banner, a tiara and
a trip to Lehigh. Fla., where the 1984 Miss National Pre-Teen Pageant will be held in
November.
_
_
TI interested in obtaining further information
and an application write or calf Lucy Morgan.
state director, P.O. Box ,167. Lehigh Acres, Fla.,
33970-0167. telephone 1-813-369-3567.

*

glk

Lieutenant Colonel
and Mrs. David Pinson
of Alexandria, Va., announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Amy Lynn, to Douglas
Milburn Kinsey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James
Kinsey of Mayfield.
Miss Pinson is the
The Murray Toastmasters will meet Tuesday.
granddaughter of Mr.
April 17.- at 6:59 p.M. at Western Sizzlin
and Mrs. Pat Watkins of
Restaurant. It will consist of three parts, a learn
to speak on -your feet session, two prepared_ _ Murray and of Mrs.
ah cakhywoumeirp _
speeches--and -evaluationsor The speec es and
phis, Tenn., and the late
meeting. Every member has the opportunity to
Charles Pinson.
stand up and speak to the club each meetin
g.
The bride-elect is a
Guests are welcome to attend at no obligation.
graduate of Murray
For information call Art Litchfield at 759-992
6.
-state. University. She
gpresently is employed
Li/rareSSCES
by Murray State.
Mr. Kinsey is the
The Murray Unit of the National Hairdressers
grandson of Mr. and
and Cosmetologists will have a workshop on
Mrs. Bobbie Morefield
"New_ Spring Haircuts". by Jamie Henry of
of Mayfield and of the
Oviensboro on Monday, April 16, at- 10 a.m. at the
late Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Murray ..g.eauty Shop. A sack lunch will be
Kinsey.
available. The cost for non-members will be $5
The wedding will be
per'person.
- solemnized on Saturday, May 26, at 4 p.m. at
the First United
The Murray Area Council of the International
Methodist Church, MurReading Association will have its -Materials
ray. Invitations are beShare Day" on Tuesday, April 17,- from 4.to 5:30
ing sent.
p.m. in Room 341, Special Education Building,
Murray State University. Prospectie and area
.teachers will display teacher-made materials.
Refreshments will be served..All interested individuals are invited to attend.

• Pageant scheduled

(u Wash

PAGE 5

Pinson-Kinsey wedding planned

North PIG will 121Cer

A ladies day luncheon will be served Wednes
The North Calloway Elementary _School
day, April 18. at noon at the Oaks country
Club.
Parent-Teacher Club will meet Tuesday. April
Reservations should be made by Monday
with
17, at 7 p.m in the gym. The Fifth Grade Class
. Sue Steele or Paulette geed,luncheon chairm
en:
will have a poster display. the Computer ronni- -Bridge will be played at 9:30 a.m. with Hazel
will be open for display and dernonstrations, a
Beale, 753-2510, as hostess.
slate of new officers will be given with hominaOther luncheon hostesses will be Dot Harris-,
--tions to he (11-ade Trom the floor, and Freed Curd
Levicie Zambella Alice Hoplbins, Cindy Dunn. and Mark Blankenship will be present to answer
Sally Anne Sayer. Freda Carraway.
Robbie
questions from the group. All interested
LaMastus,, Barbara Williams, Karen
Winn,
teachers, parents and patrons are invited, a
• Rachel Hendon, Virginia Jones, Sadie Ragsda
le.
spokesman said.
Nell Cochran. Shirley Carpenter, Belinda Elliott,
Betty Lowry, Irene Woods and Earlene
Woods.

•_
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Secretaries Week s
observance planned-

irsmikir. APRIL 13; 1984

Community events listed
.
Fr ,April.

Saturday, April 14
Saturday. April 14
•
Sunday,April 15
Monday, April 16
Monday. April 16
1984 is the "Year of the Secretary," Proft.sFour-Fifths will be the
MS (multiple will eat together as a will have an Open of Curris Center, MurHazel Lodge No. 831
sional Secretaries International, originator and
Free and Accepted band for the dance at sclerosis) Encounter family at 12:15 p.m. at meeting` at 7:40 p.m. at ray State University.
soles sponsor of Professional Secretaries Week
Masons will meet at 7:30 the Murray Eagles from Group will meet at 1:30 Golden Corral Steak club house.
and Day, has designated April 22 to 28 as Profes8 p.m. to midnight. This p.m. in third floor House. p.m. at lodge hall.
Area potluCk dinner of
sional Secretaries Week and Wednesday. April
will be for members and classroom. Of MurrayMurray Lodge No. 105 Alcoholics Anonymous
25. as Professional Secretaries Day.
Calloway Hospital.
Alcoholics Free _ and _Accepted and Al-Anon is schedul-, Benefit singing for guests.
Locally PSI Murray Chapter President Annila
----•
Anonymous will have a Masons will meet at 7:86 ed. For information call
Ronnie
Gibson 011ie at
Peeler has announce-4-1-984-- Professional.
Captain- Wendell_clury
Friends of Freed- closed meeting at 4 p.m. p.m. at'date ball:
3399,
753-0081
7:30 p.m. at New HarSecretaries Week .activities will be under the
Chapter.of Daughters of Hardernan dinner will - in western portion of
753-7764, 753-5094 SYT
mony
Baptist
Church,
direction of Chairman Jean Fleming, employed
American Revolution be at 7 p.m. in cafeteria Livestock and ExposiBenton-Symsonia
Hazel and Douglas 763-7663.
by'red Bilfington Consulting Engineers.
•
will meet at 1:30 p.m. of Calloway County tion Center. For infor- Centers will be open
Highway
348.
Members of her committee are Melva Hatwith Mrs. Riley Kay.
High School.
mation call 753-0061. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Revelation Seminar
cher, Melody Robinson. Rita Gray. Jeannie Rounci---iFer square
762-3399 or 753-7764.
by senior will be at 7:30 p.m. at
for
activities
Morgan. Linda Lester, Bobble Waters. Judy dancing will be tom
Lambda Chi Alpha
Holiday Inn.
citizens.
Murray ,Squar-NHerndon. Neva Gray Allbritten. Kay Dyer. An7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
at Murret.
Fraternity
Events in Land Bet8
at
dance
will
aders
nie Nance and Martha McCallon.
Grove Roller Rink. •
University will ween the Lakes will inReservations for lunPenny Homemakers
p.m. in Woodmen' of State
Professional Secretaries Week, originated in _
free car wash clude The Egg and the Club will meet at 1 p.m. cheon and nursery on
a
have
World
Hall.
1952, is observed in every state of the United
Associates of Murray
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Incubator from 10 a.m. at home of Modena Tuesday of Murray
States
and in every_province of Canada. PSI AfState University_
.
,
behind.
K Mart• to
. Christian Women's Club
itutiterworth _ _
Lies? Autoridn'inug
AM
-----"
2=13144139
"
4
"
49rd
Farm.
should be made by toa
be.honored
Perry
will
week worldwide. .
• meet at 7 p.m. in pogue
Sunday,
15
MSU Talent Show will day by calling 753-3999
celebration
reception
in
Library, MSU.
Free recitals will be
• be at S pan.in ballroom or 753-5349.
- of 50th wedding-anniver-. presented James L.
'Monday,
April
16
Alco- holics sary from 3 to 6 p.m. at Fern, Jr.. piano, at 2
Little League Tryouts444on-Y.Mitull-an4--,.-Al- Murray Woman'.s Club. p.m. and
-at 7:p.m. at
Anon will meet at 8 p.m. House.
guest pianist, at 3:30 Murray-Calloway Counat J.U. Kevil Center,
p.m., both in Recital ty Park.
Wedding Photographs
Country ham
South 10th Street ExHall Annex, Fine Arts
. breakfast, sponsored by Center, Murray State
tended, Mayfield.
Murray Unit of HaCustom Framing
Murray Lodge No. 105
University.
tional Hairdressers will
Accepted
and
Free
opera,
Second night of
Shirley WertS led by Lurene Cooper.
Film Processing
---have' a wilrkshorr on
"The Pirates of Pen- . Masons, will be from 5
International Buffet . "New Spring Haircuts" presented two lessons, Games were directed by
z a n c e ,"
. w Ill b e to 11 a.m. at lodge hall. will be served at 1 p.m. at 16 a.m. at Murray "Stain Removal" and Dorothy Simon.
.
presented at 8 p.m. in The public Is invited.
"Look of Spring," at the
in Room 226, Stewart Beauty Shop.
The vice president,
118 South 12st St. 753-0035 -Lovett Auditorium,
---March meeting of theStadium, Murray State
---Dolly
Lorenz, presided
Round and square
Murray State
University. Tickets are
Murray-Calloway P ottertown frith reports given by
.dancing will be from
University. .
Homemakers Club held
each.
County Chofus will
Lavine Carter-and Mary
Y7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn. $3.51)
metat 7:30 p.m. in choir at the Colonial House Moore.
Rink.
Roller
Grove
Murray
Events at
WELCOME WAGON
Easter Egg Hunt will room of First United Smorgasbord.
Moose Lodge will be
---Also present were Iva
"Propagating Plants"
WANTS TO VISIT YOU irkbe at 2 p.m. at Murray Methodist Church.
Cal1 co w ay Couivt y -Moo Lodge.
games at 8 prii.. and
was-the lesson given by Alford, Kay-Carison, Lo_d_g_e._ -Just engaged? New parent?
entertainment Chapter of Full Gospel
*_Theta Department of Lucy Alderdice_. Bobbie -Cook, Christine
Moved-It'd- We-to insit-you with
from 8p.m. toMidnight. B u s i n e d's - 11.1-e n.s
The Single Con-pection Murray Woman's Club Dorothy Sobieski gave a Collins, Marion Fox,
useful giltsand informatIOR lit
Fellowship Internsi
lesson on "COTor Tn the Jeanette -Gmnster,
---also bring cards you can reEloise King, Edna
Home."
„
Revelation Seminar tional will meet at 6:30
deertv-tor more gifts at local
Louise Short gave the Parker, Jean_ Pipher,
will be at 7:30 p.m. at P•in. at Hong Kong
businesses. It's a friendly visit
Restaurant, Holiday
devotion and played the Lois Smith and Violet
Floliday Inn.
to help yOu-get answers about
Census at MurrayWiitiam- ZiocAdale. piano for group singing Skight,
Inn. This is open to all
--',own uaads_and_servicps, AU
^
special getvrees wifr --men--and their-families.- C-a.I 1 o w-a y Coo n t y - Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
to yeti
Bobby-Joe-Carson-,-NewMandaY;
-for
liosPital------rbe all p.m. It'Si. te-cirs •
Second djay of Spring April 9, was 89 adults Concord.
I Catholic Church.
Bedding Plant Sale by and four in nursery.
Kathryn Outland
Newborn admissions
A band will play from MSU Horticulture Club
Census at MurrayHostess
were
as follows:
8
p.m.
to-midnight
for
will
be
from
9
a.m.
to
3
Calloway County
753-3079
Baby Girl Bogard, Hospital for' Tuesday,
members and guests of - p.m. at College Farm.
Ingeborg King Asst.
the
parents,
Murray
Eagles
at
-Renata and April 10, was 105 adults
492-8848
the club house on
and five in nursery. •
Events in Land Bet. Rusty, Rt. 7:'
Menus for the various gravy, roils,- pizza,
Highway 121 Mirth.
Baby Girl Colley,
Newborn admissions
ween fhe Lakes will in
lunchroom's in the city french fries, creamed
elude Nature E x- parents, Donna and were as follows:
and county schools for potatoes, buttered carBaby. Girl Harris,
travaganza at Lake Terry, Rt. 7, Mayfield;
the week of April 16 to 20
Baby
Boy'
Sexton,
parents, Albert and Lin, have been 'released by rots,, rice salad, fruits;
Barkley State Resort
Friday - hamburgers,
Park; Wood and Cotton parents, Tina and Rt. 3, Mayfield.
Glinda Jeffrey and grilled . cheese, frenchCharles
Steve,
Rt.
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. Dismissals were as Joanna Adams, food
Workshop at 10 a.m. at
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Dismissals were as. follows:
The Homeplace-1850;
service directbrs for the buttered potatoes,
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Mrs. Mary-Willis, Rt.
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Sammie D. Crutcher. 3, Mayfield; Miss Paula
Homeeplace-1850 at 7
Calloway County banana salad, fruits.
913
North 18th St.; Billy R. Sudduth, Rt 1, Dexp.m.; The Egg and the
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going to let the first 100 people to register, pot.their
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Dodson;
--Mrs.
Jane
Jackson,
AlAnonymous
and
h-errtd-on -0.1976- Caprice two door, worm 5100,0,
directors said.
stewed tomatoes,
Anon will meet at 8 p.m. 4; David Youngblood, Alaine Shelton, 509 E.
and the p€17-- sOn who holds'on the longest, gets to keeri
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North,
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Mayfield;
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1.
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in
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portion
car. You must be 18 with it
itcense,
juice, milk; Tuesday'Mrs. Rosemary Boyd
Livestock and ExposiMelvin C. Heflin, Jr.,
srondmg up with:both feet on the ground and one had
MURRAY CITY
pizza, barbecue sandand baby, girl: Rt. 4: Rt. 8, Paducah; William
on the car at all ten-ls. N4)employees of Dwain Taylor,
tion Center.
wich., scalloped
no artificial shmulants,...sign an agreement to release
Mrs. Ethel E. Farris, N. Hurt, Rt. 1; Oliver C
Murray High
Dwain Taylor from habdity, be responsible for taxes
potatoes,
baked beans,
The Single Connection Waldrop Trailer Ct.; McLemore, 101
Monday - pizza dog,
and license and hold on. Be sure to register before
and Marshall P. Jones, 1313 Hickory; Cecil B. barbecue sandwich; mixed fruit, raisins,
will
ha.1Ye
a
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4 p.m.' April 24 at 9woon Taylor Chevrolet. No
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Boren, Rt. 6.
bonfire at 5 p.m. at •Main St.;
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near Holladay, Tenn.
„cheese; Wednesday - bread, whole kernal•
For information call
spaghetti and' french corn, asparagus,
436-2174 or 762-6856 or
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KANSAS CITY, Mo. her rwas the Laughing
759-4045.
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_
_
o-o rri wit h its, chicken and rolls, slopSpring B r- u n 'good laugh is just what videotapes of comedy - py joe; Friday - corn _ barbecue chicken,
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ty Women's Society will Shawnee Mission Stooges and Abott and hamburgers, cold sand- pears, peanut butter
salad, juice,- milk; Fribe from 9:30 to 11:30 Medical Center.
Costello, Mrs. Hull
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wiches, potato bar,
That's why they go to
The redtk was begun , salad bar, ala carte day - sack lunch
a.m. in Racer Room
by Wayne Anderson, items, vegetables, bologna and .cheese,
( basement) of Roy the-taughing Room.
Birthdate
Drivers Lis #
peanut butter sandwich,
"I used to think I director of pastoralcare
Stewart Stadium.
dessserts and drinks are chips, fruit, juice, milk.
would try anything if it at the hospital. He boravailable daily.
'
Address
Third night of opera, would_ 'give me some rowed the idea from
Murray Middle
CALLO
WAY COUNTY
"The Pirates of pen- comfort, if it would take Norman Cousins, who
,
Monday - fish sandHorne Phone
zance," will be at 8 p.m. my mind off what I was explained in the book wich, hamburgers,
CaUclway High
in Lovett _Auditorium going.through, even for "Anatomy of an Illness"
macaroni and'-cheeseL-_Monday - submarine,
a few moments,- said that he believed that
a -t I
vegetable -beans, french pizza, pizzaglietti;-TueS,
Joann Hull, of Overland- watching funny movies
'
University.
frles, applesauce and day - grilled cheese,
Park, Kan. who has hetodil him recover
mixed fruit; Tuesday - pizza, fried chicken;
r gone pain f pl from a potentially cripNight Shift Is schedul- u n
pizza, barbecue sand- Wednesday - sloppy Joe,
r
ed,to play for the dance treatments fotancer.
pling disease.
wich, baked -beans, fiestada, tarkey and
Cancer patients
from 8 p.m to midnight' Mrs. Hull, 43, said she
potato sapd, french dressing; Thursday - "often .,have
loss of fries, fruits; Wednesday
at Murray Moose would become so
S.
Across from Uncle Jeff's
753-2617
tacos, pizza, baked
bus over her weekly in- health, a hiss of job andLodge.
_
- salad bar opens, ham; Friday - chili dog,
jections of seven dif- sometimes face a loss of •
cheese,burgers, corn pizza, chicken nuggets.
ferent drugs that her life. If you can get them
dogs, french fries, bak- Hamburgers, salad bar
temperature would go somehow to think
ed pears, corn on cob, and a variety of
U.
positively, it can only -macaroni salad, fruits;
,r
vegetables,- fruits,
The best medicine for help."
Thursday - turkey. salads, desserts and
Ron 8.
drinks are available
Joyce's
_
'Calloway Middle _ -Monday
chicken •
nuggets, hamburger;
Tuesday - pizza, grilled
cheese; Wednesday * TRADE-INS
taco, hot-- h-am and
EXCLUDED
cheese; Thursday
-fried chicken, sloppy
Joe; -Friday - burritoes/chili, turkey club
sandwich. A variety of
vegetables, fruits,
salads, desserts and
.drinks are available
Both include Choice of Potato & Hot Rolland
•
All You Can Eat From Our
East, North
Delicious Soup & Salad Bar
and Southwest
90
Monday - bur(Soup Always Free With Our Salad Bar)
✓ itoesich'ili,
Days
cheese/bacon sandnI,Ic‘
.
:evt
7530440C
Same as Cash
wich; Tuesday - sliced,
molt()
turkey and gravy, .pizzabtirger ; Wednesday _ taco_ _ssttad, hot dog;
—dIpTzzi hot
•
ham and cheese; Friday
- fish, clieisetiurger. A
variety of'vegetables,
fruits, salads, desserts
CHESTNUT HMI S SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY. KY And drinks are.ayailable
daily.
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

Diamond

SPECIAL
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Month

FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
SUNDAY SPECIAL

6 oz. Sirloin Dinner
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Michelsons
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"(Incidentally, spaying a female reduces her
chances of uterine infections or breast cancer.)
•:lisicause a spayed or neutered guard dog will
have fewer distractions, it wit be a better guard
dog.(A male dog that doesn't have sex on his mind
will not be roaming around seeking females 'in
season' nor will he get into figbts with competitive
males over females.)
"Does it change a dog's personality? Only for the
better."

Former TVA employee says that
electric rates could have dropped CDe
CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn.(AP) — A former
Tennessee Valley
Authority employee.has
taken the federal agency to task for what he
calls costly pollution
control and eonservaHon programs.
Gene M. Wilhoite of
Chattanooga, former
TVA assistant director
of transmission system
engineering and construction, recently
wrote TVA Chairman
Charles H. Dean Jr. that
electric rates in the Tennessee Valley could
have remained level —
or even decreased — in
the past five years

without the programs.
But Dean, in a written
reply to Wilhoite, said
the air quality efforts
were cost-effective- and
accounted foi a small
part of recent rate
- increases. - Wilhoite claimed that
TVA power rates have
Increased an average of
13 percent a year since
1979, while the pollution
control and conservation programs boosted
-power costs about 13.5
percent annually in that
period.
Wilhoite said the
on those
programs could have

money spent

Science Academy researchers
release latest work-related findings
WASHINGTON (API.
— A researcher at the
National Academy of
Sciences said today
several studies indicate
women are placed in
jobs that have less advancement potential
and pay less even when
they have the same
qualifications as men.

tions, with far-reaching
effects for their subsequent promotional opportunities and wages.
"Young men and
women with commercial coursework in high
school may be offered
different starting jobs;
the women as
secretaries, the men as
Heidi Hartman, study management or sales
director of the trainees," she said.
"Perhaps this is
academy's committee
on women's employ- because this is what has
ment and related social always been done and it
issues, said pay has been satisfactory.
discrimination is No one is aware
widespread and wage discrimination has
taken place. Neither is it
rates of jobs traditionalnoticed that the wages,
ly held by women are
of the women's jobs are
'depressed.
Itkely to -be tower than
Mrs. Hartman told the the wages for the men's
congressional Joint jobs, although the
Economic Committee, qualifications required
that working women are similar," Mrs. Hartearn Jess than two- man said.
thirds of the wages of
She said both workers
working men.
and employers generalShe said several ly seek stability through
studies indicated when personnel practices that
women and men with encourage it. These insimilar educational and clude rewards for
work backgrounds were seniority, eligibility rehired by companies, quirements for promothey were placed in dif- tion and investment in
ferent starting posi- training.

been used to complete
two units at the deferred
Hartsville Nuclear
Plant near Nashville.
But Dean, in his reply,
said rising interest rates
on nearly $8 million in
loans to TVA between
1979 and 1983 had the
biggest impact on power
rates.
"These borrowings
were almost entirely in
support of construction
of TVA's nuclear power
plants," Dean said.
Since 1979, when
TVA's annual air pollution.
.
• control costs wereabout 4115 million; the
agency has added
scrubbers on three
generating units, built
two coal -washing
plants, added
precipitators and
baghouse collectors and
switched to lower sulfur
coal at a number of
plants, Dean said.
"These actions have

increased our annual air
pollution costs Ito an
estimated $389 million
in fiscal year 1984," the
chairman wrote. "In
1979, these costs
amounted to about 4.6
percent of our revenues
from sales of electricity.
In •1984, these costs will
be about 9.7 percent of
our revenue
requirement."
But since all of TVA's
prants are now in compliance with the Clean
Air Act, tie said, "We
would not expect the
percentage impact to increase in the future
unless morestringent
control, requirements.
are placed on our
plants."Dean added
that conservation programs save energy
when installed and "for
many years in the
future. The figures show
that conservation is our
lowest cost source."
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By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: Regarding your St. Valentine's Day
column: You wrote, "Be a sweetheart—spay your dog,
neuter your cat, etc."
I realize that you are all for spaying and neutering dogs
and cats because there ar,e too many starving Animals in
the world, but I hate to do this to our dug,"Rocky." He's a
2-year-old male, and we've heard if we neuter him he'll get
fat and lose his playful personality. Also, isn't it cruel to
deprive a dog of sex after he's already experienced it? .
Will it loin -Reeity-as-h-watehdog? Rocky isn't vicious—
he just barks at .strange noises and people he doesn't
know. We like that because we feel safe when he barks.
Rocky also has a very playful per,rnality, and we don't
want him turned into a fat, lazy, eating and sleeping
machine.
Are we right or wrong about these fears?
UNSURE ABOUT ROCKY

•••

DEAR ABBY. I was married last October. At present I
am legally separated from my husband, Should I send
thank-you notes for the wedding gifts? If you think I
should, is it necessary to mention the legal separation? (It
may end in divorce, but what if it doesn't?) If you think
therik,you-netesan 4adiir,-how shell-W-4114y be signed?
My husband and I aren't eveii on speaking terms, so I
can't talk it over with him. Thanks for any help you can
give me HaVe a nice day..
UNDECIDED IN WINNETKA, ILL.
DEAR UNDECIDED: Thank-you notes are not
only in order, they are overdue. Inasmuch as the
wedding gifts belong to both you and your husband,
he is equally responsible for acknowledging them,
so ask him (in a letter, since you aren't on speaking
terms) to acknowledge the gifts from his relatives
and special friends and you will take care of yours.
You may be reconciled with him, so don't mention
your legal separation in the thank-you notes.

DEAR UNSURE: My chief veterinarian consultant,
Dr. James J. Isaacs of Encino, Calif., says: "It's not
true that dogs will become fat as a result of having
been neutered or spayed. Animals, like humans,
need proper diet and exercise to stay lean and
healthy.

7_:17
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OPEN DAILY 9-9; SUNDAY 12-6

DOORBUSTER

DEAR ABBY: My husband demanded that I change
from a male doctor to-a female doctor. Be said he didn't
want another male ogling my naked body.
I changed doctors to please my husband. Recently we
were divorced. I am now living with my female doctor,
and we couldn't be happier!
IT TAKES ONE TO KNOW ONE

Will, Neutered Dog Lose
'Spark Along -With Bite?

SALE ENDS SUNDAY

DOORBUSTER

DOORBUSTER

zip code will give local
businesses special discounts
NeW

As an added incentive to encourage large
mailers to adopt the relatively new nine- digit zip
code system, the U.S. Postal Service is offering
special quantity discounts.
Jay Jackson, service representative for the
U.S. Postal Service in Evansville, Ind., reports
that businesses involved in large mail-outs from
lists of addresses could benefit from converting
to the -ZIP + 4" system.
Jackson says the emphasis is on converting the
codes on as much first class, letter-size mail as
possible. This would enable the Postal Service to
take fuller advantage of new electronic
machinery designed to speed the process of mail
handling. This, he says, results is lower cost to
the U.S. Postal Service and allows it to offer the
discounts to mailers, who send more than 250
pieces of first class, letter-size mail a day.
Jack Hopgood, superintendent of operations at
the Murray Post Office says individual Mailers
need riot be too concerned with the -proposal.
"It's not really designed for small mailers," he
said.
For more information, contact Hopgood at the
local office.

•

Our Peg 161.77

Drop Spreader
20" spreading width, finger tip controls. Accu-rateflow control system. 65
Lb. Hopper capacity.

40-Lb.' Organic Peat
Moisture preserving peat for green
lawns & healthy gardens & shrubs
Nei wl

31/2-HP, 22-Inch Lawn Mower
Features recoil-start engine with side
discharge and height adjusters

STEPPING OUT?
Then Come To Granny's For'
Something
. Really Different!
Try Our Origirrai Reci-ves Featuring
Southern Style' Cuisine!

*FRIDAY
•Beet Short Ribs
S•Vt

tann

2.88124 2
397

II, • i

•Chicken & Rice
SATURDAY
*Chicken Cacciatore
•Beef Stroganoff
*SUNDAY
•"Cumberland"
Country Ham'
•Chicken A' La King
Our Famous Pot Roast
Served Every Day

12-15" Assorted Yews Popular varieties of globes,
uprightskspreaders in pots

Geraniums In 4-Inch Pots
Geraniums add color to
garden, porch or,. patio

Creeping Phlox

Perennial phloxes are fine
for edging & groundcover

.

.

Sale
Price

1.27.u,

Reg 1 93

Kenn., k
1173Semiigys kicia6144,.; —
309 N. 16th
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coming flower all summer

Our
9/C E0

20! Lawn Edging
Potted Perennials
Weedzontral_with lawn fer-... ..-..L..9._flcoalrass_..gistwiti_e-. . .- _Gargeous.i,yr.size bloom.
round flowers and shrubs
wig plants in containers
tilizer. 18 lb. Ba
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South 1ith Street
Southold* Center

753-8971

Home Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce
Scan
Featuring Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Bel Air Shopping Center
753-064

•

Joe Todd
Motor Sales

VICTOR'S

VIC T OR

-•-reeri.t

West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
WE DELIVER
CARRY-OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROO
1301 W Main - 753-7715

Joe Todd & Lorry Hole
507 S. 12th

713-2814

Storey's
Food Giant

Parker
. Ford Inc.

11•1 Air Shopping Center

Compliments of

51115•115

701 Main - 753-5273

Attend the Church of your choice

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED
Complete Milling Facilities"'

BAPTIST

BAPTIST

CHURCH OF CHRIST

PRESBYTERIAN

Industrial Rd.•••• 753-5378

Carroll Tire Service
inuRgyAL Your UNIROYAL Tire Dealer
11
/
2 Blocks East of So. 12th
1105 Pogue
753-1489

MURRAY AUTO
AUCTION
DIALERS ONLY • TIIIRSDAY 6:30

P.M.

753-8300

•

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
201 S. 3rd.

753-2411

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All You Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
GERALD BOYD - OWNER
Major Engine Repair • A/C Tune-up Service
Automatic Transmission Service
407 South 4th
753-1750

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
HEATING • AIRCONDITIONING •SHEET METAL

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

802 CHESTNUT

753-8181

County Line Grocery
Groceries & Gasoline

6 Days A Week 6-1

Hwy. 121

489-2533
Compliments Of

Taylor Seed Co.
Lynn Grove Rood

753-5742

Vaughn's Plumbing
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N 4th
753-6168
Let Us Entertain You

Murray
Theatres
Ann's Ceramics

Fres lostrections

Odsor

uses By APP•iingwo

Mon-Tues-Thurs 6-10 Wed-Fri-Sat 1-5 Certified Teacher
2 Wigs West of 411 Sandi its Louring
492-8869
'2.4

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS

Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
- 753-2654
441 North

PIZZA HUTAm
etc„,II.

oPilleolossts**Idwickes
12th & Chestn.A,

I"•

759-4646

753-4520

D.& W Auto Supply
We install auto glass
Auto Paint Matenal

753-4563

fiterruy Electric System
401 Olive- 753-5312

CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
5 00 p m
Wednesday Evening
p
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
• 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 15 p M
EMMANL'EL MISSIONARY
Morning Workhip ,
..... 11,00
Evening Worship
a 34Pm
• • FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Wnithip
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 am
Worship
1045am &Tenpin
Church Training
6.60 pm
FLINT BAPTIST '
Morning Worship
11.00 cm
Evening Worship
6- 45 p m
'GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
.10'45 a.m.
Singing Eve Worship
COO pm
HAZEL BAPTIST
Sunday School
945 a m
Morning Worship
11:0DA m
Church Training
m
•
Evening Worship ,
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
- -• • 7-00 pm
••HILLTOP BAPTIST
• Sunday School
1000.a id
Worship Service
11•00am
Evening Service5.30 p in
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Mo_rning_ Worship.
11,00 a M
Evening Worship •
. 7-30 p.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
•
BAPTIST
Sunday School.
10_00 a m
•
. Preaching
11.00 a.m.k 6 00 pm
Wednesday Night
.
7'00 p m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
11.00 am
Evening Worship
7.00 pm
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lot Sunday
• .
2 CO p m
3rd Sunday
.2 OD p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
• 6 00 p m
, MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
SiiiidaY School-930 a.m
Worship 1100•in
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11 00 a ni
Evening Worship
700 p m
NEW PROVIDENCE -Sunday School
10-00 m
Preaching Serv
11.00 a.m
Nightly Service
.
'600pm

reo

. Vim-snip

(IAN GROVE
II a in
.
and 6 lii p in

••

OWENS CHAPEL
Morning Worship.'
iiath
Erasing Worship.- _
- PLAIN GOSPEL
'

MISSION
Sunday School.
Worship
Worship
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

1000 am
11.00 a.m
6 p_m
"
11 00 a m
6 30 p m
11 -00 a in
7.15 pin

CHRISTIAN
--rntirritrusmar
10•45 air
Worship Services
& 6 00 p.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
1010 am
Worship
9•30a m
Bible School
6 *pen
Evening Service

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALAI°.
10-db ant
Bible Study_
Morning Worship
II 00.a.m
6 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
COLDWATER
1050am
Morning Worship
600p. m
Evening Worship
.
_DEXTER
1050am
• •
Marrinig -Viiirntilp
600pm
Evening Worship
FRIENDS/4p
1000 a m
Sunday School
Morning Winship _PLAIN• 11 -00 all
. .
. ,...GREEN
Bible Study'.
1000 am
Morning Service.
'Kt ins
Evening Worship
, 600 p.m
7.30 pm
Wed Worship
. .HAZEL CHURCH
• OF CHRIST '
&hie Study
10'00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m
Evening Worship
6- OD p.m
7 00 p.m.
Mid Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
.
SundarSchool
10 OD a.m.
Morning Worship
1L011 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday.SchOol . .
1019
Morning Worship .
10:50_a_m_
7 pit
Et entrit Worship
rSunday laWednesdaysi.
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship-1100 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
NEW CONCORD
Morning Service
10:50 am
Evening Worship
6700 pill
.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
. 6.00 nth.
PLEASANT VALLEY •
Morning Worship
1045 a m
Evening Worship
0-00 p m.
SECOND STREET •
Morning_ Worship
40
„.
_
_ .45 a m
Evening Worship
6.00 p m
- -SEVENTH *-POtEAR
Worship Service
Mk Study
-915 am
Worship Service
10,40 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wed. Bible Study
-7,30 p rm..
Winter
7:00 p.m. Summer
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship_
Ki50 a.m
Evening Worship
6:(1
.
0 p.m

UNIVERSITY.
First Worship
6:30 am
Sunday Schobl
irm a m
Second Worship
IONain
Evening Worship
6 00 nin_
WEST HURRAY
Morning Worship
10-50 a m
Evening Wornh1p •
6 00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10.10 a in
•
Morning Worship
MOO a.m.
Wed Eve. Bible Study
700pm

METHODIST

_FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School
9 30 a ni
Worship Service .
10145 a.m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
Worship Service
II 00 am
MOUNT PLEASANT .
Morning Worship
11.00 a m
Evening Worship'
7.00 p.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
•
Sundae School • . _
Worship Service
11 00 a m
OAK GROVE
010110
• a-- Sunday Schott
Worship Service 1100 a.m. k 7:00 pm

=ill I
The Saving Pieces

PENTECOSTAL
.8E114EL UNITED Moraing Warship
-630 11-111Sunday School
10:30 a m
asasa a.Nll1
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
-Sunday School
10:110 a.m
normng-noramp
15-CO am
•
1st 3rd Sun Night
7.00 p.m
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service II 00 1st & 2nd Sunday.
10.00 aan 3rd k Rh. Sunday School 10.03
k hit/Sunday. 11:00.a m 3rd 14th
Sunday.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND Worship Service
9 00
..Sundny School
9 45
DEXTER-MARDI
.
Sunday School
10 OD a m
Worship
lit
m 6 00 pm FIRST ME
DIST
Worship
0:45k 10.50am
GOOD SHEPHERD
UNITED
.
Worship Service
1100a m
Sunday School
10:00 a.rn
GOSHEN METHODIST
-Church School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
11'00 a m
Evening Ser Wor
0.30 p m
HAZEL UNITED. METHODIST
Worship
1060 a.m
Sunday Sehooi
11:00 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Morning Worship
11.00 a m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
Morning.Worship
a.m
Evening Worship
710 pm.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
1115 a.m
Church School
10:45 a.m.
'MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
Sunday School
1030 a m
• 'MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
1000 am
, Sunday School
11,00am
MT. CARMEL
Worshlp,Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday.
1110 a.m. 4th Sunday. Sunday School 1000
•.m. 1st. 3rd-/th Sunday: 11 a m. 2nd
Sunday.
MT. HEBRON
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. lot Sunday &
11'00 3rd Sunday: Sunday School 11:00
a.m. 1st Sunday - 10-00 am . 2nd. 3rd k
4th Sunday
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10'00 a.m
Worship
11.00am
- RUSSELL'S CHAPEL UNITED
- Warship - •
11-45a.M.
-Sunday School
.
11:00 am
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
.Sunday School
9.45 a.m
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Evening
600 p.m
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
'Morning Worship
•
1100 a.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10-00 a.m.
SundaylIchool
-11:00 a.m.
WAY1dEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
-- Sunday &now
•
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
11.00 am..
Pastor William J. Pratt__

BETHEL CHAPEL 10-00 a.m.
Siinday School
- Worship fierWee
- Hi* air -Evening Worship
7.00 p.m
.
VARVTRMPtE
10001 in
School
Morning Worship
WOO arn
Evening Worship
630 p.m
Wed Service
730 p.m_
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Almo Heights'
Sunday School
10110 a.m
INorshir Service 11 -00 a.m * 700 p m
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd.
a
Sum'Ser
10-11 a m .700 p.m
Wed Bible Study
7.00 p.m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
,Sunday School
_10'.00 ism Morning Worship
1100-a.m
Sunday Evening
7:00nm
Thurs Nite
7-00 p.m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
,
CENTER
16th at Calloway
Church School
10700 a.m
Worship
1101
Sunday Evening
6:30 pm
LTHTED, NEW CONCORD-Sunday School
10:00 a.rn
Worship Serv
11 00
. a.m.-1L40 p.m

Murray,Ky.

753-5317

GOLDEN CORRAL
Home Of The
Famous 40 Item Salad Bar
719 South 12th
753-3822

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES 4. SERVICE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
753-2706

WALTMART
CENTRAL CENTER

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
0 30-air
Morning Worship
taltriarn
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
'
McKinney Road. Dexter
Sundai School _
_
• 10.00
Worship
t1:00a.m
• 'BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Symsonia Hwy.. Symsonla
Sunday School
945 am
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wed Evening
700 P.m

759-9995

SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY
Everyday Lowest Prescription Prices
Byron Forbus, Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitizell (Behind Big John's) 753-4175

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
Everydoy Low Price Prescription Service

Mcliesirse, Pharmacist
OTHERS

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 5 16th St.
Sunday School
• 11110 a.m
•
Sacrament Meet
1150 am
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE -•
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. k 17th St., Murray
Sunday
11.00am
Sunday Schodl'
11.00 a.m
2nd Wed.
710 p m.
RR 2nd Wed.
L200-300 p.m
IMMANUEL LUTHEFtAN
Sunday School &
Bible
-Class
- 10 15 a m.
Worship
11:30 a.m
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10.30 a.m
_
Bible
-Lecture
930 ism
-SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat. 9 15 a.m. Worship
Sat. 1100 a.m
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Communion
- 6.00 a.m.•.
-Sunday School
Hasita Holy-Communion
10•30 a m
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
ST. HENRY'S
Morning Worship
li:00am.
' CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 am.
Saturday
500 p.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m..
Sunday
.
MURRAY CHURCH
ST.LEO'S
Sunday School
9 45 a.m.
CATHOIJC CHURCH
Morning Worship
tO 45 am
Magma
6:00
p.m Sat
Sunday
Evening Worship
6 OD a.m
800 a.m. Sunday
Wednesday Worship
6 30 p.m
11:00 am,Sunday

Olympic Plaza

753-2380

North 12th Street

Hours
Sun. -Then.
7 a.m. -11 p.m.
Fri. Sat.
7 a.m. -Midnight

Attend Church
Regularly
hti

Breakfast Served
7 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove

Co.

435-4415

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION'
12th & Main-Murray, Ky.

Attend The Church Of Your Choice

Kintilekit Pisa Ckicka
"WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Try

Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits
Call in Orders 753-7101

Sycamore at 12th

Eastwood Christian
Bookstore

641 Super Shell
Free Pickup
Open 6:30 e.ni.-Close 11:00 p.m.
Sande,/ Open 8:00 a.m.-Close 10:00 p.m. & Delivery
South 12th -Phone 7534131

Buck's Body Shop
"AUto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

Hwy.94 East
Bibles, Books, Cards, Music,
Gifts, Children's Books, etc.

pp

t

Open All Year

p Fresh Fruits &

753-1834

'Hillbilly 'Barn

753-5142

East Main Street

-753-3540

Pittman

RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple
Phne 753-1713

Wheel Alignment

CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE
West Kentecicy Karel Electric
Cs-Operative Corp.'
;.
-L.-Phone 753-504-2--

753-6779

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop Certled Teacher
Hours: Twos. & Thurs.9:30 em,to 4 p.m....Supplies
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Pt I Murray
visa. a, Fri. 1 p.m. tp!I p.m. _ 753 2540

TERRY'S PAINT
& DECORATING CENTER
Wells Flow Cowing
Ihrippingtmem

Seettreide

753-3321

orsworthy 753-6450
Compliments of

Ward-Elkins
408 N. 4th

Vegetables
Building Supplies
Quality Materials
•Fair Prices
•Prompt Service

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Minding Mocks & needy Mix Concrete

• SOUlinii STATES

Compliments of

512 S. 12tk .

7

SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
II CO a. m
Evening Worship .
7'00 p.m
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11;00 am
EverUng Worship
. .
730 p.m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
IC00 air
Morning Worship
_Tamar Union
6:30 p.m
_ Emma Worship
1:30-arn,
Wed. Worship
. 710 p m.
ST JOHN BAPTIST
CHURCH •
4
Morning Worstup
9- 45 a.m.
Sunday School
11 -00 a.m •
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
1100 am
Evening Worship.
•45_p.m
WEST FORK
litorning.Worshlp.
.
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
wESI-SIDE ssprcmw
Sunday School --10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
10:50 am.
Evening Worship
COO pm
Wed Evening Ser
700 pm

900 Sycamore

DOWNTOWN
BARBER SHOP
506 Main

BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1i Riam
Evening Worship
0-00 p m
CHERRY CORNER
• hum
Mornuig Worship00 p m
Evening Worship
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
_
Sunday School
10100 am.
Morning Worship
11 OD a.m.
COLDWATER Morning Worship
IlSOim
emfig Services
6 00 p m
2'00O/4-ATER BAPTIST - CHURCH
Sunday School
9,45 a m
Morning Services
ii CO am
Evening Services
COO p m
DEXTRR BAPTISTCHWICH
5 YO
7 ismansdii'sert-Sunday School
1090km,
_
Worship *nice
11 -00-a m
Sunday Night
6 00 p m

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET
Lynn Grove, Ky.

Owners: Ruble
& Johnnie -Taylor

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street
759-9555
COMPLEMENTS-OF

Belcher
Oil Co.

-
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Churches announce plans for Sunday services
•

Various churches in
the city.and county have
announCed services and
meetings for Sunday,

New Bethel Baptist
Church in Marshall
County, Darvin Stom
will speak at 11 a.m. and

April 111, as follows:

13p.m. services at Hazel
Baptist cliirrh.

Bethel and
Brooks Chapel
The, Rev. Dean
Woodard will speak
about the Lost Opportunity" with scripture
from Luke 19:28-38 at
9:30 a.m. service at.
Bethel United Methodist
Church and at 11 a.m.
service at BroOks
Chap- el United,
Methodist Church.
The 7 p.m. service will
be at Brooks Chapel
with sermon subject to

Music will be directed
by Gene Orr Miller with
Oneida White as pianist
and Gwyn Key as
organist.
Sunday School with
Don Bailey as director
will be at 9:46 a.m. and
Church Training with
Pat Hutson as director
will be at 5 p.m.

First Christian
Dr. David Roos,
pastor, will speak about
'Parade or Crucifix-

and Laura Thompson,
The Choir, directed by
Chiidren's Group,
alto, soloist. The String
Judy Henry with Cyndirected by Tonya
Quartet will be composthia Scribner as • Thom
pson and Debbie
ed of Mary Curtis taylor organ
ist, will sing the Woods, will sing some
and Joe Rdutin, violins,
anthem, "Coq So Loved__
Easter_ songs.
Donna -Story, viola, and
The Woild." A special
Sunday School will
Neale Mason, cello.
offertory will be sung by
begin at lb a.m.
Dr. Walter - E. soloists
Alida Graves
Mischlce, Jr., minister, 'and
Rotas Meloan with
Elm Grove Baptist
will read the scripture
Joseph Baust accomThe Rev. - Calvin
from Mark 11:141.
paning on the guitar.
Wilkins, pastor, will
Church School will be
Church School with
speak about "His Surat 9145—ii.m., Covenant
Eleonor Kodman as
prising Prayer" with
Prayer Groups at 5 superint
endent and
scripture from Luke
p.m., „JUMYF at 5:30
Peter Phelan as direc22:42 at 11 a.m. service
p.m. and Spiritual Fortor of Christian Educa- at Elm Grov
e Baptist
mation Workshop with
tion will start at' 9:30 Churc
h.
the Rev. Richard Cara.m.
Kerry VasseUr will
ruth, director, at 6 p.m.
————
direct the choir in

Goshen Methodist

Sunday School with
Gary Emerson as director will be at 10 a.m. and
Church Training with
Steve Jones as director
w
ire at 530 p.m.

South Pleasant
The Rev. Paul
McAdoo, pastor, will
speak from Matthew 26
at the 10:45 a.m. service
at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church. His children'S
sermon will be- from
Matthew 21.
Dr. Truman Whitfield
Will direct the choir as
members sing
'It. Is

special music with
Roland
Paula Kinsolving, GlenRev. Thomas
Jones, pasto,r, will
be "Turning From The ion?'
da Rowlett and Teresa
: with acripture
Schellingerhout, pastor,
Finished"- with Tommy
speak on the subject.
Righ
t
Way
Suiter as musicians.
Brings from Matthew 21:143 at 1-will spea
REVIVAL SPEAKERS - Ito'
k-about"Jesus, "Chu
Rev. and Mrs.
Gaines as organist and
rch Growth," at 11
Death" with scripture
Children's Church at
10:45 a.m. service at Tro
Jsrry Oliver of the Coldw
ublemaker or a.m.
ater community,
Kathy Erwin as pianist.
servi
ce
from
at
Goshe
II
n
Peter
11 a.m. will be directed
2:10-22. First Christian Church.
formerly of Princeton. will be
Peacemaker?" with
evangelists for the
Sunday School will be
Unit
ed Methodist
Sunday School will be
by Mickey Hutson.
revival starting Sunday, April
The Chancel Choir, scripture
15, and continuing
from Matthew Churc
at 9:45 a.m., UMYF at 5
h.
He
at
also
10:30
will
a.m.
At the 6:15 p.m. serat Bethel
directed by Margaret 10:34 and
throughout the week with servi
ces at '7 p.m. at
John 14:27 at speak
p.m. and evening worand at 10 a.m. at Brooks Boone
_ at 6:30 p.m.
vice the'
Faith Apostolic Church,- 2205ordinance- of
with Maxine 10:45 a.m.
Coldwater Rd. The
ship- at 6 p.m.
serVi
ce
at seryice:
Chape
l.
The Lord's Supper will
service on .Friday, April 20,
Clark as organist, will
First Presbyterian
atiLl p.m. will be.in
Randy Wilson will
be observed. Music will • the auditorium of the Natio
sing the anthem, "For Church.
nal Boy Scout
assist the pastor. The
Hazel Baptist
(Cont'd on ,page 16)
be "Sonlight."
Museum, Murray State University
God So .Loved the
. The Olivers'
In the absence of the
World."
three children are Holly. Lee Wayn
e and Joshua.
pastor, the Rev. James
Assisting will be Kent
The church pastor, the Rev. Dwigh
if) for Len • Wul Mod Sells
t Wyant, in.
for Lets • Woi Morl Sells
T. Garland who is in a
for Less •Wo/ Mert Sells tw• LOSS
Forrester, David
vites the public to -attend the services.
'WOMar
,
.
5 14 14)* 1.
"• W°I Mac ;114
i
c
t•
revival meeting with the
Eldredge, John Pasco,
Sr., Don McCord, Ron
Cella, Jim Clopton, M.C.
Ellis, Mike Holton.
Helen Bennett and Ella
Mae Quertermous.
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT —
Sunday School will be
INVESTMENTS
at 9:30 a.m.

First Presbyterian

The

The

Rev.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

7

Stock Market

Prices

_
).

furnished hyirat-- of
I.B.M . - — ....7.--.. 112/
,
3
4 +'
Michigan
"
Jerrico ......._1.....'....
14 +%
Industrial Average --------- +2.32
----Air Products —
46 +44 mart
2778
.
Apple Computer
+%
/
4 -Uric
:25-8
-c
,-1<ay Cosm
12404
American Telephone
157,8 .%
Pe
alt
- 3614
+1
Chrysler
24%
Quak
Oats
61% +114
Dupont
48% +
Sears \
.
311/
8 +4
Ford ,
35% unc
Stuart Hall ,
unc
G.A.F.
; 16%
Texaco
+'4
.
,4014
+ 14
General Motprs
64TS -%
U.S. Tobacco
36 + %
GenCorp,'Inc
32% + 14Wal-Mart
35 + 14
Goodrich
,
34% + 18
Werrdy's
14 + 1/8
Goodyear
25% unc
Wetterau
18 -1/
8
(„kilf Oil
78%
A.L. Williams ......,
4 14
_ .914
'Home-Health
Care America

714+14

C.E.F. Yield

9 45

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-94
76
STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUT
UAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHAN
GE MEMBER SIPC

Contact Mirk (Tony) Krinu
n
354-8653
-tirora
Sun Morning 10 A M
fix
Thurs Evening 7 P M

con -

Witnesses will have Its
annual Memorial of
Christ's Death at 7:30
p.m. at Kingdom Hall.

First kle:thodist •
The Chancel Choir of
the First Linked
Methodist Church will
present the cantata,
"Easter Song," at 10:50
a.m. service at the
church. Only one worship service will be held.
Paul Shahan will be
the conductor with Bea
Farrell as organist, Larne Clark, bass, as
soloist

Aurora
Tabernacle

—

Jehovah's
• Witnesses
The Murray

and

Michael Jackson
Beta or VHS
"Thriller"
Video Cassette

narrator,

Mayfield
Tabernacle
H's-s.

To Mayfield
.,

;.•

"i•
, e•

-;
Afire

800 N. 5th
Contact D. Loy Smith
247-7817
Sunday Evening 4:30-7
Wed Evening 7.30

Pioneer 20-Watt Stereo System

"7.•
Tabernacle
Open Pulpit To All Truth-Seek
ing Bible Studying Brethren.
We All Praise God
Together And Seek His Truth
In Love. No Dominating Hirel
ing Pastor or
Preacher. We Minister To Each
other As God Gives Us The
Gift.
1 Peter 4:10-1 t
church

The True Church—Are You In It?

The Purpio.e Of The Church
The MeSVIIge,
•
We are at the end ofthe age. The great
and notable day of the Lord draws
near. We anticipate with growing expecta
the second advent of Jesus Christ. At his
tion
appearing, 'Jesus Christ will establish that
wonderful kingdom he has promised-to
his petiple (2 Tint 4: I I. Thank God The
old world will end and a new world will
begin.
But we also know that there is a great deal
of work yet to be done before Christ can
return. Jesus_promised that day would
NOT come until the gospel - the good news
- of his wonderful kingdom was carried
to
all the world ass witness Matt. 24:14 1
We are possibly the most preached to
generation the world has ever known. Radio
and television preachers can preach to
millionsjit once_ Church buildings from store-f
ront missions to multi-million dollar buildings
can be found in every neighborhood
and country side. At least this is true
in America.
But in all of this preaching going on today,
very little is said about the kingdom of-god
. Perhaps the term "kingdom'of God ..
is used, but to most people_ it is just anothe
r vague religious phrase thlt has no definit
e meaning. We could venture to sa
that most church members have no conception
at allot what the kingdom of God is: where
the kingdom ofGod will be located.
when the kingdom of God will come:
or how the kingdom of God will be establi
shed.
• •
- The vast majority,of Church members,
•
- ••
•
saved and unsaved, are totally ignorant
of
the
fact that Jesus came preaching it
definite and specific MESSAGE which
the Bible writers term the GOSPEL OF THE
KINGD
OM OF GOD.
• How after that John was put into prison,
Jesus came unto Galilee. preaching the gospel
of the kingdom
Of God_
•
- •- --• Jesus-gave-1M Weide gosioei to his discipl
•
es to preach, both to the tivelve. (Luke 9:1-2,5
0 and to the seventy i Luke U)al
whew( he sent out to preach.
_ In factILLs.the.O.NLY gOtipet-he-ever commissioned AN,
YONEli
i.jife
aih-alinY time orin an
goipel of the kingdom was preached to the
Jews first, then to the Samaritans Acts
8. l2y. Later Paul carried this
selfsame gospel of the kingdom of God
to the Jews and Gentiles alike (Ads 19:8. 20:24-2
5. Acts 28:50. 3ji. and then Paul had
the boldness to declare if anyone preach
ed any other gospel than this, let him be accurs
ed. •
But though we.or an angel from heaven, preach
dny other gospel unto you than-that which we
have preach- ed unto you, let him be accursed.
As we said before, so say I now again. If
any man preach any other gospel unto you
than
that ye have
received. let him be accursed.
Nov,., once more al, the endtif this age.
1:8-9
the Bible emphatically declarer, that this
very same gospel of the kingdom of God
must Again be carried to all the World. •
And this GOSPEL OF THE K4NGDOM
shall be preached in all the word fOr a witnes
s.unto all nations;
and THEN shall the end come.

Panasonic Cassette Stereo Compo
nent System

Fugi Film
135-24
ASA 100

--We cannot emphasize too much the import
Matt. 24:14
ance of this gospel, for it is by this-gospel
that we are saved.
Moreover. brethren. I declare unto you the
gospel which I preached unto you, whteh also
ye received.
and wherein ye stand; •
•
By which also ye are -saved. if ye keep in memor
y what I- preached (Otto You. unless -ye have
believed
in vain:
"" •
.
And how does the gospel save us? Why- it
Cor. 15:1
is the very power of God unto salVatiOn.
For I am not ashamed of the gospel ef-ehe
ist--for it is the power of God unto salvation
to every one
that believeth; to the Jew -first and also to
the Greek.
'Through the gospel God cans us out-of a- world
of darkness and sin to give us a new' birth.
..for in Christ Jesus I haVe begotten you throug
h the GOSPEL.

Rom. 1:46

1- t.tir: 4:T5
----- Of his own will begat he us with the WORD
of truth.
If a man would preach the word of God.LET
HIM BREACH THE GOSPEL. tor it is thrciug
h the-preaerlini of trie gospel
that the word Of the Lord is preached.
But the word of the Lord endureth forever. And
'
this is the word which by the gospel is preached
unto you
1 Peter 1:25 •
In the Bible the terms. the word, the truth, and
the gospel refer tp one and the same thing (Col
1:5 1 It is the wonderful
message God has commissioned us to preach
to all the world.
The Messenger
•
• , .
To protect. promolgate: and proclaim this
WORD-TRUTH-GOaPEL.God ralkettini-a society
. . .
of believers which he calls the
"church.' lite Church is a community dedicated to do the ...ork
of God on the earth. The church is God's mediu
m to cam
his message. The church is God's MESSENGER. God
not only ordained the message but he also ordained the
medium to cam
that mesaage. The message is the gospel and the mediu
m is the CHURCH of Jesus christ, and ONLY the CHURC
H.
Originally God chose the Jews as his mesenger. He commit
ted unto them the oracles of God Rom. 3:21. But they
. . _
did not
attain to what God called them, because they
were after the flesh, and not after the Spirit.
'That Which was after the flesh
could never please God. so God overthrew
Israel after the flesh. and codunItied his gospel
to spirituaLtaael. which is the
church. Thus IN THIS AGE and all the ages
to come (Eph. 3:211. the church of God is the
only institution ordained by. God
:AS a repository of his truth:
the CHURCH of the living God, the pillar and
groend of the TRUTH." It Tim. 3:151 While it is true that'God deals with men on an
individual basis and commits to them certaih
ministries, these men God sets
IN the church...NOT outside of it. Whether_tW
be apostles or teachers they are to operate within
the bonds of the gospel and
the confines of the church Ii Cor. 12:261.
The CHURCH is diving in its origin-and
eternal 111 ita destiny: The'churchly 00d's
errer. TITtratorieti Obe-a These illshare
the kingdom ;Alit
rettling aSPOtalli and kings iatizawarlet4e-earne-tfter 510r
tirtlits present agirtteiWirraii-tile
fitotinjare oTTror. God's spokesman on the
earth_ Both the recipient and perpetrator
of the oweJ.
No man.then can operate in the will of God
and according to divine pattern who ofterates
butside of the church Of God.
Evangelistic associations, religious club; and
societies are withoutHible precedeatar authority..
It becomes Imperative then
taknow W1414•14 Myrrh is the church of Goct.W
heliChrist said "Upon this rock I will build
MY.church." Matt 16.181. he
said -MY" to distinguish it from all other institu
tions and organizations originated and pegpet
uated by men - however
charitable, honest. and"good theie mnifil be.
tl'aneweeti 5eVr1IMET--

Polaroid VHS
Videocassette
Tapes

'way. 641 N. Central Center •
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
Prices Good_Thru Sun. April 15_

BASF 60
60 Minute
Cassette Tapes
3 Pack

WAI:MART

4ss • WeA-Mert Sells lee UPS.• Wel Men Sol. Fes Loss •Wo4.44ert Sells for

Less • Wel.leort Solls foe Less • Wet
-men 5.6. 5.. Loss
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Racers, Governors split
first OVC doubleheader

.—

By JIM RECTOR
against Neufelder were
Sports Editor
earned because, of an
The Ohio Valley Con- earlier fielding error.
ference opener for MurTharpe improved to
ray State's baseball 4-2 on the season as he
team wasn't what the helped strand nine MurThoroughbreds had ray runners during the
hoped for, but by the seven inning encounter.
time the second game of Austin Peay committed
the doubleheader ended tiiree errors and left
with Austin rPeay. the three runners pn base.
locals were back on the
Murray catcher Rob
right track.
McDonald was the only
Murray State split the 'Bred besides Gargiulo
OVC twinbill at Reagan to get an extra-base hit.
Field, Thursday. losing He tagged a double off
the first game 4-1 before Tharpe.
bouncing back to pound
Murray State 12
the Clarksville, Tenn.,
Austin Peay 4
visitors, 12-4 in the
The 'Breds weren't
nightcap.
fooling around in the seSaturday' the 'Breds cond game when they
travel to Cookeville, drove in three quick
Tenn.. to battle Ten- runs in the first inning,
nessee Tech in another, then chased starter
10VC doubleheader Larry Miller with five
more runs in the fourth.
beginning at 1 p.m.
Righthander Darrell
Austin Peay 4
Murray State 1
Graves went the
'
For the second time in distance to pick up his
his three years with the third win to only two
Governors, Michael 0. losses this year. He
•Mo' Tharpe notched a struckout three and
victory over the Murray walke,d only two and
gave up six hits
State Thoroughbreds.
• Tharpe, a junior'from altogether.
.'Paris. Tenn., loss
The 'Breds hung
against the 'reds as a-, tough despite watching
freshman, buthas-won--- -their--3:filirfirg- Inning
his last two ap- lead dwindle to 3-2 in the
pearances at Reagan second. The Govs tied
Field. Thursday he only the5 game in the third
struckout one batter in and went up 4-3 with solo
going the distance home?s•by Greg Tubbs
against MSU ace Don and Corky Owen, the
Neufelder (1-2 but the leadoff hatter in the
,seven hits he gave up fourth frame.
'were effectively
Mike Gargiulo
scattered.
responded to the Govs'• Neufelder fanned 10 challenge in the bottom
Governor batters and of the fourth as his
gave up only five hits, grand slam homer acbut one, a grand slam counted for four of the
homer by designated 'Breds' five runs in the
hitter Steve Nickell did inning.
the necessary damage
Comfortably back in
for the visitors.
the lead, , the 'Breda
The critical hit came. began teeing off on
in the top of the fifth and reliever John Extine,
erased a 1-0 lead the
'Breds had since the bottom of the third when
Mike Gargiulo sent a
breaking pitch over the
outfield fence.
None Of the four -runs
, SAN DIEGO (AP)" —
After 38 seasons in
baseball, Dick Williams
has learned that there
are times when it pays
to keep his mouth shut.

who was tagged with the
loss. Murray blasted 12
hits off the 'two Governor pitchers.
Two of the hits after
Gargiulo's decisive
blow, were two-run
home runs by Gary
Blaine, his 12th of the
year. and designated
hitter Don Neufelder,
his second.
Blaine's blast was his
10th in his last 11 games
and Neufelder's shot
gave the 'Breds 43 total
ferre-clearers for the
season.
The MSU ,single season home run record
is 69 set by the 1981
Thoroughbreds in a
44-game season. This
year's team is averaging 2.05 homers per
outing.
Besides the three
home rtins against the
Goys, the 'Breds also
had three triples — one
each by David Butts,
Lee Hutson and Chris
Barber.
Murray's team record
stands at 11-9-1. The 1-1
split with Austin Peay
also represents both
teams' records in the
conference. The Governors are now 12-14-1
overall.
First Game
at Reagan Field
1 2 345671tHE
Austin Peay
0 0 0 0 4 0 0 4 5.3
Murray State 0 0 1 0 0 o 0 1 7 1
WP -, Michael O. Tharpe 14.2$ 1.P
-• DOA Neufal4or 11.21,
28- Rob McDonald (MS HR Steve Nickell t API. Mike Gargiulo
MS L013 - ?ASV. 41;3 Gargiulo
HR - Lee- Hutson 12.1
Second Game
1
3 4 5 6 7 R' H E
Austin Peay 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 4 4, 0
Murray St
3 0 5 0 4 X 12 12 2
WP - Darrell Graves 13.21 1.P John Fatale 12-21
28 - Steve Nickell Al'!135 4MS1 David Butts. Lee Hutson.
Chris Barber HR - API Greg
Tubbs, Corky Owen I MS1 Gary
Blaine. -Mike Gargiulo. Don'
Neufelder
Records - MSU 10.9.1. Al' 12.14-1
Both learns 1-1 In OVC

Padres" Whitson whips
Braves 6-1 for first time

Calloway

postponed

Calloway County High
School's baseball games
- scheduled at Lone Oak
on- Saturday have been
postponed.
According to CCHS
Athletic Director Jim
Nix. the doubleheader
was called off because
of wet field conditions.
A new date for the
games nas not been
decided.

One of those occasions
arose Thursday night
when the San Diego
manager sent
righthander Ed Whitson
to the mound to "face the
Atlanta Braves. Whitson allowed only five
hits in seven innings as
the Padres dumped the
Braves 6-1 in the only
National League game
of the night.
"This is the first time

he's ever beaten the.
Braves (in five decisions), but I didn't want
to tell him that,"
Williams said. "Last
year, they hit
.350-something against
him and I didn't want to
tell him that, either."
Whitson, 1-0, and
Atlanta starter Pete
Falcone, 0-2, hooked up
in a pitcher's duel for
seven innings before the
Padres broke loose.
San Diego clinched its
seventh victory in eight
games with a three-run
,erghtli- highlighted by
Terry Kennedy's tworun double.'

PI046

(TotAt024 arid,

Weekend Mini-Vacation
at the

ikoticto.9
of
Kentucky Dam
13.e
s...
14
U.S. Hwy.62, Exit 27 on 1-24
Gilbertsville, KY 42044
gi (502)362-4278
w
per person, per night..
$195—
Includes:
based on double occupancy
• Two nights in deluxe accommodations
Check in Friday or Saturday after 11:00 a.m.
Check out 4:00 p.m.
• Welcome fruit basket
• Breakfast for two delivered to your room or served in
our Cobbler's Restaurant
• Morning coffee and newspaper delivered to your
room on request • "Two for One" dinner in our cozy Cobbler's Restaurant. Try our all you can eat Seafood Buffet every
Friday.
Children under 19 welcome at no additional charge
occupying the same room with parents.
Tax and gratuities not included.
Offer expires April 30,1984 and is based on availability.
Advance reservations required.
To book call:(502)362-4278.
FREE HBO.
HEATED INDOOFI POOL.
BEAUTIFUL LAKES AREA.
p
--LOADS OF SOURIEFIlt
HOSPITALITY.
.
OPTIONAL.. Far*tie additional per person you can
Golf all day at the.popular Par 3 Golf Course located on
our properly.
a

This

- is not spillable in ounction with otter specisl offerings.

Parker delays signing
with MSU; two jucos
recruited by Greene

400,11

•••••.

•

'Or
fi

NIGHTCAP WINNER — Murray. State pitcher Darrell Graves threvhis
team's first Ohio Valley Conference- victory of the season by going the
distance in a 12-4 decision over visiting Austin Peay, Thursday. Graves improved his record to 3-2 by scattering six hits and striking out three
Governors.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Off-track betting approved
for 110th Kentucky Derby
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP — The 110th Kentucky Derby will be the
first to allow off-track
betting now that Churchill Downs has reached
agreethent with a second horsemen's group.
The Kentucky Divi.sion of the Horsemen's
Benevolent and Protective Association announce,d on Thursday
that it had accepted the
wagering proposal for
the May 5 race.
The. Kentucky
Thoroughbred Association. a rival organization of the HBPA, announced a similar
agreement with the
Downs last week.
Some of the proceeds
from off-track betting
would be distributed as
bonus purses at Chur-

chill spring-summer
and fall meetings, according to the
agreement.
Churchill Down attorney Tom Meeker said
officials at about 20
tracks had expressed interest in conducting offtrack wagering-on the
Derby.
Contracts will be signed in the next-few days,
he said.
Ed Flint. president of
the national HBPA and
the Kentucky Division,
said "this agreement is
one that horsemen can
be well pleased with,
and most certainly will
gain from. "
The New York
legislature earlier this
week approved a bill
thaCwould permit more
out-of-state wagering in

time for the Kentucky
Derby. That bill is now
being considered by
New York Gov. Mario
Cuomo.
The agreement reached Thursday clears the
way for off-track wagering on the first leg of
thoroughbred. racing's
Triple Crown.
Earlier this year. the
HBPA had hinted that it
would consider a legal
challenge to the proposal because it contends it represents the
majority of horsemen.
A poovision of the Interstate Horse Racing
Act of 1978 requires
tracks to obtain the consent of the major
representative . of
horsemen before striking off-track betting
agreements.

Marshall County star and Kentucky's Miss
Basketball Carol Parker has not signed to
play for the Murray State Lady Racers — yet.
But in the men's recruiting effort's, Morray
State head coach Ron Greene reports two
junior college signees.
Parker, a 5-1•0 senior center who led her
Lady Marshals td a 34-0 season and the girls
state championship, was supposecLto sign
with MSU Thursday night, but because of
sickness in her family the ceremony was
postponed.
Wording to the MSU Sports Information
office, Athletic Director Johnny Reagan and
Marshall County Coach Howard, Beth itre
working out the details to sign Parker on
Monday.
Parker would become the second MSU Lady
Racer signe4, following Muhlenburg Central's
Sherry Gish who indicated she would play for
MSU last November. Another regional standout — Lynette Hayden of Ows,nsboro
Catholic — has expressed an interest in the
Lady Racer program, but has not been signed.
Two future Racers have signed national
letters-of-intent, however, as the MSU men's
coaching staff has been on the road to junior
colleges in Tennessee and Mississippi.
From Nashville the Racers picked up Ron
Jeffery, a versatile 6,4 .guard-forward from
Aquinas Junior College.
Jeffery. a native of Mt.Juliet. Tenn., led
Aquinas with 19.5 points per game and finished second on the team with a 10.2 reboUnding
average. He hit 50.2 percent of his field goal
attempts last season..
According_to Greene Jeffery isa "complete
player anda very hard-nosed competitor."
Jeffery joined fellow___Tennessean. Clarence
Swearengen, a'6-3 guard from Memphis, who.
signed with the Racers earlier this week.
The latest MSU signee is a 6-0 175-pound
guard, Rocky Evans. f,rom Mississippi Gulf
Coast Junior College.
Evans collected first team All-State Junior
College honors after leading his team to a 26-6
season and the Mississippi junior college
championship.
He averaged 13.6 points, five rebounds and
four assists per outing and hit 52 percent from
the field and 85.5 percent from the free throw
line last season.
Evans hails from Perkinston, Miss., where
he attended Pascagoula High School.
Greene said Evans is an impressive outside
shooter and is a powerfully, built athlete.
"He's tough both mentally atutphysically and
he has that winning attitude we're always
—looking for in our recruits," Greene added.
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Sanchez eliminates Purcell
NICE, France :—
Emilio Sanchez
eliminated Murray ten-•
nis pro Mel Purcell, 2-6,
6-2, 6-1, in the $.85,000
Grand Prix Tournament
in Nice, France,
Thursday.
Purcell's loss came in
the second round of the
tourney.
Other matches included Andres ,Gomez
defeated Guy Forget,
4-6, 7-6, 6-1; DominiqUe
Bedel beat Rolf Gehring

after he withdrew;
Joachim 'Nystrom
defeated Zoltan Kuharsky. 6-2, 6.2; and in
Wednesday night matches, -Juan Aguilera
beat Mario Martinez,
6-3, 6-2; Henrik Sundstrom beat Hans
Gildemeister, 7-5, 6-0;
Roberto Arguello
defeated Christophe
Casa 3-6; 6-4, 6-2; and
Van Winitsky beat
Henry Leconte. 6-2. 4-6,
7-6.
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7th 20-win season
belongs to Racers
For the seventh consecutive season Murray
State's men's tennis
team has reached the
20-win plateau.
Coach Bennie
Purcell's squad notched
ifs'. 20th victory with
authority Thursday by
skunking host Indiana
State, 9-0.
Murray's record
stands at 20-4 with a pair
of Ohio Valley Conference opponents
hosting the Racers today and Saturday. MSU
is 4-0 in conference play
so far.
Today the Racers are
playing at Akron and
Saturday the Penguins
_iff Youngstown play host
to the Murray travelers.
Pipes &
Accessories
15 Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe
614 5 4f

St

Murray. Fain Ins. Bldg.

clic
the

Before returning
home, the Racers will
visit Western Kentucky
University for—a' dual
match on Sunday.
Thursday's matches
at Indiana State posed
no problems for the
Racers as none of the
matches went into three
sets.
Bobby Montgomery
stopped Tom Sutton, 6-4,
6-2; Barry Thomas
handled Mike Rourke,
6-1, 6-2; Jens Bergrahm
silenced Brian Gardner,
6-1, 6-1; Steve Massad
whipped Dave Satka,'
6-1, 6-1: John Brunner
edged Rusdam Mohamed, 7-5, 6-1; and Johan
Tanum shelled Jeff
Berg, 6-1, 6-4.
In doubles
Montgomery-Thomas
defeated Sutton Gardner, 6-1. 7-6;
Massad-Bergrahm
blasted Rourke-Satka,
6-1, 6-1; and BrunnerTanum beat MohamedBerg, 6-2, 6-4.
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SWIMMING POOL
Money Saving Opportunity
for Family with Right location
Ca11.753-0369 — 753-9573
Murray, Ky. Warehouse Industrial Rd.
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•iffotf-rotri7-- ---&-fturray State recorded ite-Weventh consecuttre
season with a 9-0 victory ever host Indiana State, Thursday. Part of the
Racers overall success has come because of the consistent play of Not
singles player Bobby Montgomery, pictured here in a recent home match
File photo by Jim Rector
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Murray High Tigers ahead 8-1
when Camden game rained out

OP

a

1
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Ch1i:n.
1:4 High almost possible win, Miller said have anyoix who realt
pUt another" digit in -the his team is benefitting overpowers anyone.
win column Thursday from the number of
-nut -even though
afternoon, but Mother games they're getting in they're not overpowerNature infervened in the this spring.
ing; they work well with
fourth inning and an 8-1
Wade .( Mazurka, MHS
daerfare.
.04
advantage over visiting
"Our pitching has catcher) and that
Camden, Tenn., been very good so far - makes a big difdisappeared.
Rick (Grogan) was do- ference." Miller added.
The game was called ing an excellent job Today the Tigers are
off because of heavy before the game was scheduled to play in
rains in the top of the called off - and all of Paris. Tenn., against
fourth inning with our pitchers have been host Henry. County at
Camden posting men at getting some valuable the McNeil Park Comfirst and second with no work in spite of the rain. plex •-in a singe game%,
'
outs.-'
We knew our pitching beginning at 3:30 p.m.
Mureay's Rick would be one of our
Monday the Tigers
TOURNAMENT CHAMPS - Murray High School's baseball
Wright, Shawn McClure, Mark Boggess, Steve Malone, Rick
Grogan had ailowed on- strong points this year host Christian County in
team won the Owensboro Spring Break Tournament in a three.
Grogan, Chuck Baker, Jay Watson, Chris Young, (standing, ly one hit
before walking even thoueh we rinn't a 4 p.m. doubleheader.
game, one-day competition on Wednesday. The championship
from left) Coach Cary Miller, Mitch Grogan, Mark Miller, Todd both Camden
baserungame saw the Tigers come from behind to defeat Madisonville,
Ross, Rodney Key, Jeff Downey. Wade Mazurka, Cary Miller, ners in the top of the
10-9. The team, pictured with the championship trophy, includes
Jr., David Randolph, Mark West, Ed Hendon, David Seaford, fourth.
VAI
A ;;;.:81:‘) :••
He had struckout
(kneeling, from left) Dennis Thurmond, Jbhn McMillen, Rusty
David Overbey, and Coach Tony Franklin.
r W/1
two.
• %AR diViA
44,
.
• Camden's only run
.
4.
came off an error, a
/4.4 4*
•••
,
bunt and a fielder's
24,
•
choice.
EASTER PROMOTION
Murray, according to
CHILDREN 12 AND UNDER .
Coach Cary Miller, was
"really clubbing the ball
up until it was rained
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP)
His previous, best
"I'm putting extreme- champion, also had out."
"I missed some
- Ben Crenshaw played makeable putts," he opening round in the ly well," he said. "To- their problems. Sutton
"That's something
better than anyone else said. "The putts were Masters was a 70 in 1976 day I made 'em all, and had a 74 and Nelson a 76. I've been pleased with
in the first round of the good angles to make when he went on to the if it keeps-going, I wear
Billy Casper, the the most this season. We
gre.ft
Masters - yet the easy- putts, too, and that's first of his two second- a 42 short, but I'll take a 52-year -old veteran knew when we started
010
going Texan felt his what leaves me a little place finishes. He also 46 king."
playing in his 28th con- that we'd have some
ire*.
.
4
r-e•
score was not as good Is perplexed."
He was referring to secutive Masters, ap- guys who would hit well. 4
was second last year.
it should have been!
Trevino's 68 was his the green jacket that is peared to be in the hunt but we're hitting all
It's also a little best score ever on the given the champion dur- for the lead. He was at - throught the lineup,"
"t could have easily
. _
.
shot two to three -shots unusual for Crenshaw, 6,905-yard, par 72 ing the victory 4-under through 14 holes Miller said. •
better," he said after a generally considered to Augusta National Golf ceremony each year.
before taking a bogey on
- The Tigers had seven .eso
5-under-par 67 Thursday be one of the better put- Club course, a layout he
The exeeiletit *arts 15 a n ri__a -round.- hits in the first three in- v:11
gave him a one-shot ters cin tour.
has insisted realb by • Crenshaw' and destroying quadruple- nings, plus a pair of
tf'‘X
"My putter hasn't doesn't suit his game.
lead over Lee Trevino in
Trevino contrasted bogey seven on the 16th sacrifice flies. Mark
the ,48th edition of this been that sharp this
_It left him in a jovial dismal beginnings for where he played games Boggess had a two-run
storied golf tournament. year," he said.
mood.
three golfers generally between a bunker on one triple to his credit,
cast in the favorite's side of the green and sparking a, six-run sePACKAGE SPECI.ALS:
role - defending cham- water on the other.
cond inning for-Murray.
2-8x.10: 2-53.7'..: 1611 allet.
pion Seve Ballesteros,
Along with Boggess'
Another veteran, fourfive-time winner Jack time winner Arnold big stick, the Tigers had
Nicklaus and two-time palmer, had a 77.
two hits from both Jeff
LEXINGTON, Ky. 1-16th- m i le Lexington
Stephens said he was champ Tom Watson.
Ideal conditions - Downey and Rodney
4r(AP) - Trainer Woody Stakes at Keeneland.
glad he left New Yotk
Ballesteros, the sunny skies, 70-degree Key. David Randolph
ret
Stephens-has a message
Swale was nominated and brought Devil's Bag dashing Spaniard who temperatures, little hit both sacrifice flies.
for racing circle skep- to the 11/8-mile Blue to Kentucky.
Call
also won'in 1980, and wind and greens that
for
an
Photos
appointment
None of the statistics
will
tics who think Devil's Grass Stakes at ' "I wanted to get here Nicklaus each shot 73 played somewhat will count, however, as
be made April 19.20, 21
4
7A
41
Bag won't race in the Keeneland on April 26, beeause I wanted to be and Watson had a 76.
slower than they had in a game must go five innKentucky Derby on May but Stephens said he with both of these
Hal Sutton, last year's the practice rounds - ings to be considered
5.
decided against running horses," he said. "It's Player of the Year and produced a bevy of complete.
"Unless something Swale in that race important to be around the reigning PGA cham- outstanding scores, inBut despite the disap-15
-hAppens to him, he'll because it is "a little bit Swale, too. They're both pion, and Larry Nelson, c I u din g 22 subpar pointment of losing such
e
.
•7""firollr.=
run," Stephens said. close" to the Derby.
good horses."
the 1983 U.S. Open rounds.
a substantial lead and a
;;;A'
• /e•
I
.A
And run well, despite
the colt's lack of
1INNIIIIIWIIIIiiutinu,s11
,4,1r**04471"t‘r°1113111111111414
distance races this year.
110101111199111
iI
014*44;ort
114
114tr44141111844,
Stephens added.
I
"I have no doubt" that
Devil's Bag can handle
the 1L4-mile distance of
.the Derby, Stephens'
11
said.
Racing circle skeptics
;
began to. wonder
whether the colt would
compete in the Derby
Due to increased new car sales in 1984, we have in stock a nice selecwhen Stephens altered
tion of local used cars. We have several that have been in
his plans last week and
inventory over
pulled Devil's Bag from
thirty days that we are going to wholesale. Instead of taking them to an
scheduled races in the
„auction for dealers only - we are going to offer them to you at the same
Gotham and Wood
low prices listed below.
Memorial Stakes in New
,
York.
Your
Manor League Baseball
National Basketball_ Association
Stephens says heavy
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Detroit at Boston
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Wholesale. EAST DIVISION
Baltimore at Cleveland .rains led him to abanAtlantic Division
Retail
W
Price
L
Pd. GB
California at Minnesota. In
W L Pct
GB
don those plane and ship
Detroit
7
0 1 000
Oakland at Seattle. In r
y -Boston
61 19
763 1983
Ford
Escort,
2
Dr.
13.1
'
transmission,
one
local
;Toronto
4
3
.571
Only
3
games scheduled
the colt to Kentucky to
3-Philadelphia 50 30 .625 11.
SO
.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Cleveland
3
3
500 31e
owner.
x-New York
46 34
.575 15
-$5,395.00
$4,700.00
run in the seven-furlong
EAST DIVISION
5
Boston
.375
3
4
x-New Jersey- 45 35
.563 16
1983 Buick Park Ave, 4 D
„AL one owner, double
W
New York*
L
Forerunner Stakes at
Pct. GB
5
.375 44
3
a-Washington
35 45
.438 26
New York
6
Baltimore
1 '• .8.57 1
5
.167 511
Central Division
Keeneland and the onesharp.
$12,500.041
$13.995.00
Philadelphia
5
Milwaukee
2
714
1
.143 6
1
6
• Detroit
48 32
.60.1 mile Derby Trial at
Montreal
4
4
.500
2',
WEST DIVISION
8-Milwaukee
48 32
600 1982 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham,loaded with all Cad.
Chicago
Seattle
.857 6
3
1
4
429
3
x-Atlapta
.. 38 42
475 10
Churchill Downs. '
1
3
Oakland
625
options. Local car.
Pittsburgh
5
3
4
.429
3
Chicago
$5,000.00
$14,000.90
27- 53 .338 21
With the colt synKansas City
571
St. Louis
1
2
3
3
4
.429
3
Cleveland
27 53 .338 21
1982 Olds Omega,4 Dr. 11- os.P.m, local one owner and
Minnesota
571
1
2
3
WEST DIVISION
Indiana
25
dicated for $36 million,
.313 23
Chicago
•
500 24
San Diego
3
7
3
1
875 . WESTERN CONFERENCE
sharp:
$5,800.00
C $6,695.00
the thinking among the
California
444
Cincinnati
1
3
4
5
4 • 500 3
Midwest Division
LOs_Angeles
3 • 4 .429.
Ii
5 -.286
Texas
4
y-Utah
1982 Olds Custom Cruiser Stator' Wagon, loaded car,
45 36 .566
skeptics is that Devil's
•1
San Francisco 3
4
429
34
Thursday's Garnet
x-Dallas
42 38
525 .2.4
Bag's owners might run
sharp.
Atlanta
_ 2
6
250 5
$7,995.00
$6.495.90
Detroft 9. Texas 4
1j
x-Denver
38 43
469
7•
Houston
6
143 51
, Kansas City
- California 3, Oakland 2
him in the °Forerunner
37 44
457 8
1982 Datsun 280 ZX, white, leather interior, t:tops, must
Thursday's Game
Minnesota 3, New York 0
San Antonio
35 45
438 91
,
and Derby Trial at
San Diego 6. Atlanta 1
Only games scheduled .
Houston.
29 51
-363 154
see.
•
812,500.00
$13,500.00 •
distances he should hanOnly game scheduled
Friday's-Garnet
Pacific Division
Detroit (Wilcox 1-01 at Boston*
Friday's Games
1981
Olds
Regency,
Dr.,
98
local,
4
owner,
one
$8,500.00
sharp.
$9,995.00
y
-Los
Angeles 54 26
.675 dle with no trouble, but
Philadelphia 1 Koosmail 1-0181
1 Hurst 1-11 x-Portland
17 33
588
7
1981
Pontiac
ov.PBrougham.
Gra,.
Local
one
owner.
then skip the Derby
Montreal 1. Lea 1-1
Chicago 1Seaver 0-Il at New
x.Seattle
41 40
506 13",
New York 1 Gooden 1-01 at
York (Guidry OA r. ni
x-Phoenix
40 41
494
rather than risk the
like new.
$7,995.00
$6,000.00
,
Chicago I Trout 0-11
Milwaukee i Cocanower 0-Op at
Golden State
.450 18
36 44
possibility of further
Pittsburgh 1 C.11/10ehirIEL 1-0 at St
Kansas City 1 Black 2.0r. in,
1981 Olds Cutlass Supreme, 2 Dr., blue, local and nice.
San Diego
358 254
29 52
$6,995.00
$5,800.00
Louis (LaPoint 0.1r. in
-Seattle (Moore 1-0 at Minnesota
damaging his
x-Clinched playoff berth
1981 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, local one owner, sharp.
Cincinnati 1 gato 1-01 at Houston
$8,995.09
$9,995.00
1Butcher 1-0r. iro .
y-Clinched division title
reputation.
1N1ekro 0-2r. (no
Toronto I StNb 1-0; at Texas
Thursday's Games
1981
Cutlass
Olds
4
Dr.
local
Sedan,
one
sharp.
owner,
$5,650.00
.
$6,995.00
Ii
Atlanta (Barker 1-1 at San Diego
!Darwin 0101. min
Kansas City 114. San Antonio 102
Devil's Bag has run as
i Show 1-01. in
California (John 0-01 at Oakland
Utah 113. San Diego 04
1980 Buick Regal, 2 Door, local one owner, ready to go.
$6,250.00
$4.995.00
1.0r.
Md'atty
n
San
Francisco
'Robinson
1-0;
at
Phoenix 119. Dallas 118
far as a 11/8-mile only
Only games scheduled
1980 Chevrolet Citation, 2 Dr., red, gas saver, double
Los Angeles 1Welch 0.11 in;
Seattle 106, Golden State 100
once this year, coming
Saturday'$Gaines
Saturday's Gaines
Friday's Games.
•
sharp.
$3,650.90
$4,495.00
Baltimore at Cleveland
Philadelphia at Montreal
Atlanta at New Jersey
In fourth in the FlamSeattle at Minnesota
New York at Chicago
Boston at Detroit
Olds
1980
Delta
4
Royale
Dr.
great
Sedan,
family
$5,000.011
car.
$6,495.00
ingo on March 3. And
Toronto at Texas
San Francisco at Los Angeles
Washington at Indiana
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, in
Chicago at.ti.e_W York
. 1979 Chevrolet CSoLD • 4 Dr., beige, local car.
New York at Cleveland .
with the 114-Mile Wood
$2,995.00
81,800.00
Cincinnati at Houston. • n1
California at Oakland
Milwaukee at Chicago
Memorial now out of the
1979 Cadillac Coupe DeN, ille - white, one owner, nice car.
Atlanta at San Diego in I
$6.5911.00
.500.00
Milwaukee at Kansas City. in;
$7San Antonio at Houston
Sunday's Games
Only games scheduled
picture, the colt's
Dallas at Los Angeles
1979 Ford LTD Landau 4j1,13 edan, local one owner,
Philadelphia at Montreal
Sunday's Games
Golden State at Portland
;
distance ability will reNew York at Chicago
Baltimore at Cleveland
Saturday's Games
nice.
.
$4,895.00
$3,900.00
main in doubt until the
Pittsburgh at St Louis
Chicago at New York
Cleveland at Washington
1979 Ford Granada. white, 4 door sedan, one owner.
San Francisco at Los Angeles
Detroit at Boston
Detroit at Atlanta
$3,150.00
$2.475.00"
Derby - to everyone
Atlanta at San Diego
Toronto at Texas
EtOuiton at Kansas Clt.
1978
Versailes, 4 Dr., local car, low mileage.
$5,595.00
$4,750.00
but Stephens, that is.
Cincinnati at Houston. an.
Seattle at Minnesota
.
Philadelphia at New York
Monday's Gams
Milwaukee at Kansas City
Indiana at Milwaukee
"He ran a mile irr the
1978 Ford LTD, 2 Dr., yellow with vinyl of. Priced to
Los Angeles at Houston. .n
California at Oakland
Utah at San Diego
Champagne, the fastest
sell.
$2,495.00
$1,525.90 ir/r•••••
.
Champagne ever run,"
1978 Cadillac Sedan DeN'ille, 4 Dr., perfect family car.
$5,995.00
$4,980.00
!I
Stephens said. "Why
1977 Mercury Monarch,2 Door. one owner, good afforwon't he keep going?
dable car.
•
$2,495.00
$1,995.00
"That was, probably
1977 Cadillac Eldorado. 2 Dr., blue-white, sharp ear.
$4,575.00
$3,2.50,00
Chicago
2 5'0
286 153 176
United States Football league
' my fault in Florida. I
1977 Chevrolet Camaro Type L.T., real sharp car.
San Antonio
1
6 0
70 127
143
EASTERN CONFERENCE
$3,850.00
$3,250.00
was babying him all
Pacific
Atlantic
1972 Pontiac 4 D govm 1 one owner.
$995.00
$590.00
Denver
6 .1 0
857 160. 140
winter. He didn't run
W I I Pct PF PA
Arizona
3 4 0
429 192 111
New Jersey
6
1
0
857 191 104
See Jim Suiter, Jerry Henry, Joel Rummy', Mary Watson or Wells Purdom.
•
good in the Flamingo
Angeles
Los
91
134
2
286
5
0
Philadelphia
6
I
0
857 161
94
Oakland
because I didn't train
38 152
0 7 0
000
Pittsburgh
2 5 0
286 123 137
Saturdays Gangs
0
7
73
0
218
000
Washington
him for it."
Oklahoma at Washington
Southern
Stephens is extremely
Denver at Pittsburgh
Birmingham
6
1
0
$4.7 193 98
Memphis at Los Angeles
.
New
Orleans
6
1
186
0
123
857
high on his colt.
San Antonio at-Jacksonville
Tampa-Bay
4 3 0
571 156 160
"1-le can do it as good
Sunday's Games
Memphis
2 5 0
286 113 308
11.1 1
2 5 a
206 167 188
• Ariaocui at New Jersey
as any,I've evet had," Jacksonville
Chicago at Philadelpkia
WAY/RN COWLRINCk
--Stephens said. - - - •
"infinhigfuim at Illehigeri
Central
Monday'a Games
Michigan
6
1 0
1057 201 132
.The Forerunner will

It

•

Masters Golf Tournament

Crenshaw takes first-round lead with 67

7:44

r.1- 0

re-4.„-•

ess%
ti

Stephens says 'Bag'. will run in Derby

819.50

SCOREBOARD

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

..INHOLESALE TO

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

901 SYCAMORE

LINDY SUITER

youfi)P

753-8355

Pro ,Baseball

Basketball

._2

1

1:

111

nincoln

2-•

Professional Football Roundup

Purdom Motors Incorporated

(
..„
a
.
15151re ,

the Derby Trial is
sdheduled for May 1.
Stephens' other Derby
contender, Swale, will
run April 17 in the .1

5
4

2

0
0

714
571

110 138
2;12
---1.4

Oldsmobile-Pontiac-Cadilleic7Buick .
.406 WEST.MAIN STREET MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071 753-5315

Houston at Oakland

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

1:1'1 1

753-8355
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Evaluation team visits Murray's
Middle School -

Women priest ordinations
STOCKHOL,M,
S.w e cre n ( A
.
P) 2
Delegates to the
assembly of the
Lutheran Church of
Sweden voted overy
- That bishops not ofdaIrt priests opposed to the
ordination of women.

However, seven of
Sweden's 13 bishops opposed the action, and
the church's primate.
Archbisherp Berthl
Wetitstrorn-of

4 u d_sit

•

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES,INC

THE REAL MR. JEFFREY- STAND UP? - A
take-off on the televison program "What's My
Line" gave Robert Glin Jeffrey and students
Eric Niffenegger (left) and Chip Greene the opportunity to explain the occupation of
Superintendent as very special because of
students who want to learn, qualified teachers
who want to teach, adniinistrators who want to
he in administration, community volunteers who
help, staff members who do a good job and
buildings that are in good repair.
rms. suave
IIIPM /Da

1 CA N MEANIS smile, understand, care, visage.
earn, excel and develop - Dr. Overbey. played_
by Collete Jones in the skit, discusses with the
real Dr. Lucille Overbey, principal of the
elementary school. 1the theme of the school for
the year.

1972 International Pick Up
'950"

PRICES SLASHED ON ALL
GMC TRADE-INS

TRUCKS-TRAILERSBUSES,INC..
3 Miles South
on Hwy. 641
MURRAY, KY. 502-753-1372

_
Murray Elementary School was recently
visited by an evaluation team representing the
• Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
The team wds evaluating all facets of the school
program as part of the process for renewal of
accreditation.
Members of the committee include
Joe
Baust, Dept. of Instruction and Learning, Murray State University; .Margaret Berry. Supervisor, Christian County Schools; Jahn D. Blaney,
principal. Estes Elementary. Owensboro; Ed
Burketn, Ky. Dept. of Education; John P. Hunt,
-Principal: Ft: Campbell Schotils; Nancy'Lovett,,
-Sirpel•visor: C'atIotrdy-COUTIty'Srtiools; Catherine
Lytle, ,Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools; Reita Robinson, teacher, Calloway
County Schools; Haskell Sheeks, Principal,
Kevil YoleMelitaXY 8.01001; Jim West„ Instruc, tional Supervisor. McCracken County,Schools;
John Wright, Ky. Dept. of Education; Melba
Casey, West Ky. Educatibn-Cooperative.
LA banquet was held preceding the evaluation
for members Of the evaluation team, faculty of
the school, school board members. and administrators of the school system. Following the
banquet, a visual presentation giving an overview of the school program was presented by
- students. The.presentattoir-was
,pt
-by
art teacher Jean Guerin with committee
members Jan Seagent, Willie Bell Waldrop, Beth
Broach. Pete Morgan. Betty Scott, Karen.Atkins
and Donna Carr.
•

•

assembly's xight to
make such a decision.

Has A Price You Can Live With.
atigi:61
11_

BEFORE THE BANQUET - Guests enjoyed
GRAND FINALE
Students ended the
hors doerves and educational discussion before
presentation by exiting in a school bus' while
the dinner-Eood-Serivic4•-Diree-tor-C•Unda Jeffrey-- singlng atibrifftiaTeomposition,"The I t'an Son„
and cafeteria employees planned and prepared
modeled from the school theme for the year
I
•
the dinner.
(
'A .
Photos by Kaye Peebles
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Wal-Mart Latex
Flat Wall Paint
•

a
0

Big Buster
Paint Brush

Wal-Mart One Coat
House Paint

•

Gallon

Klean Kutter Paint
Remover
•

'Super' Strength
Heavy Duty
Storage Shelving

ad.

641 N. Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
Prices Good Thru Sun. April 15

1.96

9 Inch
Pan & Roller Set
•

Formby's Introduction
3
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ARIES '
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) erA
Take special notice of a loved one's feelings. Without intending to, yoa may be inconsiderate. Accent togetherness.
TAURUS
(Apr.20to May 20) NI"
You're in an escapist mood
and may let things slide. Pay
attention to diet. Why not
begin a physical fitness program?
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20) nor'
You're carefree today, but
are inclined to overindulge. In
particular, don't spend beyond
your means. Romance is likely.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 414CIO
You may be taking someone-for granted. Be sure to keep in,
relatives. ,
touch
with
Moonlighters have employment opportunities.
LEO
(July 23toAug.221
You're prone to make grandiose statements or gestures
now. Don't be carried away
with your importance. Come
back to earth.
VIRGO
( Aug.23to Sept. 22)
It seems what you intend to
buy is an unnecessary extravagance. You May change
your mind and find something
more suitable. '
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22 .11.111•
—
Though everything is relaxed and easy, you may waste
time now. Lift your sights and
do more to realize your potential.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23toNov.21)
Your imagination eould.ruh
way with you now. You may
"feel slighted where nothing was intended. Don't be
hypersensitive.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22to Dec.21)"
The party life appeals to
you, but accent moderation.
You don't want to make a fool
of yourself. Be more conventional. .
CAPRICORN
irt
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) ni
It's OK to pay attention to
career, but don't mix business
with pleasure, or both will suffer. Work in private.
AQUARIUS
•
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18) rIlorse
Someone talks on and on
now and you could put
yourself in a boring situation
out of politeness. Bow out
gracefully.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar 20)
You'll hear big talk now
about investments. Still, keep
your ears open. A valuable
clue lies hidden in excess ver•
biage.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
adventurous soul who must
guard against a tendency to be
expedient. Do not merely accept what chance throws your
way. Find a vocation in line
with your natural talents,
which are'considerable. You
may be especially talented in
acting and brokerage. Though
you have your eye out for the
chance of the moment, you're
also fully aware of the greater
issues that affect mankind. '
Consequently, you-re often in
intellectual fields. Birth date
of: Julie Christie, actress.
,
John Gielgucr, - actor; and Loretta Lynn,singer.
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President Cleveland
proclaimed an amnesty
in 1894 for Mormons who
had indulged in
polygamy.
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"'RAGE 13

Local scie-n---ce fair wifiliers are announced

Banquet

Murray Middle School Science and Math Fair vinners were announced
recently at an open house following an afternoon of judging by Murray State
faculty judges. Science teacher Pam Cartwright and Donna Keller described the contest a ':great sucCess," with over 100 entries

to honor
alumni
A nate Otheitttiffk-ett
for the Murray State
University AlumiirAssociation will be inducted at_ the annual
Alumni Weekend
recognition banquet
FIRST PLACE NI% NIERS - (First row,from
Saturday evening, April
left) Shawn Latimer, Bayberry Lanning,
28.
Melanie Julian, Shelly Workman. (Second row,
Rek Thompson of 4128
from left) Scott Rose, Lance Balmer, Bethany
Hal, Jenny Hammat. (Third row, from left)
Paducah,- will take the
Jason
Grimes, Mike Brock, Scott Foster, Chris
oath as president.
Dill, Shawn Stout:
Thompson suCeeds'Dan
Shipley of Murray,
tAt
Route 5.
•
Bill Kopperud of 711
Main, Murray, will be
installed as vice president. George E.Long II
of 908 Poplar St., Benton, will take office as
president elect.
Long was elected vice
president in 1983 and
succeeds to the president elect position. The
vice resient and new
Ouncll members were
elected earlier this year
SECOND PLACE WINNERS - (First row,
by members of the
from left) Missy Nesbitt. Christy Watson.
association.
Jonathan Gresham, Mickey Hill. (Second row,
New members of the •from-left}-Todd Keller,-Lanra-Lawson. Tina
executive council for
Lane, Chad Hendren, Greg Bennett, Ann Greenthree-year terms are:
field. Absent from'photo were Andrea Galloway.
Ben HOgancamp of
Molly Hilliard, Melissa Clement, Marty
1715 Plainview Drive,
Scarbrough.
Murray; Jane Freeman
Wells of OWensboro;
Fred Schultz Jr. tit 231
Millsboro, Frankfort;

•

FOUTH PLACE WINNERS - (First row,
from left) Becky Kratzer, Jennifer Parker, Candace Clar, Melissa Adams, Sheltie Owens. (Second row, from left) Kelly McDonald, -twain
White, April Lane, Kelli Massey, Damara
Lanier, Beth N'andergrift, Heath Ryan.

OFF
ON ECHO CS500EVL CHAIN SAW

50cc's of cord-cutting power
MATH IN INNERS .- -.(Firat __row. from _left)
Tina Johnson, . Katherine Oakley, -Shannon
Hazier, Eric Underwood. - (Second row,.from
left) Douglas Payne,April Crawled, Leigh Ann
Carter, Megan Meeks. Alison Ward. .Rachel
Greer, John Daily.

CS-500EVL
• Bar lengths to 24.
•Patented, anthAlibration_...._
system for easy handling.
•Diaphragm -carburetor for
all-position use.
'Patented, automatic oiler for

•

lubrication-. •Guard Tip_!* bar, low-kick chain,.
chain catcher, right.& left hand
guards, throttle control lockout
for added operator protection.

Route 7; and Martha
_NICKInney Parker of
2212 Gatesborough Circle, Murray.
•Jackie Shroat of 313
Westover Road, _
Frankfort, will fill Kop• perud's unexpired term
qn the council. The tem*
- expires Jtme 38, 1888
More frozen egg rolls
are produced in
Rtissellville. Ark., than
anywhere else In the
world, according to
Chung. King Oriental
Foods, which makes
more than 100 million
eggs rolls there each
rr•

4 1 - Ve I tiuiited wdrlontv --

• Grouped, finger-tip controls for
convenience
• •Guard Tip* .s a registered trademark ol Ornark
Industries
•'910-day timited warranty it used .cornmeroalty
•

simiHar savings on' CS400 & CS650 modes
...the ONE that lasts!

THIRD PLACE WINNERS - I irst row,from
tett) Doug Payne; - Mike Caldwell, Gene Cook,
Lance Allison. (Second row, from left) Irene
Chu, Stephanie Sammons, Molly McFerron.
Carol Hodges., _Michelle GantL Allyson Bolin.
(Third row,from left) Eric Easley, Amy Wilson,
Ellen Hogancamp, Dawn Armitrong, Sandy,
Hoke, Jenny Ragsdale. Absent from photo, Todd
Seargent.

A !liota
utEsoRABLE mvvrioN

(First row, from
left)(had Gibson, Mark Miller, Angela Whited,
Shawn Wedhern, Brad Schroader.'(Second row,
from left) James Payne, Miry Newton, Bruce
ThurniOnd, Michele Jones, Cynthia Chan.(Third
-row, from left) Cindy Spann, Kevin Tucker,
Mickey Jones, Amy Young,'Brent Stricter, Marcie Willett. Absent from photo were shanden
Boltz and Karen Rains.

Murray's Only
Complete
Rental Store!

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

S.
•

Market 414 Furniture .
Located in Paris, Tennessee Halfway between 314 and 514 N. Market St.

Sat. 4-14-84 is Market 414 Day Sale and •"Four
Fourteen" is Going "All Out" For 14 Hours.
Everything in our store 14% to 44% off•..
Be Here..

•

414's Special Prices Start
4-14-84- at 7:14 A.M. Til
9:14 P.M. For 14 Hrs. Only
Don't Miss These Buys
...Prices Good While They Last...

Maple

Reg. $249.00

CAPTAIN BEDS

$14414
'7414
$14414
$18414

•

Cherry - Reg. $129.00

BUTLER -TRAY,
Wing Back - Reg. $239.00

MARIMONT CHAIRS
Lane - Reg. $269.00

CEDAR CHEST
4 Pc. W/Leaves - Reg. $189.00

DINNETTE SUITE......1414
$69900

7DPIcNNEITEasiU-IITE
Cane Seat

Reg $159.00

LADIES ROCKER

$41414
$11414

At 4:14 P.M. Sharp On 4-14-84 — These Specials
For 14 Minutes Only — 14 — No Longer
$1414
14-Wood Lamps
$1414
14-Coffee
• Tables... ,
, _
14-Twin Size Bookcase Beds. . . $1414

14-Solid Brass Magazine Racks. . $2414
$2414
14-Redwood‘-tawn Seta;
14-Ceramic Ducks
$214 .
I
Visit "Our House" For Thousand's -Dollar of Fine Furniture Settings

3 Pc. Maple FiniSh

Reg $18000 .

BEDROOM SUITE
Ethan Allen •

14
$134

Stratford Blue Floral

WING CHAIR
Upholstery

Reg .$19900

$4414 AMR STOOLS

20 Maple & Pine - Reg $199 00

Brass G

8 Pc. Broyhill
6 cane Chairs - Reg. $2695.00

DINING ROOM SUITE
Ethan Allen Velvet

Reg $399 00

OCCASIONAL CHAIR
Striped Hereerlon

Reg. $399799

CLAYTON-MARCUS CHAIR
2 Only Cotton Print

Reg $599 00

TRADITIONAL SOFA

14
$214

Reg $3900

OCASSIONAL CHAIR
DINING ROOM TABLES

Reg $379 00

$2414

ML
- Reg $29 00

$8414 FLOOR LAMPS.
Herceriori - Reg $99 00
RECLINERS

$1414'4
$114'4
$11414
$31414

Extra Charge On Delivery — No Lay,Aways - Bank Financing

1914
$6414

JAMISON BEDDING
IA Price
24% off
ALL LA-Z-BOYS
ALL PENNSYLVANIA HousE24% off
ALL MIRRORS
24% Off
•
ODD HEADBOARDS
$ 1414
Everything In Our Store
'On Sale — Sat. Only
-

VISA

arket 414 birmiture

414 North Market Street, Paris, TN

• ••••:-.04weitmookiett,-•!!'•!-,
•

Geraldine & Terry Sykes, Mgrs.

•

'

The_ pore
• With The
Low Overhead"

Phone 642-6996

AP-••••,•••••-••—.ss
•
NV
•
•••••••
•
•b.,

7
•

1

kis
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4-"Hxlci=7:411,-
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
1

_Legal

2.

Ray
longer
-fur any
my own
2

2

Notice

Gates, van no
be responsible
debts other than
as Of 04-11-84

Notice

Acres Nursery
how har tomatoes.
peppers and bedding
plants Open 9-5.
Mon..Sat, 753-3619. 901
North Johnny
Robertson Rd. •

2

WE BUY

Jim Suitor & Jerry
Henry will be In our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM ,
MOTORS, INC.

SUNNY

Notice
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TAXES filed_. Short
Forms $7.50 for federal
and state. Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home service for shutins_ Call Joyce Noel Tax
Service at 489-2440 for
4ppointment.
WANTED single white
female companion, age
25 to 45. My height
5'114-, weight 180,
dark brown hair. Call
527-1341 after 7p.m..
Extension 123.

Ili,

•

62 Gratuity
64 Brother of
Odin
65 Native metal
66 Site of Tai
Manai •
68 Great Lake
70 Organ of
hearing
7/ Target
'2 'he sur
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Call 753-371 1

151, RCHASE

Video
Production. Call for
free brochure. 502-2472840.
SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE will prepare
your returns your place"
or mine. Or pickup and
deliver. Phone 436-5574.

Total choreographed fitness program
by ANN ENGLISH.6
week course begins
April 16th, 1:30
p.m. at

45
49

BATTERIES
315 IV/Exchange

BARGAIN

DANCAEROBICS

'

It., ,i

JUDY Williams Tax
Service. Call for appointment anytime. 4362524 or 436-5496.
LONELY? Having
trouble finding Mr. or
Miss Right? For more
Information send name.
address and phone
number to: Murray
Dating Service, P.O.
Box 848, Murray, Ky.
42071
MOTHERS Day.
Special. Cypress
Clocks. $15 and up. 1501
Oak Dr. 753-3606.

/ NEED a white Christian male companion
for single mom. Must
love kids. 753-2284.

Hwy 45 1 Mi. So.$
$ Martin, Tn. $
$ 901/587-3000 $
$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Go For It!
753-2784

fill+TI'S

Bel Ai DecouStore

502-554-0733
or 502-589-6123.

Seafood
Buffet
Fish, Frog Legs,
Boiled Shrimp &
Oysters on the half
shell.
Fri. & Sat.
4:30-9:00

Read
the
Classified
Section For
Bargains
Everyday

CUBA RESTAURANT
Hwy. 303 Cuba, Ky.
Phone 382-2208

6. Help Wanted
17E7171
373177TE1.71;
for real! I guarantee to
send you 60 addresses
and. telephone numbers
of working Alaskan
companies. Information
is based on 5 yrs.
personal experience
working in Alaska. Information cost. $10.
Alaska 'Addresses, P.O.
Box 7. Clinton, Ky.
42031.

14E SENDETH RAIN
ON THE JUST AND
THE UNJUST I

16. Home FurniShtnti
BRASS bed; king size.
complete with _11r/11
orthopedic mattress
set, never used, still in
carton. Cost $800. Must
sell. $350 cash.
Paducah, 898-7513.
DUNCAN Phyfe Table,
Pedestal, 6 chairs, two
captain, one black
naughyde love seat. 327
motor, needs overhaul.
transmission. 1971
Chevelle Concordia
State 'Station Wagon
436-5844.
FRENOH Provincial
couch and chair, light,
green print, matching
end tables and coffee
table. 6200. 759-1870.
QUEEN- size waterbed,
like new, heater and all
accessories. Ben'
Franklin stove. Call
759-4446 or 753-7293 after
4p.m.
THREE solid maple
barstools, $25 each
New Patio table, never
been used. Call 753-7738
UPRIGHT piano, 1 yr.
guarantee, $375. 55
yards camel carpet,
new, $275. Solid Oak
porch swing, $50. Dresser with mirror, $15
4374432.

NOW accepting ap'Aleutians- for &SWARM
manager position. Send
resume to Kevin
Allbritten, 1111 Chestnut, Murray or, call
759-4695 between 2 and 4

April 24-7:00 PM
Learn the basics
of
hanging
Wallpaper.
Call 753-3642
for Reservations.

Train To Drive
TRACTORS TRAILERS
Call the leader
MTA SCHOOL

U.S. 641 S. 753-2611

6. Help Wanted

FREE
WALLPAPER
CLINIC

Keith Black in the
delinquent tax list
was. not Keith
Carlos Black.

Max Morris
at

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

2 .Notice

NOTICE

USED CARS

Okla Pont Cad -Buick

Notice

Restaurant
located in Grand Rivers
is now accepting applications for all types
of restaurant employees for new restart.
Open soon. Please.
apply in person between
hours of 1-3. Mon.-F11,
at Patti's 1880
Restaurant.
THY the NEVI• AVMearning opportunity and
earn $250 to 4500
weekly. 753-0232
anytime.
WANTED qualified
Journeyman Electricians for commercial
work in Ky. Dam area.
Open Shop Contractor.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 187. Owensboro,
Ky. 42302.
9. Situation

Wanted

YEAR old mother of
2 wants to keep babies
or small children in her
home. 3 years experience. Has references. 759-1692.
A COUPLE wants
someone 3 days per
week, 3 hours per day,
to do light housekeeping
and some cooking. Must
have car. 753-4602.
I WILL do _babysitting
in my home. Day,
nights or all night. Hot
meals will be furnished.
ReferenceS. Will .also do
ironing, Call 759-4803.
MATIME.'
young male_
wants to rent a 2 BR
mobile home or home
within 5 miles from
Murray. Call 762-4169
ask for Roger.
RESPONSIBLE lady to
live in with invalid lady
room board and salary.
759-1661.
WANTED yards to
mow. None too small ,or
too large. Have truck
for hauling. 759-21455 or
436-2932.
WILL clean houses and
offices. Murray
Calloway County area.
Have references. $4 a
hour. 502-382-2794.
•

CRYTS
USED OFFICE
FURNITURE
Wood or metal desks Executive or Secretarial
Chairs. Tables, files,
storage
cabinets,
bookcases, conference
tables, part cabinets Auld
much more. Used but nice
11134laffiriOn St.
Paducah, Ky.
502-442-4302

Precision
Garden Seeder. Plants
28 different vegetable
seeds. $36.99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris, Tn.
REAR Tine Tillers.
Briggs Station engine, 3
forward speeds and
reverse. 5 h.p. $529.99, 8
h.p. $629.99. Front Tine
Tiller, 5 h.p. chain
drive, $279.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. Tn.
RED Betty Ford Tractor. overhauled. Call
after 6:30p.m. 753-7124.
TRACTOR tire's. New
and used. John Kough
Equipment. 382-2207.

7,000 SQUARE Ft
commercial building,
heat and air, paved
parking lot. $32,000
435-4526.

I READ EVERYTHING
I GET MY HANDS ON

TRACTOR
TRAILER
DRIVER
rlinert-

--UNLESS YOU
READ 114E
INGREDIENTS

20. Sports Equipment
30-30 WINCHESTER
Canandian Centennial,
Remington 270 ,with
scope. 12 ga. Ithaca
Pump. 753-1208.
-RADUCAFI GunshOw,
April 14 and 15, Jaycee
Civic Center, Paducah,
Ky. Buy-Sell -Trade.
Gun Door Prize.
McCann Gunshows 618337-7543.

Command a big rig
.and a big salary as a

22. Musical

Afack
11

APPLAUSE Acoustic
Guitar in new condition.
Phone 759-1750.
NE year old Craig
Stereo for sale.
AM/FM stereo radio
and turntable plus 8
track player. Bought for'
$300, selling for $75.
Quick sale. Call
753-6821.

STOP BEGGING, GARFIELV.
YOU MAY HAVE. ANY FOOP
THAT VALLS ON THE FLOOR

1 NATE

24. Miscellaneous

YOU
MEM
• .- I

3 PRETTY area rugs, 1
light chocolate 27 inches
wide, 45 inches long. 1
gold and rust shag, 42
inches wide, 72 inches
- long. 759-1048.
4VITA
Drum for sale.
Truck Driver School
Thornton Tile and
Marble, 612 S. 9th.
753-5719.
14. Want to-BOy
ARIENS Emperor Rid:
BR house in or clost to
ing Mower. 30' cut.
Murray. Send response
Looks and runs like
to P.O. Box 1040H,
new. Extra engine inMurray.
cluded. $500. Call 753ALUM. can's, 100 lbs. or ct‘•
8374 after 5p.m.
more, .24 cents. We pick
CAMPER lop for 1981
up. Ed Sanitation and
Datsun long bed truck,
Recycling Center, 436slightly damaged. Baby
2658.
crib, play pen, stroller,
SINGLE or double axle
excellent condition.
utility trailer. 753-9400.
Four wicker and
WANTED to buy. White
chrome chairs,, ReOak timber. Call 753-0338.
stored antique barber
chair. Call 579-9757.
15. Articles for Sale
After 5p.m. 753-1960.
FOR sale, 4 ft. lawn or
FOR SALE: Small Enporch swing (oak) $35.
gine Repair Shop, de12 hole Martin Box, $30.
alerships tools, parts
Butcher Block Table.
and equipment. 753-0369
$25. See at 1624 Olive,
or 753-9573.
Gerald's Workshop.
FOR Sale dark fired
RROMAN culting
tobacco base. $2,600 per
machine, branch new.
acre. 753-3272 after
Locksmith technical
course. Small motor
TOR
13.M. Sale. Stock and
repair technical course
equipment for small
including all tools. 753grocery store. Call 6156260.
232-6270 after 5p.m.
JUST in time for new
LAWN Mower battery,
Arnold Palmer Blazers
12 volt. $24.99 exchange.
by John Peel. Navy,
Wallin Hardware.
brown and tan. Reg.
Paris.
$99.50, Now $49.50.
MARINE Battery, 27
Cashmere Sport Coats,
series. 105 amp. $49.99
$99.50. 753-3557.
exchange. Wallin
QUASAR Video ReHardware, Paris.
'
corder with remote
MARTIN Houses. 6 rm.
control. 48/week.
$22.99, 12 rm. $33.99, 18
Rudolph Goodyear. 753rm. $44.99, 24 rm. $59.99.
0595.
Wallin Hardware,
SANYO refrigerator,
Paris, Tn.
antique radios, serving
NEW and used Air
machine electronic leak
Compressors. bill
detector. dollie, SimpElectric. Call 753-9104.
son, meter, R502 gas.
)
40LES. all sizes utilit?'
gauges. Phone 758-1322.
poles. See at Water
_WEDDING gown, hat
Valley or phone 502-355and veil. 'Size 10. Eyelet
2666.
material. 759-9948.
SATELLI
S.-X,STE
1.0
_
rfbiiglass "KLM5 ReColor
ceivers. $1,550 installed
Console TV., $8/week.
436-2835.
Rudolph Goodyear, 753
:
SEASONED hickory,
" 1=5.
oak, mixed hardwoods.
QUENNSIZE Hide-a530/rick delivered:.
bed. excellent condiMitt. order-2 ricks.
tion. 753-7853.
John Hover at 753-0338.
For more info. call:
(502) 554-0733
(502) 589-6123 .._
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TRI-STATE Satellite
flates711 _tt,systont
completely installed,
$1,786. We service what
we sell. 901-642-0295, 315
Tyson Ave., Paris,
Tenn.
TWO 14 Chain Saws. 1
Remington, 1 Poulan.
$60 each. Call 753-4740.

New
Marine
Batteries
85 amp.
Deep Cycle

36.

TX
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With Exchange.

41

436-2505
25. Business Services
MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
7 years of experience
preparing individual,
business, partnership,
and corporate returns.
,Low rates & hundreds of
satisfied clients. New
preparing returns. Day
or night call 759-1425
for appointment.

2_6. TV_-Radio

SATELLITE TELEVISION
'1i-wa4led, sales tax and
labor included. 9 ft.
-siiirrictistill5497721t.
Mesh Star Dish $1995.
WOOD TV
Fulton, Ky. 472-3704

19. Farni -equipment

L'XIIIHWAY

10. Business Opportunity
5

24. Misoellantous

27. Mobile Homes fOr

Sale

12x55 TWO ,bedroom
trailer in Fox Meadows.
Central heat and air,
„stove, refrigerator,
washer -'dryer included. $4,5007753-0136.
12x55, VERY good stove
and refrigerator, dinette set, hide -a-bed,
central a/h, $4,000 or
best offer. Call Bill.
436-2326.
12x60 3 BR, 14 bath, all
electric, good condition.
436-5434.
12x65 WINCHESTER
BR, 14 baths, a fine
quality built home.
Total utility bills this
Jan. $110. Set up and
skirted in Riviera Cts.
Call 753-9445 nighlis,
762-6287 days. Ask for
Dan.
1971 LATsCI R Mobile
home. 3 BR, 2 baths, for
more information Call
Spann Realty Associates. 753-7724.
1980 12x60 Mobile home.
1 owner with a front
kitchen, 2 BR. central
heat, 200 amp. service •
pole. Extra nice. Call
753-5884.
1983 BUCCANEEIT
14x70 3 BR. 2 Baths.
Must sell 759.1159.
1984 COUNTRY Manor,
14x64, 2 BR, furnished,
excellent condition. Can
be seen at C-4 Coach Estates or call after
5p.m. 753-$07.
,AMERICAN Pride
14x65 mobile home,
partly furnished, has
nice outside awning.
Can be seen anytime at
A-14 Fox Meadows.
'28. Mobile Hates for Rent
REDROOM trailer for
rent. 'Keniana $150 a
month. Call 436-5364.
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30. Business Rentals
101•1•1•111

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
COMMERICAL building. 901 Coldwater
Road. Ideal location for
doctors office or other
type of business. For
more information, call
502-236-2158 nights.
Days 502-236-3158..
31. Want to Rent

1

Want To Rent:
A cabin on lake for
3 or 4 weeks,
maybe longer.
Bennie Simmons,
753-4875
32. Apts for

Rent

1 BR furnished apt. in
quiet established, residential neighborhood.
No pets. $200 month.
Phone 753-1222. Bill 4Kopperud.
1 BR furnished apt. for
rent. 753-8730 or
753-6965.
1 BR Take front apt. in
Panorama Shores. Appliance furnistved.
Lease deposit and references required. 4362484 after 5p.m.
FOR Rent 2 'BR apt.
Call 753-3530 after 4p.m.
NICE 1 BR apt. near
dOwntoWn murrav._

uillrePROOK:-.00-zo44-.'"`
34. Houses for Rent

-narsr /or

rent.
Hardin. 758-1417.
NICE 5"R brick, near
- Coort. Square $250 with
deposit. 753-1513.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
36. for Resit or lease-

se. Pets-Supplies

41. Public Sales

TAKE.

over grocery Ake terman
Shepherd
with gas pumps. Must puppy, also
guard dogs.
be able to obtain. $4,000. 1-554-2153.
House to live in $200 per
1W
poodle puppres.
month. Call after 2p.m.
Call 474-2254.
354-6137.

- FLEA MARKET
Indoor in Drafferwille
U S 68
mile west of
Purchase Parkway. 22
spaces. Wide variety Fri
Sat . Sun 9am- Spm. Open
Tate, Day 502-527-3506

37. Livestock-Supplies
rOR Sale, Semental
Bull. 492-8265 before
8p.m.
RIDGEWOOD Stables.
Horses boarded. Stalls
or pasture space
available. $20 per
month. 753-3010 after

2 Party
Yard Sale

TI LITY/Horse
trailer, open top bars..
Only $300. 700 South
Meadow Lane. 753-5901.

41. Public

YARD
-SALE

915 N. 18th
Saturday
No
Sales
Before 8 a.m.

GARAGE
SALE
Sat. 9-till
Story atMeadowlane
753-5901
Some
Antiques.

1 11 3 College Cts
Saturday
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Copy machines, sewing machine, some
mens, ladies and little
boy's clothing and
shoes, baby bed and
household items.
762-2556

BIG YARD SALE
Hwy. 121 North to
Hwy. 783 (Robert
Mason Rd.) or 94W
to Hwy 783.

Drapes,' furniture,
clothing, misc.

1202 Dogwood
Saturday
and Sunday
10-6
chair, tires,
more added. In
rain
case
of
cancelled.

Boy's clothes
(size 16-18),
ladies clothes.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 378.75
Opened
Today
379.50
.75
Up

April 14th
9-4
1001 A Johnny
Robertson Rd.

YARD
SALE -

Children & Adult
Clothes,
Household item s,
toy s & other misc.

miles out East 94,
1st road to left past
Brown's Grocery.
Something
for
everyone!l

2 Family
Rummage
Sale

T.V.

1703
Ridgewood
Sat.
8:30-5:00

11

Fri. 8-4
Sat. 8-12
1606 Catalina
Drive

YARD
SALE

Fri. & Sat. 8-?
3 miles South of
Murray of
Highway 641.
Rain or Shine.

April 13th
and 14th
9-?

LARGE
GARAGE
SALE

9-?
Children and adult
good
clothes,
glassware. Avon bot
ties, refrigerator, bird
stand and cage, tires
and wheels, 2 ten speed
bikes'and much more

YARD
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

3 PARTY
. YARD SALE
Sat. 9-3
12
94 East, 1 /
miles. Corner of
Van Cleave and
94. Across from
old Lakestop
Grocery. Many
misc. items.

1209 Peggy Ann
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Fri., Sat.-, Sun.
21 Cu. ft. freezer,
ceramic oven and
molds, odds and
ends, clothing.

INDOOR
MOVING
SALE

•

6½
miles
Southeast of Murray on Hwy. 121
towards New Concord. Sale going on
through Sunday.
Lots
of
baby
things,. 436-5838.

Sales.

Yard
Sale

-^

YARD
SALE

Thursday
thru
Saturday
8 a.m.-?
417 South
9th Street

Yard Sale
1712 Miller Ave.
Sat., April 14tei
8 a.m.-?
Lamps, tables,
fabric, drapes, corne cabinet TV,
dishes, games and
toys, clothes. Lots
of misc. items.

Yard Sale
1304 Peggy
Ann Drive
8-?
Saturday,
April 14th
Clothes from infant
to toddler sizes,
boys sizes 8-10,
household items,
baby furniture. '

FLEA MARKET
YARD SALE
Hazel, Ky.
April 14th
Free set ups
near Antique
*Shops.

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
9.07
Opened
9.11
Today
Up
.04

43

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12-5 Sunday

STROUT
REALTY

WALLIS DRUG

Lou Ann PhIpot 753-6843
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Joel. Kennon 436,
5676
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray. Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed II Bonded

•PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•14110ING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Free Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
NA/con-14:1 cof SCO1UP WI CI
222

S. 12th St.

Real Estate

2 BR duplex, very nice,
3 years old. 753-3966.
FOR Real Service id
Real Estate, Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY,
711 Main. We work at
your convenience.
Phone 753-1222

44. tots for Sale

47. Motorcicles

AURORA one to 10
acres wooded Kentucky
Lake area, from $3.995.
nothing down, from $39
month, for home,
mobile home free information phone Mr.
Shell 1-800-521-4996. LAND for sale. 4 to 12
acres. 10 minutes from
lake.. Call after 2p.m.
354-6137.
glotALL block cabin on
100x70 ft. lot. A'pproximately 200 yds.
from Lake with access
lo the lake. Electricity
Has .community water.
Chandler Park area-.
86.500. 753-6091.

1981 HARLtY. Davidson Sportster, excellent
condition. 753-2228.
1984 YAMAHA 225 3.
Wheeler, excellent
condition. Call 759-1559
after 6p.m.

WOOD
SPRING SALE
Big Saving On Wood Stoves An
Outside Wood rirtnaccs.

OZARK LOG
HOMES

53

Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Todd's Tire
Service

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
5115
•
•
•
•
•
•
•w e

•

•

•

Cash And Carry - No Phone Sales

5p .

OD PIONEER"

t

CAR STEREO

aearance
Priced

TLC
Specializes in 'General Cleaning For:
Businesses
Homes
Churches
We PROFESSIONALLY
(and economically)
-.-steem-tn-xtry--ibrarcarpurts
strip and re-finish floors
wash windows, walls, etc.
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH

TENDER, LOViNG CARE
759.9754 of 759-1534 Free Pricing On location
Wecy & Brook• Harrington

Magnavox 19" diagonal
Color TV•MX/100 chassise

Magnavox Ho'rne Entertainment Center
713 S. 12th St.
MU-fray, Ky.

•

..4"••••••t• -••••

r

-

'
•

.

AFT

Inline matrix tube•One-knob electronic
tuning* Automatic fine tuning circuit•
Automatic color circuit•3" * 5"
speaker•91)4443WA

••

-

&

FRIDAY &SATURDAY ONLY
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53. Services Offered

PAINTING

1911-1. no

121 Bypass - 753-6774

Trucks

1981 VW Pfaup, diesel.
We have special
INSULATION blown - in
50MPG. excellent
by Sears. TVA appackages for Te,
Aluminum and Vinyl
shape, with bed cover,
proved. Save on those
Tots
siding and Aluminum
p.b., AM-FM and more
high heating and cool
CARTER STUDIO
trim for ell houses. It
$4,495. 759-9424 after
ing. bills. Call Sears
300 MAIN
8218
stops painting.
6p.m.
753 2310 for free
Jack Glover
1083 FORD Van F200, DULL Dosing Back estimates.
candy apple red,.'auto- Hole and septic tank JOE (Sonney) McKin753-1873
48. Auto Services
matic overdrive, p.s., work. 354-8161 after ney Appliance Service.
GOOD 'Reconditioned p.b., auxiliary gas tank. 8p.m. or 354-8138 or All makes and models. MAL6NE'S Remodel
437,4533Auto Batteries. 87,800. Call 753-0770
(Authorized Service on
ing from ground to roof
guaranteed! $15 exPENCE sales at Sears Montgomery Ward Ap- top Phohe 492-8183,
change. Call 753-3711.
now. Cali Sea...m..2534310 pliances). Located, at
Evenings 436-2107.
for free . estimate for George Hodge and Son NEED work on your
Used Furniture Store. trees? Topping, prun. your needs.
GENERAL HOME 753-8S05.
ing, - shaping, compiete. •
REPAIR. 15 years ex LAWN- Mower and Mier 'VeMoVal and more. Call
repair.
on
south
miles
3
perience. Carpentry,
BOVER'S TREE'
has moved to
concrete,, plumbing, 121. 753 5086.
SERVICE for Proroofing, siding. NO
fessional 'tree care
a new location:
JOB TO SMALL. Free
753-0338.
801 South 4th
Aluminum
Service
Co.
estimates. Day-s- 75345.'Farms for Sale
Old Overbey
vinyl
Aluminum
and
'5599°0 Short 6973, nights 474 2276.
NO ACRES bottom land
GUTTERING by Sears.
Honda Building
'siding. Custom trim work.
Sod, 5-Slatted, Radial
with good tobacco barn
Sears continuous gutto serve you betSpring is near. For
References. Call WM Ed
and 1 8/10 acres dark
Tires, Tint - Glass,
ters installed for your
fired tobacco base,
Carpeting, Side Vent
all your painting
ter. New and used
Bailey,
7510689.
.
specificatio
Call
ns.
$25.000. 40 acres -of A-1
Windows, much more.
needs call Ralph
tires at discount
Sears 753-2310 for free
bottom farm land, $22,
2 yr. 2400 mile drive,
estimate.
Worley for early apSEWING Machine Re
prices.
500. Located in the Bell
train warranty, lowest
pointments.
All
pair. All makes and
City area or total 90
753-2527
priced new truck in
ileigation Residential
models. Industrial,
acres for 845,000. Phone
work guaranteed.
CAMPBELL WELL
America.
home and commercial.
)82-2868.
DRILLING
Over 16 years exUsed Cars
38 yrs. experience. All
ACRES Northwest 49
. McKenzie. 'in
Carroll-Mazda
perience.
SandCal
Collect
of Kirksey on Calloway. -10T1 CHEVELLE Malwork guaranteed. Kenblasting
901-352-3671
also
753-8850'
or
Marshall County line. 32 ibu, good condition. $575
neth Barnhill, 753 2674,
901 352-5704
available.
acres fescue 325 tencla- Or best offer. See at
Stella, Ky.
Free Estimates
ble balance in timber. Dill's Trailer Court
TREE Work, complete
759-1050
Call 489-2597 or 489-2704.
removal
. topping 'or
after 4:30p.m.
LAWN mowing- and trimming, experienced, elemeterm,
APPROXIMATELY 70 1973 P`0, good con: 5 1 . Campers
acres. River bottom
dition, $900. 753-798,3 ask 1978 TRAVEL Trailer, maintenance. We are reasonable rates. 753- WILL do painting anc
farm. 3 Miles East of for David.
looking for new re- 0211.
remodeling. Very re
Murray on Bethel 1976 CADILLAC Coupe 20 Ft., used 2 summers. sidential, commercial WET BASEMENT? We asonble. 20 years ex
15,300.
Call
489-2807.
Church Rd. Call Deville, 2 dr...
436
fully 1979 23 -FT. Trotwood rental and cemetery make wet basements perience Call -Bill,
753-6236.
propertiet. Go With the dry. Work completely 2326.
loaded, $1,750. 436-5869.
Mini Motor Home, only professionals. Excellent
WILL haul white rock,
guaranteed
Call or
1976 CHEVROLET 7.xxx miles, like brand
references. Countryside write Morgan _Con .
r sand, lime; rip rap and
Monza, 2 Dr., 4 cylin- new. 7$3-4389.
46. Homes'for Sale
Nursery. 753-3188_
struction Co. Rt. 2; Box-- masonary sand, coal
der. automatic, 58,xxx 22 FT. Golcfen Falcon
LEE'S CARPET 409A, Paducah, Ky. Call Roger Hudson.
$.1124,500$$‘ 4 BR home - • miles, excellent condiTravel trailer. sleeps 6. CLEANING.
753-4545 or 753 6763.
Murray's 42001 or c al l' 1-442- 7026.
located nea,r MSU.. Call
Mo_ving_ reduced.:
Spann - Realty As- for quick sale. Call extra elean, 4600 -Car- only- - prrcrrec-SIO--64,1 Cardinal. 753-5422.
pet Cleaning Company
sociates. 753-7724.
WINDOW WASHING
762-2556.
PAIN ING
ARE- you looking for a 1977 TOYOTA • Celia CT 24'. kIDAS, 9iotx miles, with over 12. years
Fast -Service - Free
generator,
double
air,
continuous
local service
clean ready 'to move Liftback, locally owned,
Estimates - Satisfacinto 3 BR, new carpet. $2.200. Can be seened at sleeps six. 1979 using the most powerful
INTERIOR
tion Guaranteed.
Chevrolet
Pickup,
all
cleaning system made.
wall paper, and decks. 722 Fairlane or call
MID SOUTH EXTERIOR
Large lot, good garden after 5:30 p.m. 753-7707. ' options. low miles. 170p Kundreds of satisfied
MAINTENANCE
Calloway.
PAINTING
repeal customers
spot, in town for- only 1978 BONNEVILLE
Torn Geerdes 753 7110
$34,000. Please call Pontiac. excellent con- FOR Sale: 22' com- Licensed and Insured.
pletely
self
•
containad
We move the furniture
753-8406 after 5p.m.
WALLPAPERING
dition. Also Prom camper. Call
753-1966.
free. Free estimates, 24
BRICK Ranch)RR, 1% Dress, worn once, SIZE
56 . Free Column
SMALL block cabin on -hour service, 753-5827.
JIM DAY
bath, large Great 11/12. 753-4487.
100x70
ft.
lot.
Ap- LET D&C take care of
Need to find
Room, formal living 1078 CHEVROLET
good home for our dog
and dining room. Also Nova, automatic. 64,000' proximately 200 yds. all your cleaning! We ' Painting
from
Lake
AKC 7 year old long hair
with access throughly clean homes,
eat-in kitchen, central actual miles, $1,900.
753-3716
to the lake. Electricity. offices and businesses.
'female Dachshund
air and heat. Utilities 762-2222.
Has
community water. Very reasonable-O
Please call 753-2445 for
*FREE ESTIMATES*
very reasonable. Nice 1979 BLACK and silver
ur
more info
home with possible Trans Am, automatic, Chandler Park area. prices can't be beat! We
income. 1626 Hamilton. t-top, AM-FM cassette, .86.500. 753-64)91.
service Marshall and
436-5479 or 753.1342.
Calloway counties. Call
cruise control, 46,xxx 52. Boats-Motors
1:1Y Owner: 4 BR, 224 actual miles. 753-6244
•
DeAnn 437-474 Cheryl
14 FIBERGLASS .759.1064.
baths, living, dining after 5p.m.
•
room, family room• 1979 ELDORADO Quachita .40 Mere. LICENSED Etectrician
newly rebuilt lower for residential'
w/fireplace, large eat. Cadillac, extra
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS •
and
sharp,
in kitchen, newly pain.. loaded. Call 753-0851 or unit, carpet, seats and commercial. fie-attrrgrCUSTOM WOODWORKING
trolling motor. 753-0369 and
ted and papered. Low
air condition, gas •
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
753-0627 after 5p.m.
or
753-9573.
utilities. 2 car garage
installation and repair. • SOLID WOOD CABINETS & RAISED-PANEL DOORS
‘980 MADZA RX 7, .14 FT. Fishing
Boat,
with work bench and
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
Phone 753-7203.
automatic. air. Call motor and trailer.
•
$375.
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
opener. _879.000.- As753-8721.
•
KITCHEN
Time
Cover
For
CABINET
Spring
and
life
jackets,
TOPS • VANITIES
sumable fixed rate 12
•CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE &
percent loan. 1704 1981 MUSTANG, AM- cushion included. Carl
Cleaning, Let Us Do
FURNITURE REFINISHING
FM cassette, tun roof, 753-4857.
Plainview. 753-4503.
•COMPETITIVE Perces
Your Windows At
p.s., p.b. 753-3561 after 15 FT. Invader Ski Boat
owner, 20 yr. old
• Drop Illy & Sato 4p.m.
'
•
753-5940
Low
Rates.
Call For
85 h.p. Mercury, o/b.
brick- house. 3% miles
*Our Display
1982
MERCURY
Lynx
trailer; vests, skis. Must
southeast of Murray on
Free Estimate After
a 255 wide by 150 deep Station Wagon, 25,xxx see. 753-8824. '
5:00 p.m. 759-1989
lot. Large den and actual miles, $4,000: 16' HYDRA Sport Bass
kitchen with fireplace, 759-1733.
Boat, 1975, 150 Mercury
large living room. $34, 'VW Dune Buggy. fac- Depth Finder and troll000. 753-8400 or 753-2215 tory tube frame, new ing motor. $3,600. After
1650 cc engine, all A-1 5p.m. 753-7419..
ask for James.
and .extra atjarp. See at 1982 JON. Boat
I:1Y owner. 3 BR.
bath. 1,800 sq. ft., den, 408 N. 4th or call Aluminumcraft. live
central h/a, wood 446-2568 after 5:30p.m.
well, Evinrude 25 h.p.
stove, eat-in kitchen,
motor, trolling motor,
Used Trucks
fenced backyard, R-39
depth finder, Moody
insulation, quiet 1964 2 TON truck. for trailer. Call 436-2585
neighborhood. For ap- sale or trade. 492-8411 after 5p.m.
•
pointment call 759-1938 after 5:30p,m.
27' 111.7NTER Sailboat. g1972 •LUV truck, Wits years old. $22,500. 753after 5p.m.
FARl'iMRS Home Al good, sport wheels, 3006.
primed ready to paint. SAILBOAT for, sale, 17
ministration inventory
Complete Satellite System
properties. 2 homes, 3 $575. Call 753-4857.
ft. 0-Day Day Sailer.
Drake Receiver, 110° LNA Polarcie
farms. Financing to 1976 FORD F100, blue, excellent condition
Heavy Duty Dish and Mount.
qualified buyers. p.s., p.b., • standard %v.-trailer. 1666 Ryan
Predetermined eligilib- shift, spoke wheels, Ave.
ity not- required to buy. sharp. 474-2325.
SUNFISH Sailboat. 436Let us show you these 1977 CHEVY Van, V-S 2261.
properties. MURRAY- automatic. new radials,
CALLOWAY CO. new battery. Best offer. 53. Services Offered
REALTY. 753-8146.
- 436-2906.
APPLIANCE repair
FOR Full Time Real 1977 GMC Long Wheel
work all brands.
Estate Service, Contact Base, Rally wheels, Specialize
in Tappen.
KOPPERUD REALTY, p.s., p.b., ac., 2 tone
Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
7a3-1222.We currently paint. AM FM stereo.
Earl Lo%ett.
have'OW i'.160 properties 753-8729 or 753-3269 after
APPLIANCE-4-ER-•-•-for sale.
8p.m.
VICE. Kenmore.
FOR Sale by owner 5 1080 4 CYLINDER Westingh
ouse;
BR ranch home close to standard shift, long bed Whirlpool..
21 years
town, extra large lot,. Datsun truck with
experience. Parts and
'garden area. 14x20 ft. camper top. AM-FM,
service. Bobby Hopper
deck, garage, c,entral air. radio, good gas Bob's
Ask About A
Appliance Ser
air, equipted kitchen,. mileage. Call 759-1942.
vice, 202- - S. 5th St
5 Yr. Extended
$43,500. Call 753-9706.
1980 CHEVROLET 753-4872. 75.3•8886
Warranty!
LOCATED at 506 Silverado Pickup. low
homei.
Cherry this home has mileage, sharp. Call 6
LOCK Building.
p.m. 759-4650.
just been reduced
basements, garages.
$6,500. Now offered at 196 DODGE truck D506 footing, floors, drive$38,500. Owner has -- left Heavy Duty 3T., $850. ways:- Also brick work,
Will trade for good farm large or small jobs. 24
state and urges offers
tractor. 753-4356 or 435- years experience. 753Call Spann Realty As
4545.
5476
'sot iates. 753-7724.
OLDER brick home 1
blocks from MSU. 3 BR,
2 bath, gas heat, extra
Magnavox 25" diagonal Console AFT
large lot. $59,000. 224 S.
Color TV•MX 200 chassis•100' in15th St. Call for appoinline matrix tube•One-knob electrOnic
tment 753-2414.
tuning•Automatic fine tuning•
REDUCED $2,000. OwMUSIC
BOULEVAR
D
SUNSET
Efficient 4" speaker•Electronic voltner Must Sell!! 1983
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
age regulation•Mediterranean styling
doublewide 2 4 x 6 0
•CD47011PE
mobile home with lac of
land located south of
Murray, 3 BR, 2 baths,
den with fireplace, liv
ing. rm., dining rm, kit,
util. rm, 1 car garage.
Call Spann Realty AsINA6NAVOX
sociates. 753-7724.

RENTAL Investment
47. Motorcycles
Property. Must sell.
$24,000. Rental Income 1974 750 HO'NDA.
8450. 753-5842 or dressed, good running
condition. $1,075. Call
436-2411.
WANTED to Buy: Ap- 753-4857.
proximately 40 A. farm 1977 HONDA Qoldwing
with modeft house, barn, 1000 dressed,'cruise
and outbuildings. Will control. FM cassette.
pay cash. Send detailed A-1 condition. 753-0519
description and location after 5 or 753-5142. days.
to 117. Beach St. So., Ask forhick
Kewanee, IL 61443.
1979 . CXS00 Honda. 7535222.
44. Lots for Sale
1979 KAWASAKI KZ200.
1/1
(sr.) e new tia.ttex.41, „Aft--29--a
5th lot South of 94 West M1%. 762-4055.
•
on the Sinking Spring 11:030 HONDA CB 750K.
Rd. 753-0891.
excellent shape. new
ACFt lot, city water, Hooker Headers and
16x20 metal building, 2 battery, $1.500. 436-2606.
large shade trees. Near
VIRAGO, extra
East Y Elementary nice. low mileage.
School. $4,500 firm. many extras. 753-6855
759-1512
after 5p.m.

753-5865

50. Used
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Speakers and music listed at various local churches for Suhday

_

•

teont'd from page 01
Regina Peeler and' He Loved Me" with Waker,'Jack Ward,Sam
Westside Baptist
Susan Jones as accom- Laura Paschall as Parker. Lenith Rogers.
The Rev. Don panists will be at 9:45
organist and Sharon Don Spiceland, Larry
Farmer, pastor, will a.m.
Futches as pianist.
, Weatherford and Denny
speak-et tOt•50-aan-.-ser--The ordinance of The. Ione1
Nice and the Rev. RanWatt Murray
" Lord's Supper will be" Bible classes .will
dolph Allen at 6 p.m.
Gil Johnson, minister, observed at the evening start-at 9:45 a.m.
service at Westside will speak about
"The service.
Baptist Church.
Two Kinds of
Sunday School with
Meniorial Baptist
Tommy Scott will Hypocrisy" _at 10:50 .Mark
Paschall as direc,The Rev. Bobby Han'direct the music with a.m. service at West tor
will be at Ma.m.and cock, interim pastor,
Patsy Neale as organist Murray Church of Church
Training with will speak about "The
and Susie Scott as Christ.
Sonny Lockhart as Challenges We Face"
organist. Dee Banister
Assisting will be Ray director will be at 6,p.m. with scriature from
will sing a solo at the Cummings.
Kevin
Numbers 0:30 at 10:50
morning hour.
McIntosh. Shannon
a.m. service and about
Singers are the even- Gamble,' Glen
Seventhand POillar
Reeder
"The Witness Within
ing hour will be Emily and Gary
Danny Cleaver, You'.' with scripture
Atkerson.
and_ Andrea:.Scott. -Jahn McKee- wat _kW mintster ol _invoiat,ifront-lobn--2445-212 at7
.Tofinny Gossum. and _ the singing. ment, will speak about p.m-. --s-ervice at
Karen Reed.
Euel Meintosh will "Heaven, Our Goal" Memorial Baptist
L.D. Warren will speak at 6 p.m.
service. with scripture from Church.
serve as deacon of the Bible classes_wig
tart Revelation al:3-4 at 8:30
_Milton Gresham,
week. Sunda-' at In W71117-ii-nd 10:40 a.ni services minister- of music and
-will be at 10 a.m.
and about "The 'Praise youth, will dirct the
the Lord' Club" with Sanctuary Choir as
Grace Baptist
Sinking Spring
scripture from Psalm members sing '"God
The Rey. R.J. Burpoe,
The Rev. Eddie 10€1 at the 6 p.m. serviceProvided The
pastor, Will 'speak at Young, -pastor, will at Seventh and Poplar Math
Lamb" -with Sharon
10:50 a.m..and 5:30p.m. speak about "Where Church of Christ.
Outland as soloist at the
services at Grace Bap- The Saints Live"- with
Assisting in services morning hour.
tist Church.
.
scripture from Ephe- will be Jerry Bolls. Kim
• Lester Garland will
Leland Peeler will shins 1:1 at 11 a.m. ser- Weatherford, Bobby
served as deacon of the
direct the Church Choir vice and about "And Fike, Jr., Kenny
week.
as members sing -The The Song 91 The Lord Hoover, Ricky Cherry,
At the evening hour
Ground Is Level" at the Begin". with scripture Earl Nanny, "Edgar
the Music Makers Choir
morning hour. Dwane from II Chronicles 29:27 Rowland. Wayne
will sing "Rainbow ProJones will be organist at7 pjn.service atSink- Wilsan, Stanley
mise'
. and "Con* Let
and Anita Smith will be ing Spring Baptist Hargrove, Johnny
Us Sing."
pianist.
Church.
Bohannon, Pete
Church Teaching with
Sunday School with
At the morning ser- Morgan. James Thur- Reggie Key
as director
lames Rose as vice Max McGinnis will mond, Richard Duke,
will be at9-.40 a.m. and
superintendent and sing a solo. "Because Gene McDougal. Max
Church Training with

Mann Hale as director
will be at 6 p.m.
----first Baptist •
Dr.'Greg Earwood,
pastor, will, speak at
10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services at First Eiaptist
Church.
He will be assisted by
the Rev. G.T. Moody,
associate pastor, Kenneth Carson, Dr. Paul
Lyons, deacon of the

week, and Glen Grogan. members sing "We
Wayne Halley, Praise The,0 God."
Accompanists will be
minister of music, will
direct the Aduitrboir as • Joan Bowker and Aliens
members sing "Mak,e A Knight.
Sunday School will be
Joyful Noise" at the
atm-riling hour. The at 9:30 a.m.
Adult Bell Choir also
will play.
Episcopal
Fr. bavid Robinson,
At the evening hour
Mr. Halley will sing a vicar, will conduct Holy
solo. "Lord, Send A Eucharist services at 8
Revival," and direct the' and 10:80 a.m. at St.
Ladies Choir as John's Episcopal

Church.
Christian Education
Classes will be conflueted- at 0:15 a.m. _

North Pleasant
The Rev. James Garrett, pastor, will conduct services at 11 a.m.
at the North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Sunday School will be
at 9:45 a.m.

Kentucky teen found stabbed

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. Walker, north of the Daddy.
Wiser said the girl had
TAP-1- - A Kentucky city,
"I got home ,at 3:40 been stabbed in the
teen-ager -has beana-aid - there ff. . -and f noticed the neck, -chest, -abdomen,
fa'und dead in the was no evidence the girl d
as not on the legs, and arms. Her
bathtub at her sister's had been sexually doer and that was glasses were found in
apartment, and police assaulted.
unusual," Ms. Walker the hallway.
said her bikini-clad
"She had Cuts on her
There was no sign of said.
body had been stabbed forced entry into the
--"I noticed blood all hands where she apat least nine times.
apartment, and none of over the hallway wall," parently tried to grab
Detectives Don Wiser the apartment complex she said. "I heard water the knife away from her
and Bob Summitt of the residents reported see- running in the attacker," Wiser said.
Knoxville Police ing anything or anyone bathroom. I walked in "We believed* the girl
Department said Thurs- suspicious, detectives there and saw the blood had been eating some
day they have neither a said. and stuff. There was brownies when her atsuspect nor a motive in
The eighth grader at Over a half pf tub of tacker entered the kitthe murder of Rita Corbin Middle School water and she was lying chen. We found some
Michelle Melton. 13, of -had been visiting h-0-fresh brownies on the
• --tri it. There was blcm
Corbin, Ky..
sister since Sunday, everywhere but in the oven."
They said a steak while her father was in living room. The covers
Summitt said the
knife believed to be the Knoxville's Baptist had been dragged
off apartment hadn't been
murder weapon was Hospital for treatment the bed. There was ransacked, and robbery
found in a bedroom of of back problems.
blood on the apparently wasn't a
the apartment.
mbtive.
_
lled her about bedspread
Wiser said the girl ap- 2:15 p.m. (EST Thursparently had been sun- day) and she said She
•
batt_i_ing and was_0:W---GM
LSTY I
lit•dIJ Thal Groat GM loatint
kitchen when An in- shower:" Sandy Walker
St WVICI P54.45
Wfti'Genu1theGM part„
believes it is the most truder or intruders
-. S-Std."'Tad Net rwetirer
accurate depiction yet entered the apartment
--.pick her up and take her
of Jesus' countenance.
of Joseph and Sandy
to the hospital to see
It - shows a short
-bearded .man, his dark
hair down to his
shoulders, with deeply
perceptive, dark brown
eyes.
WR-3 ROTARY WASH
A reproduction was
. .CARPET CLEANING
carried i•n Life
vvith A 2 To
magazine recently,,,and
1978 Chevy Cheynne Bleier.
it since has appeared.in
We GUARANTEE All Work Done
the fartnightly, Chris4x4. Red & White, 350 V8,
Windows, Floor, Any Type Cleaning
tianity Today, in the natuil co•
.
automatic, air, .power steering,
tional Catholic weekly.
.11
power bask-., sharp.
Our Sunday Visitor.
Call & Ask About Our April Special'
$58770°
Mayfield 247-4084

Question, Jesus looks still unknown
A new painting of the
The classic paintings
By GEORGE CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
- generally convey that. face, widely reprodUcad.
He ''was made like his aspect. in direct or in- --lately in the religious
brethren in every direct ways,• depicting .press, has been awned
respect," the book of him as he taught, sat out by British artist CurHebrews says of Jesus, with his. apostles at the tis Hooper, drawing on
that special man whose Last Supper, in his indications from a manentry into Jerusalem for death on the cross, even size figure on the ancient and mystifying
his last earthly week is in his resurrection.
celebrated by ChrisOne of -the most wide- Shroud of Turin.
Scientists who have
tians this Sunday.
4y popular of the painBut just what he look- tings, Warner Sallman's examined it so far reed like has remained a "Head of Christ," was main baffled by the
question ever since, the subject recently of a cause of the image,
although countless con- 60th anniversary exhibit although some conclude
cepts-of his•appearance ,in Northbrook. III.. that the cloth wrapped
have been produced in where Sallman's widow, the body of Christ in
burial. his imprint left
paintings, "Irons arid Ruth, resides:
'sculpture.Millions of reproduc- on it at his resurrection.
Hooper, who spent
Most every major art tions of that painting.
museum includes some showing a gentle, serene seven years in.research,
of those portrayals by face withhhie eyes and analyzing enhanced
renoWed artists thrbugh -- light hair, adorn walls of photographs of the imthe centuries. The ef- many homes, hospitals, age and consulting with
churches and offices specialists to prochice
forts still go on.
his work,. says he
"I-je had no form -or around the world.
•
• comeliness that we
Sallman, whose painshould look at him," ting often is criticized as
says Scriptural pro- too blandly,pleasant and
.phecy in Isaiah 53, Anglo-Saxon, did it for a
regarded by Christians Christian magazine
as referring to him. cover in 1924. He related
"and ino beauty that we how he had trouble
shOuld -desire him."
deciding how to do it,
He was T'a man of sor- but inspiration came to
row, acquainted with him and'he got up and
swiftly executed it
grief."

Spanish pianist Sole
present concert
<

Span is_h__p_i_a_als-t--cogarsling-illo--hour-9:odEulalia Sole, heaa of the the subject matter will
-piano department at the be available at the ,
Music Conservatiory in recital.
Ms. Sole's appearance
Barcelona.' Spain---will
present a ,guest artist at Murray State is part
recital and conduct a of a tour of the United
master class at Murray States made possible by
• State.University on Sun- the Departme_nt
_ of
day and Monday. April -- State. •
, 15 and 16.
For information conSponsored by the tact Richard Scott,
piano faculty and the Department of Music,
Department of Music at MSU, phone 762-6442.
Murray State, both the
recital and the . master
class are open to the
public at no admission
charge.
' The recital Will be
\larkut
Set,0,4.1,4'11 - 437 19*4
Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in
ks Pon tla,44
. %Iva Hog Nlarket
the Recital Hall Annex Report Includes a Ituyirla Slalion•
I&.-.,
'pt..
t 950 l-.-.t !foil flarrosi•
of the Price Doyle Fine Ifir
1 :1Its steady SOU,1.1110,0411
Arts Center. A recep- I 1/1,•10,Aer dVS.11.0e on ergati over 50.
Ito
tion, hosted by the MS
1 S 1.1 .;1.2.11, Ito
41.•
its .•25
'
• Student Chapter of Ken- 4001e 4911114
1
S
'ZOO
.
•
:115
'.•7
tucky Music Teachers
517
SI
I
Association, will follow 4 S 2210.250 lb,
It,..
1
$0
in the lobby.
/
•2711:,
..S.
4
in.
The master class will II 21 300-450
lb,
$32.50-43n.
alko be in the Recital 114 1 3 4241-2141 lb..
$43110-44 54 ,
444 14.
5-14
Half Annex on Monday I1 SS 1••:1 500-450 Ibs
3410.51111 lb,
$1.4-5Ø-411 111!
morning. Information Hoar,!•.1 1.

NEW TO THIS AREA!

Or

DWAIN TAYLOR
E-HEVR LET
. 641 S. Murray
753-2617

Murray 759-1558
K&K STUMP REMOVAL

AbAMS CLEANING SERVICE
CALL ANYTIME!

We eon ...OUP Stumps up
to 24" below the ground
432-4343 or 432-41319.
We Now 146.11 Pit Grovel.
' •

•

Fill up with Shell's new undeaded gasolines and get

FREE
f
t
i \

OKE
*

!°\
I _.l

1==1

'Coke

I=
1==I

RU 2000

32 oz.
•

Hog market
report listed

4

37 OZ.
-

•McClard's Shell
6th and Main Street
•641 Super Shell
South 12th Street

This Friday, Saturday & Sunday
We re celebrating two new gaso
lines—RU 2000'(Regular Unleaded)
and Shell s new Gold Standard
SU 2000" ISuper Unleaded)—
formulas so unique they re patented
So come celebrate with us Fill up

with FREE Coca Cola' and new
RU 20(X)or SU 2000 gasoline
•with &gallon

minimum purchase at partici
eating Shell dealers Offer may vary and good
while supply lasts Bottle deposits may be

requited

•free,and Coce•Cola are reosterel oboe malls 14 toe
Coca Cola Corn parry ICokroft. not eva.labir•,• New ler set

•Northside Shell
12th and Chestnut Street
•Bulk Plant Shell
South 4th Street

DON'T FORGET WIGGINS FURNITURE
10 HOUR SALESATURDAY 8 A.M.TO
tv-P„-M.
MU THERM
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Natural
colors

.es

Red cabbage
leaves: blue

Natural Dyes
To dye eggs
naturally, fill a
pan with
enough- water to cover them.
Add a teaspoon of vinegar.
Add a few skins or leaves.
Simmer or slowly boil for
about 20 minutes.

at

>< the many ways
to dress up dyed
eggs!
•
:„ •

3

-

Leif
- Wrap a leaf
around an egg that
is dyed in a light color. Tie it
in a piece of nylon stocking.
Dip itihto a darker color. Let
it dry before unwrapping.

Egg Dyes and Food Coloring
Eggs take color
00 -77 better if you wash
them in sudsy
water.
It's best to color eggs in
enamel, steel or glass cooking

Yellow Delicious
apple peels:
lavender

You can buy packaged dyes
or use food coloring. If you use
food coloring, add a tablespoon
of vinegar to each cup of
water.

Onion skins:
orange

I
t

Make a lion out
of yarn and
paper.

^

Blown- Eggs
Blov! out the
eggs to makean
egg tree or
decorations that will last. To
make them stronger, paint
them with liquid glue after
dyeing.
Eggs aie'easier
blow out if they are at
room temperature.
Use a pin to punch
holes in both ends.
Wiggle the
pin around
to-break the
yolk.

Plaids
Fasten
strips of
masking tape around a
dyed egg and dip it into
another color. Always
use the light color first.

Orange peels:
- yellow

Using an egg
dyed in a light
color, wrap it in
a piece of cloth. Tie it at the
top. Dip it into darker dye.
Let it dry before you
unwrap it.
li
r

Spinach:
goldish pink

Carrot tops:
greenish-yellow

,. Here a few of

Marbleized

Make a bunny
from cotton
balls and paper.
.71

,. •

Glue your name
on an egg using

•

alphabet
macaroni. You
might _want to
dye the
macaroni, too!

v:.

•", _

_

AMAAMPX:

MOVAMen^AM:
.19g4\7.

••
.
S

.40 •
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•

•
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. -spout and tail
to make a
To make egg holders,

•

•

<
,<:' • LT* MI
use paper
whale.
3-X 4, PailiVi. ACM
_
towel
rolls.
each
Cid
holder
so it's at
.I •••leas
X,- • mawtan inch tall.
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'Meet Encyclopedia Brown's Author
"Encyclopedia
Brown Saves,
• the Day" was
first
published 14
years ago.
The art has
-bcien updated
in the latest
printing by
Bantam
Books.

•

4

Twenty years ago, Donald
Sobo1 invented the
Encyclopedia Brown mysteries
for 8- to 12-year-old readers.
Millions of his books have
been sold — and are still
selling.
.
Encyclopedia Brown is a
master boy detective. His
father is chief of police in
Idaville and often calls on his
son for help.
What made the -books
unusual is that the solutions
.are separate from the stories.
Readers try to solve the
mysteries themselves before
peeking to the back for the
_
answer.
The Mini Page thanks the fifthgraders in Mrs. Mary M. Burtch's
class at Lakeland School in
Coldwater, Mich., for these
questions for Mr. Sobol._

40

1:12%

_

grIZIKALE

This puzzle is about eggs.
Across
;1. The color of egg yolk."•
2. Where d0 eggs Come from?
;. 3. Where chickens are found.
2 Down
1. The
12
„ yellow
`i;-inside of
;an

•—•

TRY 'N
FIND

C

•
•
•
V

1€

h
if

C(
dr
or

th

ru

•
an

th,
th,
as
ca.

Words about eggs are hidden in the block below. See if
you can find: EGGS, YOLK, WHITE,SCRAMBLE,
.1. FRIED, CRACK,SHELL,CARTON, BEAT, CHICKEN,
COOK, LAY, EASTER, DECORATE, BOIL, COLOR,
HIDE, FIND, ROLL, EAT, YELLOW, CANDY, puoi,
I HATCH,FLOAT,GRADE,SALAD, RAW, HpN,
REFRIGERATE.

4

1

(-;

ouRD
; E.HvAeVRE RYEA
OF AN
DOG •
akvommil.

Nimorim

4•

Then I had to get a simple name
to balance it out.
Q. How long does it take
you to write a book?
, Sobol: The first Encyclopedia
Brown book took two weeks.
Other Encyclopedia Brown books
usually take from five to six
months.
Q. Why did you start writing
Encyclopedia Brown stories?
Sobol: I had been writing a
newspaper feature called "TwoMinute Mysteries." These were
brief stories with the solution
Mr. Sobol, 59, now lives in Florida. He upside down. After -about seven
g
has been a buyer for a department
years I thought this same idea
store in New York City and a
would be a good one for young
newspaper writer. His hobbies include
readers.
•
fishing and tennis.
(When he sent out his first
Encyclopedia Brown book to
Q. Were you like
itpublishers, it was rejected 26
7
Encyclopedia Brown when
times.)
you were a boy?
- 9:How-fiitiny books have
Sobol: No. I was a boy who
you written?
wanted to be Encyclopedia
Sobol: About 50, but only 16 of
Brown. I was probably more like
them have been Encyclopedia
Bugs Meany (the villain in many
Brown books. I write both,fiction
stories), but only in that I
and non-fiction for kids.
thought of devijish pranks. I
Q. What is your advice to
never had the courage to act
young people who want to
them out the ways Bugs does in
write books?
the stories.
Sobol: Read! Learn the craft.
Q. Where did you get the
One of the things youngsters ask
name Encyclopedia Brown?
me is,"Do you think I can get
Sobol: I wanted a name that
this story published?" I have to
would appear on The cover and•
tell them not to be in such a
tell readers that this book is
hurry. Learn the craft and rules
about a smart youngster-. I got
of grammar. Build your
the name "Encyclopedia" first.
vocabulary.
•

...ilorless inside
---d• an egg
olonson,

SCRAMBLEA LMHATCH
AHBRAWJG-KF I NDOQ
-C I EFGYHGR.ADENOK
DCARTONSTIVEA- TK-L
W KF I BLOWVCRACKA
H E,NELKSHELLRSTY

of
mc

/LA
,- •

, Easter.' •
The holiday when
ou color eggs:The h.lard roverilig

.r...;;-:•••••4........12•••••••.••••=••••••••;••••••••••:Mk
..

TSA.LADFGS1-1.BOI LQ
E XCOLORGTYELLOW
CANDYZRCEJALKAM
.WREFR Ie-E_RATELTN
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Go dot to dot
and color.

AT HOME
WITH

EQUI1
CCOOME
rHard-Boiled Eggs
You'll need:
•saucepan with lid

./
.
22

2.1
.29

•

25

•eggs
• water 11111117
.c
What to do:
1. Put eggs in
saucepan and
cover with tap
water that comes at
least 1 inch above the
eggs.
2. Coyer and
bring quickly to a ‘".?
gboil.
3. Turn off the
heat and let the I
eggs stand in the
hot water for 15 .
7
minutes.
4. Empty water
and cool eggs
right away in
cold water. This stops a
dark film from forming
on the yolks and makes
the eggs easier to peel.
5. Crack and peel

•

($10 while holding
them under
running cold water.
•If
A
you
are
planning to
dye the eggs
and then eai -diem after
the hunt, keep them in
the refrigerator as long
as you can and be
careful!.
•Don't eat a
boiled egg if it
has been left out
of the refrigerator for
more than 24 hours.
•Don't eat it at
all itit,has been.
thaelaut-evefor
—'
•A boiled egg
Will keep for
about a week in
refrigerator.
•
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Meet John Schneider

3531J480.iq

36", 33\-1
z----1
3 a
:
l I i 1.18
31 • 2
r
i.6 0 gs 849 t \ vii
-76
3v
•
•5
.
\
‘
3q, i/ *3 94 •ill:.
1.1
46.
.2
I.
(713
12 VI
Ltl. ..)
/
•8-1
64'

A\;-.

• 42
. 45
L.
44

•44

98

65-•

.47

64
8\c4 5r
•

•49

co-star Tom •Wopat to
return.
In his spare time,
John enjoys
_photiagzapiwrGarPentrYT
car racing and working
ip_a fancy cat repair

•7

53.

.56

Your Newspaper,a 32-page illustrated booklet, has enjoyab
ly puzzle and
activities. The booklet discusses newspaper history and
behind-the-scenes look .at a typical newspaper story. Ti, vocabulary, and takes a
order. send $1.541, plus Fry
rents (postage and handling), to: Your Newspaper booklet
, Universal Press
-John.n

As Bo Duke on "The
Dukes of Hazzard,"
John Schneider plays
the role of a single
hillbilly.
In real life, John
Schneider is a very
successful married actor
and businessman. He is
married to the 1976
Miss America, Tawny
Godin. Tawny is now a
TV newscaster.
The two met when
John was off the
"Dukes" show becalise
he demanded more
F
money from the studio.
When the ratings fell
with two new stars, the ;.
studio asked him and

i)rive. Fairway. Kars 1“;211.-i.

shop he owns.

MIGHTY
FUNNY
JOKES

vs

'Mighty Funny: After the
bandages come off, will I
be able" to play the piano? I
Doctor: Of course you
x
will.
Mighty Funny: That's ,
funny,-I never could
'
before..
cook' cove...4,
5

•-

tK

Alpha Betty: What did
the doctor give Dracula
for his T-o-ld?
_
Mighty Funny: blffin
y ru p'

_

Irjelp the Easter Bunny
. find his

•

_
•1

- •••
'

•••

•••111
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FUN IN MURRAY
COMMERCE CENTRE

10Y STEWART STADIUM

PLAYNOYST IN TM MI

UNIVERSITY CIENTE

BOY SCOUT MUSEUM

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY NEWHOUSE
CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

3
ROBERTI JOHNSON THEATRE
•
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

WEST RENTUCRY M STU

Ky. Lake
Country Buffet

LET US ENTERTAIN YOU

Prog. Info
753-3314

Mow hided's:
Stearn Boot Round Roost Beef cored on the
Ion. Southrn Sive, Fned Chicken Ky.
Country Flom, Spicy Barbecue Spore Eiibs,
Ky Loke Catfish, Mod Vegetles,
ob
Asst. ,
---11Ey Mode Cheese, torge Salad BO! and
Ikveroge

K

THE MURRAY THEATRES

2

JOHNS.
TACO
EVERY TUESDAY IS
Taco Tuesday
2 Tacos

99c

for only
Central Shopping Center
Acrosi frOm the Stadium

MURRAY STATE
3
UNIVERSITY THEATRE
Dance Concert
The MSU Dance Theatre
presents its third
annual performance
April 17-19
Robert E. Johnson Theatre
8 -p.m.
•

The MINI PAGE Is Yours Courtesy Of These'Businesses.
Also Patronize These Businesses For Fun In Murray.
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"The Strength of a Nation
Lies in the Homes of Its People"
Abraham Lincoln
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_Private _Property Week
e

REALTORS

01U:I

REALTOR®

South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

Let Us Introduce You
To Just A Few Of
The Choice Listings

ROBERTS'REALTORS — Roberts Realty enters its 31st year of real estate business
with a staff of qualified licensed realtots who are willing to assist you with your real
estate needs. Roberts Realty is the oldest real estate business in Calloway County,
founded by Hoyt Roberts in the basement of the Peoples Bank Building. It is now
located at the corner of 12th and Sycamore streets.

Mobile home park with one nice mobile home.
Separate hook-ups. $37,500.00

,
•••.
•

,1714 Miller:. 2 or 3 bedroom.,Fjreplace. Neat!
$38,500,00
•

Two lots with owner finance in Smithwood Subdivsion. 85,000.00

-212 SOUt11-12111St:Eleven roorn house.-Excellent
coridttain!. $39,900.00..
-

Reduced to $19,000.00,! Solid, older' home at
Kirksejr.

213 South 11th St. Six room home with nice lot.
$35,000.00

Four bedroom, two bath, full‘baSentient. 1300
Poplar. Owner finance.-$29,000.00

County Cork Drive. Four bedroom, three bath,
Cypress. $98,000.00 .

- 1105 Poplar. Three bedroom, two bath, 300' deep
lot. $41,000.00

Cook Road. Four bedroom, two bath Cypress oh 13 acres. $69,000.00

1612 Keenland. Three bedroom, gas heat brick.
—Nice-location, $69,500.00

Near Hamlin, Ky. Three bedrociiii:"two bath, furniture and storage. $29,500.00
Kentucky
Lake Development Five. lots gird—
:
.
_
mobille'home. $8,000.00 _
*403 Sunbury Drive. 4.001) square foot building on
three large lots. Central heat and air. $85,000.00
85 acres and good, livable house
. - on Tom Taylor
Road. $69,500.00
Vacant lot with septic tank and water. 100'x400'
• Almo.- $3,000.00

Lake Forest Subdivision. 25 shaded lots. Paved
streets. $30.000.00

1707 Olive. Luxury living plus extra income. Brick
near M.S.U. $65.000.00

37 acres in Spring Creek Church area. Old house.
$.37,500.00

204 South 11th. Lifetime roof. Good.garden spot_
• $28,750.00

Three lots, mobile home with sunroom in Pine
-Bluff Shores. $25,500.00

409 North 4th Street. Newly decorated interior.
Good zoning. 124,000.00

140 acres with good bottom land in New Pro.
v•idence Area. 94.600.00- -

Offers welcome at 404 South 16th. Excellant income property. $27,500.00

Two beautiful lots new Southwest Elementary
School. $10.000.00

Coldwater area. Three bedroom,two bath brick.
Two acres. $38,000.00

6.7 acres of prime commercial property in city
limits. Owner finance. Near Five Points. $97,500.00
offers welcome.

Three bedroom, quality built home with more extras than you can count! 812 North 20th St.185,000.00

Locust Grove Church Rd. Three bedroom brick,
nice garage. $55.000.00

Mobile home and three lots near Missing Hills
$7,000.00

1702 Magnolia, three bedroom brick, gas heat.
655,500.00

Fisher Price Road. Three bedroom, two bath
brick. Beautifutt--$64,900.00

Several lots in Roberts Industrial Subdivision
Owner finance.

500 North 6th. Well cared for older home Withpice
garage. $38,500.00 ,

- Lake Forest Subdivision. Quality home on three
Shaded lots. $56,000.00

40 acres with 20 tendable.- Collins Road. Owner
finance. $18,900.00

Near Panorama Stores. Ten room house'and two
_
cabins to rent $41,500.00
•
•
Mobile home lot near South pleasant *Grove
Church. $6,000.00
361
/
2 acres with nice home and outbuildings
$66,000.0 Wouse, outbuildings and six-Vies for
$j12,500.00 Forest Road.

—

40.04•14--

180 acres near Friendship Church. Owner
finance. $125,000.00
•

••:

'--,•••••••••
•
—

•

4
•

' Double lot at Poplar and South 15th. Good zoning. .
$32,500.00

Roberts Realty's Full-Time, Qualified Staff is Waiting To
Make
s For You At Your Convenience.
. ..—_,...,_,
.. Appointment
. _
_ _
...0„......,_-...........
.
,-,---,-....c.,-_
-''--. Cog Thwil--Tottcry.
.

Joyce Betsworth 753-9380
Guy Spann 753-2587
Amos McCarty 753-24' 49

• 't

Call today for others we have listed

Anna Requarth
753-2477
Broker-Owner

Theresa Knight 753-7728
Louise Baker 753-2489
Bob Haley 489-2266
Prentice Dunn 753-5725

•-• 6- -`-`11..,
_11.1r1b.
•

•
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Murray-Calloway County
Board Of Realtors

-

_

Private Property Week

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Warren Shropshire
Cliff Coleman
Russ Spurlock
Loretta Jobs
Vickie Todd
Theresa Knight

OFFICERS
Prentice Dunn— President
Glenda Smith — Secretary
Judy Johnston — Treasurer
Amos McCarthy — Vice President

rs•-•

DIAWNI)
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e
Horn' es as owners investments face bright uuture
s
The fight for your savings dollar is on. Stock
brokers, savings and
loans, and insurance
companies all have investment plans. But at
least 55 million people
already are reaping the
tax advantages and appreciation from another
wise investment — home'

7-

-

ownership.
Home equity accounts
for about 40 percent of all
recorded personal
wealth, the largest single
asset for millions of
Americans. The case for
investing in a home is
sound: over the long
term, price appreciation
has outpaced nearly all

RANDY THORNTON, INC.

•HEATING
•AIR CONDITIONING
•SHEET METAL
We Salute All Of Our
Realtor's During

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
April 8-14
802 Chestnut St. ,

753-8181

other traditional inthe prime home buying
vestments. Statistics
age group of 25-44 years
from the National
will increase to 31 percent
Association of Realtors
of the population.
show many properties
Because of the threehave doubled in market
year-long housing recesvalue over the Vst 10
sion, pent-up demand
years or less, says Anna
among potential buyers
Requarth, Past Presialso is mounting.
dent, Murray Calloway
Although the family that
County Board of. needs more .room .-or
Realtors.
needs to relocate, may
"Home ownership will
pbstpone a home purcontinue to be an attracchase, eventually that
tive investment, not only
-purchase will be made.
because of these financial
Experts now are
considerations, but
predicting that because
because it is the only inhousing construction has
vestment that provides a
been severely curtailed
necessity — a place to
and some housing units
live, besides an appealing
are destroyed each year
lifestyle and tax addue to deterioration or
vantages," say:: Refire, a --critical housing
quarth.
shortage is developing. In
The law of, supply a nd
some parts of the coundemand seems certain to
try, rental vacancies are
enhance the investment
at historic lows of less
value of homes for years
than 5 percent. Rentals
to come. About 2 million
are getting hard to find at
new households will be
affordable rates. Until
forming each year
home construction inthroughout the 1980s. Also
creases, prices will conthe number of people in
tinue to rise.
"As the economy improves later in the year
with more jobs and

HOU
DIPBOVOICIT
Add new dormers

Enlarge garage

Remodel Kitchen

Alter exterior

Finish Basement

Replace roofing

Build extension

Improve wiring

Repair concrete

Construct Porch

Modernize both

Renew plumbing

Dicorate Inside

Plaster and Point

Revise layout

Design o Patio

Refinish floors

Update heating

greater ability to buy
homes, the housing
markets will open up,"
says Requarth. "Selling
prices will begin to rise
and housing once again
will assume its traditional role as an effective
hedge against inflation."
.-According to a forecast
by the National Association of Realtors, home
prices will increase by 8.7
percent in 1982 and homes
are expected to keep
ahead of the inflation rate
in 1983. During the 1970s,
new home prices increased at an average annual
rate of 9.6 percent. Even
during the 1960s, when inflation wasn't rampant,
homes increased—an—
average 4 percent each
year.
Besides the appreciation factor of home
ownership, equity accuniulation can be tapped
by refinancing without
selling the asset, like
other investments. By
refinancing, homeowners
can get a windfall without
paying income taxes on
the profit and refinancing

keeps the home
marketable for a future
sale through an assumption.
Also unlike other investments, a home can be
purchased with a
relatively smalldownpayment, but the increase in the total value
of the property is returned to the owner. The
home will continue to appreciate whether it is
owned mortgage-free or
it is mortgaged.
to this low
Du
downpayrnent leverage,
the increasing demand
and -unmet supply, the
historical appreciation,
equity accumulation, and
the dispersed decisionmaking, which truly
signifies a democratic
society, owning a home
will continue to be a
sound investment.
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By taking advantage of
the current low prices
and ,low-interest peopleto-people financing plans
available, many housing
bargains can be found
this spring.
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There Can Be No
Progress Without Ethics
Almost 70 years ago,a group of men banded together to
improve business practices that they believed were not in the
interests of their clients. Those men were REALTORS.'
They established the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS''
Code of Ethics. It was voluntarily adopted by members to
upgrade the practice of real estate to a professional level.
The Code and its 24 articles consist of ethical precepts
which guide members to practice integrity
and fair dealing in their buSinesses.
Today, that Code of Ethics is subscribed to by some 700,000
REALTORS' and REALTOR-ASSOCIATE•s who belong to more
than 1,800 boards in the fifty states, Washtntiton, D.C., Guam,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin lslahds. Each board is responsible
for enforcing the Code through a system of peer review.
When you decide to buy or sell real property, remember that
REALTORS• and REALTOR-ASSOCIATE's are pledged to a
Code of Ethics that serves your best interests

"The
Nat
Home
—A

Private Property Rights...
Yours to Protect

Make home repairs and improvements and
pay for the job with a low-cost
NUR

Home Improvement Loan here.
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Barak of MurNry
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
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Jane-Rogeis, Agent
State Farm insurance
201 S. 6th St. Phone 753-9627
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304 N. 12th, Murray,
Ky.
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Home improvement popular topic but very deceptive
By Warren Shorpshire,
Director of the Murray
Calloway County Board
of Realtors.
Home improvement —
a topic that has grown in
popularity with high mortgage interest rates, can
be deceptive. Inspite of a
widely held belief that
any improvement adds
value to your home,some
bring little or no cash
return on your investment dollar.
The Murray Calloway
County Board of Realtors
advises that counsuiting
with a Realtor is as important before remodeling as it is when putting
your home up for sale. A
Realtor is one of the best
sources of market inforniation on
neighborhood growth pat-

terns, current housing
trends and what is required to keep your home
salable. Realtors also will
advise you if it would be
more profitable in the
long run to buy a different
home than to renovate
your present one.
Some improvements
admittedy are sure bets.
Modernizing an outdated
kitchen, for example,
should pay off in resale
value. Updating an existing bathroom is not too
t xpensive, but adding a
fall bathroom can run into considerable money. If
the home is in the $70,000
or higher bracket,
however,and has three or
more bedrooms, it will be
difficult to sell without
two full baths and at least
a powder room on the

main floor.
While basement
recreation rooms no
longer are in style in most
areas, family rooms
located off the kitchen
are extremely popular
and worth the expense.
Central air conditioning frequent/y pays off,
bul window and wall units
seldom do.
Outdoor improvements
are somewhat risky.
While adding a patio may
prove helpful in the sale
of a home, it is unlikely to
return more than half its
original cost. A driveway
is important and well
worth maintaining, but
an elaborate U-shaped
drive will add little resale
value. Bedraggled landscaping hurts the appearance of a home and

Home owners should are urged to
check their insurance protection
Loretta Jobs, Direc
tor, Murray Calloway
County Board of
ealtors, suggests you
,heck your insurance to
cbe sure your home is fully
protected. With rising
home values, your policy
coverage might well be
outdated. Your coverage
should equal the replacement value of your home,
minus the value of the
toundation and lot. Inflation and some home improvements increase a
home's value. If any of
these apply to you, and if
your policy isn't keeping
pace with full replacement costs, it's time to increase your homeowner
insurance. However, a
change in coverage
doesn't necessarily mean
a large increase in your

"The Strength of a
Nation Lies in the
Homes of Its People"
-'Abraham Lincoln

premium. You can .you'll have more than
balance the increase .by - _ ashes on which to start
over
taking a higher deductible. Some companies will
give you a break in rates
if you install smoke
detectors or a burglar
alarm. Be sure to keep
records of your
valuables, including
receipts, photographs,
and cancelled checks as
well as a list of your property. Jobs suggests you
keep all of your important paper in a safe
deposit box. Should you
home go up in smoke,

now agreat
time tobuy

Salute To

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 8-14
STARKS
CONCRETE WORK
Pqmo, Ky..— 753-2243
We salute all our Realtors during

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL8-1:4

S.

Private
Property Week

FITTS BLOCK AND
.READY MIX, INC.
East Main St.

753-3540

may possibly hinder an
immediate sale.
However, it is not
economically sound to invest in extensive landscaping when a move is
imminent. Landscaping
like interior decorating is
a matter of personal taste
an4 what appeals to one
person may not
necessarily appeal to
another.
Inground swimming
pools frequently pay off
in family fun, but seldom
add more than $3,000 to
the value of a home. In
fact, they often act as
deterrents, particularly
to buyers with small
children .or. those who
want to avoid the
maintenance expense.
Such improvements as

Private

replacing galvanized
water pipes with copper,
or increasing a home's
electrical capacity are
not easily noticed and add
virtually nothing to a
home's resale value.
Aluminum siding, storm
windows and ,.eedar
shingles, although more
visable, also bring little
cash return.
Before remodeling,
make a list of the work
that is imperative and
that which is merely
desirable. Keep in mind
that what appears a
necessary improvement
to you may not be worth
the extra money to a
potential buyer.- :
Remember, above all,
that the quality of the
nieghborhood is the most

important factor in the
resale price of a home.
If the average price of a
home in your
neighborhood is $65.000
and your home cost
$60,000, you may recover
most of a $5,000 remodeling project. A $15,000 improvement, however
might price you out of the
market for homes in that
location.
So before remodeling,
consult with your
Realtors. He or she can
provide up-to-date information and advice,
regarding market value
and whether you should
stay and invest in home
improvements, or sell your home and move to
one possessing the
amenities you desire.

Property

Week

BUYING A \EW HOVE?
You Vay Be Getting
Problems That You
Didn't Bargain For!

TERMITES!
When Buying Or Building A New Home
Precautions Must Be Made To Protect
Your Investment Call The Professionals
Gee_.\ Today At
c
Kelly s
ontroL

621 S 4111
P 0. Box 328
Murray . KY
42071

Pest
Control

753-0414
753-3914
MURRAY'S ONLY HOME OWNED
& HOME OPERATED PEST CONTROL SERVICE

Complete Services Offered In
* FHAIVa Loan Inspections
C,kionat Loan_ !fl_sper2
* Substructufe Pretreats
* Fully Insured Up To $250,000 On All
Termite Inspections And Treatments.
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BUYING OR SELLING
A BUSINESS?
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Home owners income tax benefits rising
While taxes on almost
every purchase continue
to rise,income tax deductions for home ownership
have been increasing, according to Prentice
Dunn. President, Murray Calloway County
*Board of Realtors.

"A Series of tax laws
went into effectlast fall to
help home seners and
potential home buyers as
well," Dunn says. "If

you're a homeowner, you
only have to reach as high

as the roof over your head
for income tax savings.
Others are scrambling
for complicated advice
and investment
strategies."
The income tax laws
allow home sellers to
shelter resale profits by
buying another home of
equal or greater value.
The time limitations were
expanded last year to two
years to buy or build
another home. This
benefits sellers who feel

they will need more time
to find a home and
favorable financing. If
the seller doesn't buy
another home, the individual must pay capital
gains*axes on the home's
profit. But the capital
gains tax rate was reduced last year from 28 to 20
percent.
The one-in-a-lifetime
home sale tax exemption
for a qualified home
seller, age 55 or older,
was raised to $125,000

The right place to
VO
right private property wrongs.

0S
An imperfect situation private rights versus public'good.
We Americans possess the constitutional freedom to own, use and
transfer property. Homeownership is a prime example ofone ofthese
precious rights. But federal, state and local governments have powers
that affect our property. While these powers often serve.the public
good, they can conflict with or supersede the property rights of the
homeowner.

from $100,000 last year.

p-rofit," says Dunn.
"Now is a good time for
older couples who had
thought . about making
move,to sell their homes
aid buy a smaller
residence
or
condominium."

Although homes 'appreciate in value each
year, for tax purposes,
many property owners,
especially investors,
want quick depreciation.
The shortest useful life
now allowed for most
depreciable real property
acquired after Jan. 1,
1981 is 15 years. This easing of the capital cost
recovery (from a useful
life of 30-40 years) will
permit a depreciation
rate of about 7 percent of
the property's value per.
year and give a faster
return on real estate investment.
With along-term mortgage, interest is nearly
the total amount of the
monthly payment in the
first few years. Since interest is a deductible expense, the greatest
deduction comes in the
early years of owning a
horns. With the deduction, as with the amount
paid in property taxes,

A zoning ordinance can restrict the use of an individual's property. A
succession of property tax increases, though not directly limiting the
use of property, can -seriously burden property owners living on a
fixed or limited income.

With rights come responsibilities. During this election year, each oCus
.is responsible for electing leaders who are sensitive to issues affecting
the community. Who and what we uote for determine how well we will
be served. The right place to right private property wrongs is your
polling place. We urge you to exercise your right to register and vote.

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 8-14
We salute oil of our Realtors'

Private Property

•

753-1474

What's in store for
leisure activites and
real estate this year?
vacation travel;
The Real Estate
*a continuation of
Research Corporation
rapid growth in fastinterviewed 80 of the nafood -and in-expensive
tion's leading real
dinner restaurants;
estate investors,
_*less corporate inleruiers, developers, and
volvement in real estate
syndicators and found
for other than comten general trends
panies' own needs;
worth watching for in
!growth in telecom1984.
munications and
According to RERC,
information-processing
you should anticipate:
facilities, especially in
*a sharp increase in
offices and hotels;
new mixed-use center,
*growth (and more
,especially in suburban
regulation) of the
rather than urban
timeshare industry;
areas;
.more Wall Street in*a reemergence of
volvement in both comsome midwestern and
mercial and residential
northeastern cities, inreal estate; and
cluding Detroit, St.
*growth in demand
Louis, Milwaukee,
for secondary office
Cleveland, Baltimore,
space in high cost cities
PAttsburgh, and
'as rents soar for firstPhiladelphia;
class space.
more home-oriented

„i„,• B

,.---.- __ m_,..
r....Ain*

EOPLES/ ANK
c,
‘1/

thesiont St.

these tax benefits. By
waiting to buy a home,
the tax savings will be
lost forever."

Real estate survey shows what's
worth watching for in the next year

•_ _.

•
••••••

1111C.

DC]
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says Dunn. "Other investments don't offer

Home improvements cc.-1 give you a better place to live while they increase the
value of your property.
They're a good investment, all right.
And with the easy terms of one of our
home improvement loans you con fix your
.place up a lot nicer than you might think.
It doesn't matter if you want to build a
patio, an extra room, a fireplace, or just do
some general repair work.
Come in today and fill out a home improvement loan application. We'll waste no
time in getting your loan through so you
can waste no time in getting your place improved.

What you can make happen.

ZRaltentNI

Through tax benefits,
homeowners can pay
more than renters each
month and still come out
ahead.
."The actual after-tax
cost of interest should be
consider-ed when making
a home buying decision,"

.4

We want to help you
improve your home with
a home improvement loan.

What's happening?

"The Strength of a
Nation Lies In die.
Hanes et Its PeoPin"
- sionsene Main

gross taxable income is
reduced.
Monthly housing
payments can be seen in
a different light when the
after-tax costs are weighed. A buyer in a 30 percent tax bracket, earning
more than 820,000 a year,
gets about $180 of a $600
payment returned to him
each month in tax savings. These savings bring
down the effective mortgage interest rate.

"Naturally, this gives
senior citizens more protection from inflation
which has pushed the
value of their homes up,
thus giving them a bigger

NOWAK

M 1112RAY
Member FDIC

Y.

753-3231
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Low prices, big supply of housing is now available
The best time to buy
anything is when prices
are low and the selection
is high. For the first time
in many years, those two
factors pertain to the

housing market.
$46,800, according to the
The median sales price
National Association of
of an existing home in- • Realtors.
creased only 3.6 percent
"Reflecting discounts
in 1981. The price at the
from seller financing and
start of this year was
adjustments made for in-

flation, the net selling
prices are not lower than
-a year ago," says•Glenda Smith, Secretary,
Murray Calloway County Board of Realtors.

OPEN MONDAY, APRIL 9TH

MR. FARMER
WE HAVE A PLACE JUST FOR YOU
Oak Framing
Oak and Poplar Boxing
Kiln Dried Yellow Pine Framing
Barn Strips
Fencing Lumber
Treated 6x6 Building Post up to 30'
Creosote Fence Posts
Penta Fence Posts
Creosote 1x6's

"Reduced home prices
mean lower downpayment."
As the economy improves later in the year
as expected, the demand
for housing could be exceptionally strong. But,
any savings achieved
from lower interest rates
could be more than offset
by higher home prices as
buyers begin to flood the
market. Higher prices,
even with lower interest
rates, will mean higher
monthly payments in
most cases.
Until there is an increase in the construction
of apartments(vacancies
are at a historic .low of
less than 5 percent) and
other forms of new housing, there will be some
upward pressure on
prices.
Since many families
want to move during the
summer, their homes are
going on the market right
now. Also, homes that
have gone unsold during
the winter, still are on the
market in many areas, so
the supply 4 homes for
sale now probably is at a
peak. Moreover, buyers
are not competing
against each other as intensely as they were during the peak selling years

of 1978 and 1979, so
careful home buying
decisions can be made.
While the supply of
homes is high, the condition of those homes also is
impressive. Sellers are
fixing up as never before.
Remodeling that normally would have been considered buyers' expenses,
such as new carpeting,
painting, and even such
major construction as
finishing a basement or
installing a fireplace, are
;low becoming sellers'
necessities to increase a
home's appeal.
By putting off a home
purchase to some other
a buyer could be
passing up not only the
lowest prices in quitea.
while, but the money that
a home can make for the
individual as it a- ppreciates in the years
ahead," says Smith.
"While for now, homes
are appreciating at a
slower rate than inflation, demand for housing
through the '80s promises
to be so great in relation
to supply, that housing
economists are concerned about a dangerous
shortage of homes. Since
prices reflect supply and
demand, they assuredly
will go up," Smith adds-

"The Strength of a
Nation Lies in the
Homes of Its People."
- Abraham Lincoln

NAILS — FARM HARDWARE
"Everything For Your Farm Lumber Needs'

BAILEY'S
FARM LUMBER
SUPPLY

^

.„
CORNER INDUSTRIALARM:
AND CHESTNUT
Phone 759-1099

Murray, Ky.

S

•

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 8-14
We sc414,4111 of our Realtprs!

ROWiaStificANCE
AGENCY
210 E. Main

753-0489
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Loretta Jobs, Realtors
1200 Sycamore
.
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-1492

What-A-Steal

Home Phones
759-1056
753-1580
417-444d
753-3961

Marie Hicks
Frankie McNutt
Judy Johnston
B.J. Berrill

Top of the Line

Have We Got One For You

Pam Rodgers
Jean Bird
,
Mary Jane Roberson
Sandy Wallace

Savor the Good Life

Wanted Unhappy Renter
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The Best of All Possible Worlds

PAGE 9

753-4186
753-3584
753-7219
753-3583

Start Smart

A Very Private World

-

Won't Break Budget

An Inviting Place to Live

King Sized -Comfort

Affordably Yours

Not Quite Out of the Woods

Remember the 50's'

Can. We Talk'

tr.

'Perfect for the Bride

Reflect Your Success

Think Spring

Get Away To It All

=1.."

Taste the.Goo&Life

If you re at the top then live there.

Feast Your Eyes

One of over 6,000 independently Owned and operated offices
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By 2000 A.D. You May Work Where You Live
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America needs to make more housing
affordable for more people in the
1980s, and to conserve nonrenewable energy resources.
- - This could affect where you live anc
work. lt also means yqu'll be sera
new building technologies, innovative
reuses of existing buildings and homes...and the discovery
and development of new energy sources.
The NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS"-encourages • creative solutions to our housing and energy problems .
through free enterprise. The free enterprise system and our
41emocratic society are based on private ownership of real
property. The National Association has supported this srince
—its-founding in 1108.
Please join us in celebrating the right to own private property
andworking to preserve this right-for our-childten and
g
hi e

aft0 1101A

•

11,

•

Private Property Rights...
Yours to Protect

IT'S
PRIVATE
PROPERTY
WEEK!

fl

A.—It

t.t.• •

Oh, the 'linutemen didn't know it.
But they did fight for a country and a
constitution that gave every citizen
the right to own land.
And because they won that fight, and
because that country and constitution are still alive and well today,
we're celebrating Private Property
Week

System

Appraisers field sees
inipact from RE fund

,
(

Executive Director of
tfil Kentucky Real
Estate Center • at the
University
.of Kentucky.
The Center is funded
by the Kentucky Real
Estate Commission to be
of assistance to people in
the real estate profession
In Kentucky. Assistance
is available for proposal
writing
other
and
-g-rantsmanship"
adtivities.
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It has-been ne-arly ten
with the federal &op pro• The rationale behine
years since a provision in
gram. Assuming - that
this requirement was
the Flood Disaster Act of
each used the same
well 'intentionedf-c
1973 went into effect and
rating elements, the ingress sought to improve
sent confusion throught
the poor participation in --__ dependent agent and the
eh ,ranks of mortgage
captive agent (an agent the .government's flood
lenders,
_representing_ only_ oneinsurance_
program at the time of
agents and real estate
company ) charge the
Hurricane Agnes (June,
professionals.
-18721; by requiring-that- - - same -premium _for the
In essence, the law • certain borrowers obtain
coverage.
mandates that a borflood insurance protec-In spite of the efforts •
roWiie must obtain,flood
•tion.-This'actiod was inmade to publicize the
insurance as a condition
reduce
tended to
the flow
availability of flood
for a loan under the
Of disaster relief lo'ans
coverage, the insurance
following
with liberal terms that
buying public still recircumstances:
were proving to be costmains reluctant to pura. the real property
ly to the U.S. Treasury.
chase
it. Common,exsecuring the loan is
Currently there. are
cuses include, -It won't
located in an area idenmore than 16,000 Nahappen in my lifetime."
tified as special flood
tional Flood Insurance
and "If it's that bad, the
hazard on a Federal Inpolicies in effect in over
government will bail me
surance Administration
233 communities in Kenout."
,map; and
tucky. Any licensed
peciperty-c-asualty InThe mandatory • pur.b. the community in
surance agent can sell
chase
which the real property
requirement,.
'the
policy
offered
mentioned in "e.- is partherefore,,may be the onthrough the National
ly only-- solution to the
ticipating in the National
Flood Insurance Proproblem. People will be
Flood Insurance Program. A special license
protected through the ingram: and
is not required for this
surance- mechanism"
C. the lender is federalprogram nor does the
rather than relying on
ly
regulated
or
agent have to be apdirect
payment of
connected.
pointed as is the base
federal tax dollars.

‘Q

. We Salute The Murray
Calloway County Board
Of Realtors!

•

Flood insurance provision act
outlines some needs for coverage

_
Money is available
from the American In- stitute of Real Estate Appraisers' Research and
Educational T.rust Fund
for research which will
have an impact on the
professiopal field- of
appraising.
If you have,an idea you
.. would like to discuss, of'
if you need grant idea
suggestions, call or Write
- Dr. John C.'Wolff, Jr..

•

•

Private Property Week

'
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Private Property Week

Real Estate
success.,film
available
An exceptional real
estate educational opportunity is being offered by the -Kentucky
Real'Estate
commission.
KREC• has available
the 14-part "Success
Series" on one-half Izmir'
videocassettes. The
tapes were produced by
the Realtors National
blirrke
- WrirInstitutc-----nwerk

•

KREV" to all licensees
and the public.
For additional information, contact KREC
at 222 S. First Street,
Suite 300, Louisville, KY
40202, (502) 558-4462. -
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Does property taxation need
property tax action?
Only informed citizens are likely tp have the- right answer.
Homeowners and others have a better chance of keeping
property taxes down by "keeping -up- on their community's tax
situation. Most people agree on the need for property taxes.
The issue is how high these taxes can 'justifiably be raised.
You can help prevent unjustified taxation by asking such
questions as: How do our property tax rates compare with
national averages? What percentage of local revenues comes
from property taxes? Which services are being paid for with
this money? Should the local tax structure be reexamined?
By seeking answers to these and other questions you will be
taking part in the democratic process as it affecis your
community and your pocketboo.k. Informed citizens are.
concernecicitizens.,Their knowledge and involvement can lead
to action if and when action is needed.

-

•

_

et6iiror buy quetion
4,

By Judy Johnson,
Treasurer of Murray
Calloway County Board
of Realtors.
To meet your personal
housing objectives, you
have two choices: buy or
rent. Let's take a general
look at home buying and
see what I (and most
financial planners)
believe that home buying
is still a solid long-term
investment. If you wish,
you may compare these
alternatives to renting.
Appreciation rates will
vary considerably from
one area to another, but
for argument's sake, we
can use a low figure of 4
percent. If you buy an
$80,000 house with a
$20,000 down — payment

and that house air
predates at 4 percent, the
house increases in value
in one year by $3,200. This
$3,200 represents a 16 percent return on your
$20,000. Sixteen percent is
an excellent return and...
If you are financing the
property at, for instance,
$60,000 at 13 percent, you
would be paying $7,800 for
interest during the first
year. Interest is income
tiax deduction. To
simplify, for a person in
the 30 percent tax
bracket, this interest
deduction has a cash
equivalency value of
$2,340. Adding the $3,200
appreciation return with
the $2,340 cash equivalency value of, the interest

*deduction gives us a total
of $5,540. This figure
translates to a 27.7 percent return on the
downpayment investment. Now, figure in the
property taxes as a
deduction and the return
increases even further.
Yes, I continue to
believe that a home is an
excellent investment, offering many benefits not
available to renters. I
also believe that the time
to buy is now because demand will exceed supply
into the foreseeable
future. High demand will
result in significant appre-iation increases in
the years to. come, according to Johnson.

•

A 82,000 Tax Break NOW,And a
Worry-Free Retirement Later.
What More Could You Want
From an MA?
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"The Strength of a
Nation Lies in the
Hte ofits reopl aL Abraham Lincoln
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Private Property Week

SHE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Private Property Week.-19M
individual. freedorns -Americans hold dear are the -bedrock on
which our
democracy iS an—char
-ed. One basic freedom in this country which contributes
to:our national-unity is-the right-of-all'Call-ens-to OW11,-trailtfer,-and
sell private
property. As President Abraham Lincoln said, The strength
of a nation lies
in the hoMes of its peepre."
Private Property Week provides an opportunity for all Americans to-reflec
t
upon the fundamental values of private property ownership-and
its essential im..
portan& to-theitability.of our society. The basic right to own and
convey private
property regardless of race. creed, color,-of• sex strengthens
the bonds of community -anti- unity throughout Our °wary-.
..Private property ownership encourages citizens to-participate
in the allocation of civic resciiirCes and the localize
- d deciiion-making that-iruly make.our
democracy-work. Nearly two-thirds of American famIltes.now
own their own
homes,'and the right of the other one-third to pursue this goal is
an important
part of American's commitment to progress in the future.
The right to own private property has several important compone
nts: the right
to peaceful, non-criminal use of property that does not violate the
right of others;
the right of privacy: and the right to exchange, transfer, or bequeath
property to.one's heirs. I encour"ale all Americans to join with member
s of the National
Association of Realtors ?n their observance of Private Property Week.
April 8-14,
1984-.
Kach-of these principles is essential to our nation's continued advance
ment.'

_

-

When to buy is tough decision

4

Fix-UpSpecials
on
Carpet
Vinyl
Wall Coverings

Real Estate Facts by
Amos M. McCarthy Jr..
\ we President of the
3,1urray-.Calloway County Board of Realtors.
Buy now or wait?

That's a tough decision
for your family to make.
gut for the first time in
years, potential home
buyers are getting the
green light.
Factors like low home
prices, large selection,
and a continued pent-up

demand for housing are
putting buyers in the
driver's seat.
"These new reasons,
which may not apply
later in the year, combine
with the traditional home
buying incentives of equity accumulation, tax
benefits, pride of ownership, and the laws of supply and demand which
seem certain to enhance
the homeowner's investment,"says Shropshire.
The median sales price
of an existing home nationally. increased only
3.6 percent last year.
Reflecting _discounts
from seller-,assisted
firmni'ing, the:net-selling
-priees are now rower than
a year ago. These lower
home prices mean
smaller downpayments
for buyers.
As the economy improves later in the year,
demand for housing could
be exceptionally strong,

putting upward pressure
on home prices. Housing
construction also has not
kept pace with demand.
Apartment vacancies are
at historic lows of less
than 5 percent. The formation of 20 million new
households during this
decade will require a
minimum of 2 million
new housing units be constructed each year to
meet demand. Less than
half that number were
built last year.
Also the number of people in the prime homebuying age group of 25-44
years will increase to 31
percent of the population
during the decade. This
along with the
demographic needs of
Americans and the pentup demand resulting
from the three-year-long
housing depression,
points to an increased demand for housing and a
supply that may not fill
this need.
"Home prices may
never be lower," says
McCarthy.

And homes

will continue to be an 'Mt r a ctiv_e__intr_estment,

because they -provide a
necessity — a place to
live along with an appealing lifestyle.'
Even if conventional interest rates drop, buyers
will flood the home buying market, driving
prices up. Timing a home

purchase this spring is
critical- th- taking advantage of the low prices
available now.
Buyelk traveling down
the ho
hunting road
this spring also will find a
large selection of existing
homes. Since many
families want to move
during the summer, their
homes are going on the
market right now. Also
homes that went unsold
during the winter still are
on the market.
While the supply may
be at a peak for the year,
the condition also is improved. Sellers are fixing
up as never before.
Remodeling that normally would have been considered buyers' expense,
like new carpeting, painting, even major construction like finishing a
basement or installing a
fireplace now are becoming sellers' necessities to
make homes more
marketable. Some sellers
also are assisting buyers
with mortgages.
-When you _Consider
_ roiver mortgage -interest
rates available -through
people-to-people •financing, the

savvy

home

buyer should see today's
buyer's market as an excellent time to beat the
competition at prices and
terms that couldn't be
better," says McCarthy.

Private Property Week or
Anytime...
( a REALTOR® Really Serves
You Best
Private Property ,Week is an annual observance during which
- REALTORS' join with millions of Americans in reaffirming the
precious rights that .accompany home .ownership.

MOORGLO°
LATEX HOUSE &
TRIM PAINT

MOORGARD*
LATEX
HOUSE PAINT

MOORE'S'
OIL BASE HOUSE PAINT

Long Lasting Colors
In A Soil Gloss Finish

Low Lustre Finish,
Lasting Durability.

High Gloss,
Protective Finish.

$1 VI $185
!
_

As a hornebuyer or seller-you can expect the professional real estate help
you seek from a broker who is a REALTOR — a member of the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS'.-Because he or she.knows
the homes in your area and their current market values, buyers can get

_fiormi.

for 'their money and 'sellers can set the best price.
REALTORS!are pledged to serve your interests because they subscrib
e
the National Association's-strict Code of EthiCS.
--- •

the 'best

e

.,
•
Home ownership is the heart of democracy. dispersing ecision•making
to each household. The r. hts thatotteaCtlioneritgr_nt,Ist
—•••
takenicir grantwer
rir -they must be pres,eiCia and protected.
So join is In this years observance of Private Property Week

and

Seek out a broker who is a REALTO.
R whenever you are ready to-buy or

sell a home
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Often asked real estate questions
Real Estate Questions
Asked Most Frequently
by Russ Spurlock. Director, Murray Calloway
County
Board
of
- Realtors.
There are many questions that buyers ask the
Realtor. The following
are a few that are asked
most frequently.
Q. - Does the buyer
pay a real estate fee?
A. - No. The Realtor
receives his fee from the
seller. The buyer has the
advantage of the
Realtor's professional
services absolutely free.
The Realtor provides expert help in finding and
obtaining financing on a
- home.
Q. - Why does the
- Realtor ask the buyer's
income,indebtedness and
amount of down payment
available?
A. - The realtor must
have this information in
order to intelligently
determine the price home
the buyer can afford and
the type of financing most

advantageous to him.
Q. - When the Realtor
finds the house I want,
what procedure do I
follow?
A.-Have your Realtor
prepare a written purchase agreement for you
to sign."Be prepared to
make an earnest money
deposit at this time. Your
Realtor will then take it
to the seller for acceptance. Your next step is to
make application for a
loan. Your Realtor will
advise you on financing.
Q - What is earnest
money?
A. - It is the buyer's
good faith money,
deposited in the Realtor's
escrow account until sale
closes. At that time it is
applied to the down payment. It is an indication
to the Seller that the
buyer is sincere and intends to honor his cornmittment.
Q. - Does it matter
how soon I make loan application after my purchase agreement has

been accepted?
A. - Yes, it certainly
does. Remember, your
purchase agreement has
a termination date and
you have a limited
amount of time to obtain
loan approval and close
the sale. It is sometimes
necessary to apply at a
second lending institution
to obtain the loan you
want. You could lose the
house to another buyer if
you wasted the time
alloted to you.
Q. - What do I need to
make loan application?
A. - Your Realtor will
provide you with a copy
of accepted purchase contract, a MIS information.
sheet, and a copy of the
legal description. You
should be prepared to
provide such information
as your gross income,
outstanding debts, checking accounts, savings accounts, social security
number, amount of life
insurance, assets, and all
account numbers.
Q. - What happens
after I have made loan
application?
A.- Your credit will be
checked, the property
will be appraised and the
loan committee will meet
to review your applica-

•PAGE.13 • ;

DIAMOND

JUBILEE
We salute all our Realtors during

PRIVATE PROPERTY WEEK
APRIL 8-14
Ray T..Broach Ins.

310 S. 4th

Murray

753-4703

1

"The Strength of a
Nation Lies in the
Homes of Its People."

Private Property Week

These words, attributed to Abraham Lincoln, still confirm a
basic Amencan freedom - the nght to own, use and
transfer property
REALTORS!, real estate professionals who are members of
the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS*, invite you
to observe Pnvcrte Property Week,
Home ownership ensures a stronger democracy
because it
disperses decision-making to the individual househ
old.
Homeowners tend to put down roots, to become
involved
in local government processes and to care about
what
takes place in their community and neighborhood
.
The rights that attend hotne ownership are precio
us arid
must never be taken for granted. Rather, they
must be
protected an,d wpssived for_future gerierat4,79,s,„.„.,,,p

tion. If your loan is approved a closing date will
be set and you will be
reminded of the exact
amount to bring to the
closing.
Q.
I was given information about a house
by a real estate agent.
Should I ask for him when
I all back for an appointment?
.
A. - Very definitely.
fie took the time to locate
the property and describe
it to you and should have
the opportunity of showing it to you.
Q.- Why should I stick
with just one real estate
agent?
Select an experienced and competant
agent and trust him to get
the job done for you. He
will know your
preferences and financial
qualifications, and you
will not have to repeat
this information again
and again to each new
agent who shows you a
house.

ERLDAV. APRIL,13.,1984

.

We salute the
Murray
Calloway
County
Realtors for
their positive
attitude
toward selling
our community.

Whether you
buy your home
or build your own...
We are here to help.
•
•
__UIP.11••••b.

Please join us in this year's observance
of Pnvate Property Week.
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OFFICES OF THE MURRAY CALLOW/AY

•••••

COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS
Century 21
Loretta Jobs,
Realtors

•

1200 Sycamore
Murray, KY 42071
753-1492

Coleman Real
Estate and
Property
Management

C.O.
Bondurant
Realty /418/
1 2 Main

404 North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-9898

Murray, KY 42071
753-9954
•

Galloway
Realty

Kopperud
Realty

Route 7
Murray, KY
753-1302

711 Main
Murray, KY 42071
753-1222

Claude L. Miller
Real Estate
and Appraiser
418/
1
2 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
753-5064
•

MurrayCalloway
County Realty
304 North 12th
Murray.KYA2A7,1
-71;fitor 7534146 Realtor
Ray Reeves

1

Ron Talant

Roberts
Realty
414 South 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Spann Realty
Associates
Southside Shopping Ctr.
Murray, KY 42071
7534794
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Summer vacation checklist
being offered by local realtors
Real Estate Facts by
Cliff Coleman Director of
the Murray Calloway
County
Board
of
Realtors.
Summer is just around
the corner and for many
of us that means vacation
time. Planning your
vacation means more
than just'pulling out road
maps, airline schedules
or campground guides. It
should also include a
-vacation checklist" of
things to do to protect
your home and valuables
while you're away.
Whether your trip is for
a week or a month it is
important to make your
home appear -lived-in."
Any burglar or vandal
knows how to spot a home
where the owner is gone.
Tell-tale signs include
overgrown lawns, piledup newspapers, no lights
at night, a full mailetrAgf
mail. By followirw the
checklist provided by
Murray Calloway County
Board of Realtors, you'll
be protecting your home
while having fun on your
vacation.
1. Go to your local post
office and request your
mail to be held until you
return from your trip,'or
ask a neighbor to pick it
up for you.
2. Call your newspaper
office and order a temporary cancellation of
your subscription. Stop
any other, home
deliveries as well.
3. Buy an electric light
timer. These simple-tooperate devices, which
range in price from $5 to

N\ z

$10, will turn your house
lights on and off while
you're gone. The less expensive models will only
control your lights at one
set time. To avoid any
give-away pattern of
lights going on and off at
the same time everyday,
you might invest a few
extra dollars in the more
expensive variable interval timers. They turn
your lights on and off at
different times on different days.
4. Leave a radio turnedon.
5. Ask a neighbor to cut
your grass on a regular
basis. Also, it is suggested that you leave a
house key with someone
in case of emergencies.
Have someone open and
close shades and drapes,
too.
6. If you have pets,
either board them at a
kennel or pay a neighbor
to watch them.

vacation be ruined by
liscovering a break-in at
your home when you get
back. Neighbors,
relatives and police are
your best friends when
you're on vacation. Have
them watch over your
home when you hit the
vacation trail, and then
return the favor when
they take their trip.

9. Leave an itinerary
with a neighbor or
relative in case you have
to be contacted in an
emergency.
Don't let a fun-filled

DIAMOND
JUBILEE

Bill

MOODY REALTY Ca.
414

Tyson Ave.
Paris; Term:
901-642-5093

"The Strength of a
Nation Lies in the
Homes of Its People."
Abraham Lincoln

•

Until recently, the money in your checking account did
not earn any interest. But now Lincoln Federal has
changed that with "Good Life" Checking Accounts.
%pep you open a "Good Life" Checking Account your
money will earn 5.25% interest compounded daily for
an annual yield of 5.47%. There is no minimum balance
required, and you can write all the checks you,want
without a service charie. Visit your LincolnTederal
office and open_ a "COod.Life- checking Account_Kee
it in the family — The Lincoln Federal Family.

MOSTLY OPEN

•

- -—
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How Much
Interest
o You Have
Your
Checking
ikccounr

Let the police know if
you are going to be away
for any extended period
of time. In smaller towns
and cities they occassionally will be able to
check on your home while
you are away.
8. Save money and prevent an accident by turning your water heater off,
too. Also double check to
make sure your stove or
range is shut off.

HOG BUSINESS READY FOR OPERATION 72 acres with tar
rowipa houssioutm
Therfarigrs'lilusihreet•droom house, bath, large living room.
dining room, kitchen. fireplace 4 i8 acre tobacco base ''Loan
assumption available Priced to sell at S79.000 00 Tommy Or

FRIDAY. APRIL 13, 1984
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Murray 759.1234
Formerly Security Federal
Mayfield 247-2616
Lexington
- LaGrange 582-3301
Owensboro-926-4020
58
23
23
-31
-23067
Radcliff 351-1314
Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561
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COUNTRY ESTATE
NEAR LYNN GROVE

RUSTIC COMTEMPORARY
ON WOODED LOTS

LUXURIOUS HOME
WITH 3 ACRES, BARN
AND SWIMMING POOL

QUIET RESIDENTIAL
NEIGHBORHOOD 4 BEDROOM

LARGE FAMILY HOME
ON 2 ACRES

NEAR COUNTRY CLUB
LOVELY WOODED LOT

570's

$70'.

KENTUCKY LAKE RESIDENCE
SAUNA 3 FIREPLACES,
PRIVATE TENNIS COURT

STATELY OLDER HOME
CIRCA 1929

THE QUALITY AND
CLASS OF YESTERYEAR
$65,000

THE PRICE IS RIGHT
450's

OWNER WANTS OFFER!

FRESH ON THE MARK ET
MID $60'S

$40's

GREAT LOCATION
REASONABLE PRICE!

SAY'HELLO TO
A GOOD BUY

$65,000

$30,500

QUALITY BRICK HOME
GARAGE / WORK SHOP
3.7 ACRES $50's

3 BEDROOMS, 2 FIREPLACES
REDECORATED THROUGHOUT

.,

NEW LISTING
EXTREMELY NEAT
3 BEDROOM HOME $40's

AFFORDABLE HOME ON
LARGE WOODED LOT
MID $30's

THREE BEDROOM WITH
FIREPLACE $40's

ANOTHER NEW LISTING
GREAT BUY $41,000
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